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1 Introduction
1.1 RNA Editing
RNA editing is any modification ofRNA that is distinct from RNA splicing, capping
or 3' processing'. These events can consist of ribonucleotide insertion, deletion or
conversion. The results of these modifications have been shown to affect protein
diversity by introducing altered splicing patterns, frame shifts, alternative start or
stop codons, or directly affecting the protein sequence. More recently it has become
apparent that many editing sites are situated in UTRs2, suggesting that they mediate
a regulatory function. Editing is a widespread phenomenon that has been identified in
numerous species including human, mouse, rati, fish3, nematode4, fruit fly5, plants6,
protozoa7 and bacteria8. In bacteria, however, this process is termed modification.
The two best-studied forms ofRNA editing in higher eukaryotes are adenosine to
inosine events (A>I), or cytosine to uridine (OU) events. A-I editing appears to be
the most common9. The projects described in this thesis are only concerned with A-I
RNA editing. The broader topic ofRNA editing has recently been reviewed1'10.
1.1.1 What Is A-I RNA Editing?
The process ofA-I RNA editing involves the hydrolytic deamination of adenosine at
the C6 site, resulting in a conversion to inosine. Figure 1.1 (p2) shows the
deamination reactions that occur in A-I and C-U editing. If an inosine is located
within coding sequence then the translational machinery will read this as a
guanosine, which could result in a re-coding of the protein sequence1. For example,
if the codon 'AGA' were edited to 'AGI', then this would be translated as if it was a
'AGG' codon. This would result in a change in the encoded amino acid from an
arginine to a glycine.
1.1.2 ADATs & ADARs
The conversion of adenosine to inosine is mediated by a family of enzymes called
ADARs (Adenosine Deaminases that Act on RNA). These genes appear to have
evolved from ADATs (Adenosine Deaminases that Act on tRNAs)11"13, which are
1












Both A-l and C-U deamination reactions result in the exchange of an ammonia molecule for a
water molecule. This is termed a hydrolytic deamination. The deaminase domains of the
APOBECs and the ADARs appear to be of common origin, which could account for the similarity
of the two reactions.
Figure 1.2. The Domain Structure of ADARs & ADATs


















The approximate locations of the functional domains in vertebrate and Drosophila ADAR and
ADAT genes. Each ADAR gene contains two or more dsRNA binding domains, which enable
them to bind RNA duplexes. The ADATs do not contain dsRBDs. The deaminase domain is
shared by all of these genes, but is split into two in the ADATs. ADAR1 contains two Z-DNA
binding domains and ADAR3 contains an R-rich domain. (Maas et al, 2003, JBC).
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enzymes that deaminate adenosines in tRNAs. Historically the conversion of
adenosine to inosine by ADATs within tRNAs is termed modification, while the
same change mediated by the ADARs in mRNA is termed editing. Figure 1.2 (p2)
shows the domain structures of these genes. In humans the ADAR family has three
known members, ADAR1, ADAR2 and ADAR3, the first two of which are
ubiquitously expressed14 and the third is brain specific15. As yet there are no known
targets for ADAR316, whereas the other two enzymes have a number of known
targets, some ofwhich can be edited by both enzymes in v/iro17,18. ADARs contain
two or three dsRNA binding domains and a deaminase domain. The ADARs are
thought to function as homodimers19'20. It is believed that once a potential editing site
has been bound, the target base is physically flipped out for the deamination
reaction21. This process is thought to be similar to that ofDNA methyl transferases.
Importantly, this process does not require co-factors in vitro, which suggests that
much of the specificity is provided by a direct interaction with the RNA.
There are many different splice variants for these enzymes, which allow for diversity
in target specificity and efficiency11. Indeed, the rat ADAR2 enzyme auto-regulates
itself by editing its own pre-mRNA transcripts22. This results in the creation of a new
splice site, which gives rise to an alternative splice form with a shifted open reading
frame and results in a non-functional protein. The Drosophila dADAR gene also edits
its own transcript5. This also down-regulates the activity of the enzyme, but by
changing an amino acid in the deaminase domain.
The efficiency ofA-I RNA editing is rarely 100% in mammals, with the only
exception being an editing site that results in an Q to R amino acid conversion in the
Glutamate Receptor B (GluR-B) transcript23. This edited site is called the GluR-B
Q/R site, and demonstrates the general nomenclature for naming known edited sites
(gene then the coding change). The editing efficiency varies widely both between the
different sites and between tissue and developmental stages. For example, the
serotonin (5HT2cR) receptor transcript has five edited sites in close proximity. Each
of these sites is edited at different frequencies, and these frequencies vary in tissue-
specific patterns24. The result is that there are 12 principal isoforms in the brain, each
with a different expression pattern. Interestingly, the proportions of these isoforms
are altered in suicide victims, while Prozac™ appears to have a balancing effect on
these proportions in mice25. Each isoform also incurs different sensitivity to lysergic
acid (LSD)26. The cacophony gene in Drosophila is potentially even more variable,
with ten edited sites, which could result in over 1,000 isoforms by editing alone27'28.
3
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1.1.3 AMPA Receptors
A brief description ofAMPA receptors is required to fully discuss the following
observations. AMPA receptors mediate the majority of fast excitatory synaptic
transmission29. They are composed of four subunits, GluR-A,B, C & D, which
combine to form tetramers with a central ion channel30. The receptors can be
comprised ofjust one type of subunit, or can be heteromeric. If the AMPA receptor
does not contain a GluR-B subunit that is edited at the Q/R site, then it will be
permeable to sodium, potassium and calcium. However, if the AMPA receptor
contains a GluR-B subunit that is edited at the Q/R site then the calcium permeability
of the resultant AMPA receptor becomes negligible31. In contrast editing at the GluR-
B,C&D R/G sites hasten the rate at which AMPA-type channels recover from
desensitisation32. Each of the four subunits can be alternatively spliced to contain
either a 'flip' exon, or a 'flop' exon. These are short adjacent exons of 115bp that
differ by only a few amino acids. However, for each subunit the splice variants have
quite different desensitisation kinetics33. The combination of variability in subunit
composition, splice variants and editing variants results in a wide variety of resultant
AMPA channels.
1.1.4 ADAR Mutations in Model Organisms
Although it is widely understood that the ADARs diverged from the ADAT family of
enzymes, it is not clear what function they originally served. One way to answer this
question is to observe what happens when transgenic animals are generated that are
deficient in ADAR activity. Table 1.1 (p5) shows a summary of these phenotypes. In
the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, there is only one ADAR gene, dADAR. The
null mutant of this gene has a normal lifespan, but has brain lesions and serious
behavioural deficits34. A more severe phenotype is shown by the homozygous mouse
null mutant for the ADAR2 gene. The mice died soon after weaning and were prone
to epileptic seizures. Interestingly, the impaired phenotype appeared to result entirely
from under-editing of the GluR-B Q/R edited site. The phenotype reverted to wild
type when both alleles for this transcript were substituted with alleles encoding the
edited version35. This suggests that the primary purpose ofADAR2 in the mouse is to
edit this transcript.
4
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Nematode adar-m2'1- Unknown Unknown Problems with chemotaxis4.




Unknown Widespread apoptosis36, esp. in
the liver36, and death by El 1.5.
Mouse ADARl+,~ Blood Unknown Died before E14 due to defects
in the haematopoietic system37.
Mouse adart1' CNS GluR-B
(Q/R)
Epileptic seizures and death by
P2035.
Human adar1+i~ Skin Unknown Dyschromatosis Symmetrica






Reduced editing of Q/R site
correlates with motor neuron
death & amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS)39.
Initially, this phenotype was thought to be entirely due to increased calcium
permeability of the glutamate (also termed AMPA) receptors, mediated by editing of
the Q/R site within the GluR-B pore loop region40. However, Greger et al showed
that editing of this site is also required for the correct assembly of the glutamate
receptor subunits41. Editing at the Q/R site retains the GluR-B subunit in the
endoplasmic reticulum, until it has bound three other glutamate receptor subunits to
form a complete receptor. The unedited version is not retained and readily
tetramerises, resulting in increased Ca2+ permeability in synapses41.
Two groups have created homozygous null mutants of the ADAR1 gene. In both
cases the mice died before El2.5 and showed a phenotype consistent with
widespread apoptosis36, especially in the liver42. Heterozygous null ADAR1 mutant
mice were also generated, which died before E14 due to defects in the
haematopoietic system37.
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In humans there have been two diseases that have been identified that are strongly
involved in the function of the ADARs. It has been suggested that Amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis is caused by inefficient editing of the GluR-B Q/R site, as a strong
correlation is seen between this and the death of spinal motor neurons39. It seems
plausible that mis-regulation ofADAR2 might underlie this disease, however, further
experiments are required. More direct evidence identified mutations in ADAR1 as the
causative mutations behind a skin pigmentation disease called Dyschromatosis
Symmetrica Hereditaria (DSH)38. Two of the initially reported mutations resulted in
a tmncated protein, one was thought to alter the catalytic site and the final mutation
resulted in a coding change of unknown consequence. This phenotype is remarkably
different from the null mutant in the mouse. It is not clear why this difference exists.
Many more mutations in this gene have been found in patients with DSH43"47.
1.1.5 C-U RNA Editing by APOBEC Enzymes
The conversion of cytidine to uridine residues is carried out by cytidine deaminases,
a family of enzymes that includes APOBEC1, APOBEC2, APOBEC3 and AID1. AID
has been shown to mediate immunoglobulin class switch recombination48.
APOBEC1, the best studied cytidine deaminase, edits apolipoprotein B (APOB)
mRNA to create a premature stop codon49. This gives rise to a shortened version of
APOB, which affects the regulation ofLDL (Low density lipoprotein). This has
medical importance, as high levels of LDL cholesterol constitute one of the main risk
factors in coronary heart disease. APOBEC1 requires an auxiliary factor, ACF
(.APOBEC1 Complementation Factor), to efficiently edit APOB5". There are many
similarities between the C-U editing reaction and the A-I editing reaction. The
APOBECs and the ADARs contain a homologous deaminase domain. The targeting
of the ADARs to dsRNA is thought to result from their dsRNA binding domains,
while the targeting of the APOBECs is thought to result from the dsRNA binding
domains in the ACF cofactor. In addition to editing, this complex has been shown to
suppress nonsense-mediated decay49. Near the completion of this thesis, another C-U
editing site was identified in a glycine receptor51.
6
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1.1.6 Other Types of Editing
In addition to A-I and C-U editing in vertebrates there are many other well-studied
forms ofRNA editing. C-U editing has been widely described in plant mitochondria
and chloroplasts52. Viruses also use editing, such as the Hepatitis Delta Virus, which
requires A-I editing by its host in order to complete its life cycle53. There are also
several species that show widespread insertion or deletion editing sites. These
include uridine insertion/deletion in kinetoplastid protozoa mitochondria
(trypanosomes)54, cytosine or dinucleotide insertion in Physarum mitochondria
(slime moulds)55'56, and guanosine insertion in viruses57.
There is also limited evidence for additional types of editing in vertebrates. Recently,
a putative U-C event was described in a mouse mitochondrial transcript58. This type
of editing is considered unlikely by some as the evidence for this site is poor and the
proposed addition of an amino group is energetically very expensive. In addition to
this site, there are several other unconfirmed sites that are neither A-I or C-U59"62.
7
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1.2 A-l Edited Sites
1.2.1 A Wide Range of A-l Edited Sites
ADARs require their substrates to be double-stranded RNA6j. The specificity of the
ADAR enzymes results from interactions between this dsRNA and the dsRNA
binding domains in the enzyme.If a substrate is a perfectly base-paired duplex longer
than 50bp, then the substrate is edited until roughly half of the adenosines are
deaminated1 '64. There is still some selectivity, however, as it tends to be the same
adenosines that are edited. This form of editing, as seen with the 4f-rnp transcript, is
termed hyper-editing65. Recently, it has been shown that hyper-edited dsRNAs are
cleaved in the cytoplasm66'67. This process requires Tudor-SN, a vital component of
the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). These observations support the
possibility that hyper-editing, in addition to RNAi, may be a form of defence against
viruses that replicate through a double-stranded RNA intermediate.
In humans there is another class of edited sites, which result from inverted copies of
Alu repeat sequences68"70. The Alu sequences base pair, often resulting in very long
duplexes. Editing of these duplexes occurs at a high proportion of the adenosines,
although the editing frequency is often very low (typically less than 5%). It is not
clear if any of these sites are functional; although some have been shown to result in
alternative splicing and exonisation of Alu repeat sequences. Editing of this type can
also be observed in the mouse and between other types of repeat, however, the
number of edited sites is greatly diminished71. This is possibly due to the fact that
Alu repeats are exceptionally common in the human transcriptome, but related
repeats in mouse are rare. This means that there is a greater probability of finding
two Alu repeats near to each other in the same transcript, which would provide an A-
I editing substrate.
In some cases there is evidence that the dsRNA is formed by an intermolecular
reaction. Recent advances have shown that sense-antisense pairs of transcripts are
common in mammalian genomes72'73.1 was part of the FANTOM consortium that
published one of these papers (see Appendix 3). It is possible that duplexes formed
between the sense and antisense transcripts could be good targets for A-I editing,
however, with the exception of the 4f-rnp transcript in Drosophila, there is no
8
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evidence to support this65. Complementary RNAs can also regulate editing, such as
with the 5HT2cR receptor74'73. In this case, a snoRNA (small nucleolar RNA) has
been shown to mediate the modification of the putative editing site by 2'0-
methylation, which can reduce the rate of deamination by 200-fold in vitro16.
Most of the well-studied edited sites, however, result in editing of specific
adenosines within highly conserved and relatively short imperfect RNA duplexes
formed through intra-molecular base pairing. These duplexes vary in length from just
under 30bp to over 120bp (Figure 4.1 - p75). It is thought that the bulges and loops
are required to provide the specificity to guide the enzyme to the specific
adenosines77. This type of editing is referred to as 'specific editing'. The majority of
these sites have attributable functions, such as recoding proteins or affecting splicing.
However, some occur in non-coding regions of transcripts and their functions are
unknown. For the purposes of this thesis, the edited sites that result in a specific
protein recoding event were considered the most interesting group of sites to study as
they are the most likely to be functional. For this reason, this thesis is mainly
concerned with this type of site.
1.2.2 Anatomy of an A-l editing site
Figure 1.3 (p 10) shows the essential elements of the serotonin (5HT2cR) receptor
edited sites. Section A shows a typical edited dsRNA duplex structure, with 70bp of
intervening sequence. The duplex is both relatively short and relatively imperfect
(i.e. it contains some non-complementary bases). Section B shows the exonic
location of the edits and demonstrates the high level of sequence conservation
associated with this cluster of edited sites. Each of the four edited sites shown results
in re-coding of an amino acid in the resultant protein.
When describing these structures it is imperative that strict terminology is used.
Some of the terminology given here is novel, as there was no existing terminology
that could sufficiently explain the given features. The most important terms are
described below;
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Editing Complementary Sequence (ECS)
The predicted RNA structure of the 5HT2C receptor edited sites. The
edited nucleotides are marked with an T, which indicates the change to
inosine. The 5 prime and 3 prime ends of this sequence are indicated. The
structure is annotated with formal terms for describing these structures.
The edited sequence (ES) and the editing complementary sequence
(ECS) are separated by 70bp.
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I/V I/M N/S I/V - Protein recoding changes
The location of the inverted repeat structure described in section A in
relation to the exon structure of the gene. A section of the alignment is
also shown. This demonstrates the high levels of sequence conservation
that can be observed across the edited sequence (ES). The only
nucleotide that is not completely conserved in mouse, rat & human is
highlighted in red. The recoded amino acids have been indicated for each
site (unedited/edited).
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• RNA Duplex - A double-stranded RNA structure formed through base
pairing of two sequences. Typically, this will result from two complementary
regions of the same transcript, although these will not necessarily be adjacent
regions. RNA duplexes may also occur between separate RNA molecules. An
RNA hairpin is a special case ofRNA duplex where the two base-pairing
regions have little or no intervening sequence.
• Inverted Repeat - This is when a copy of a sequence is found in the same
molecule, but in the opposite direction on the same strand. This can occur in
both DNA and RNA. If the situation arises in RNA this can give rise to a
perfect or near perfect duplex, depending on the similarity of the two
sequences. Transcripts with inverted Alu repeats are particularly common in
humans71.
• Edited Sequence (ES) - This is the half of the duplex that contains the edited
nucleotides or if no edited nucleotides are known, it is the half that typically
occurs in an exon.
• Editing Site Complementary Sequence (ECS) - This is the half of the
duplex that does not contain the edited nucleotides. The ECS is typically
located in the adjacent intron. This is an established term in the field1.
• Editing Complementary Duplex (ECD) - This describes the entire duplex
structure, incorporating both the Edited Site (ES) and the Editing
Complementary Site (ECS), but not the intervening sequence. Unless stated
otherwise, all ECDs referred to in this thesis are only predicted ECDs.
Many of the features shown for the 5HT2cR receptor are common to the majority of
the other known edited sites. Figure 1.4 (pl2) shows the vertebrate edited sites that
result in re-coding proteins, either directly or through altered splicing, including the
5HT2cR site. Most, if not all, of the A-I edited sites are widely assumed to be
mediated by ECDs where both the ES and the ECS occur in the same transcript,
however, not all these sites have published ECDs. Published ECD predictions have
been shown where available. The references and the experimental support for each of
these ECDs are shown in Table 1.2 (pi4), which lists mammalian genes that have
been shown to result in protein recoding. The distance between the ECD halves
varies between zero for the GluR-B R/G site32 and 1.8Kb for the GluR-6 Q/R site78.
The length of these ECDs vary, with most of them being between 20 and 30bp.
However,
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The 15 known protein recoding edited sites, showing the locations of
the individual sites and their associated known ECSs. All transcripts
are shown in the 5' to 3' direction and are drawn approximately to
scale. The three glutamate receptor Q/R regions are grouped together
due to their similarity, as are the three R/G regions. For the longer
exons, gaps are shown with the intervening length given in the gap.
Similarly, long intronic regions are denoted by two parallel slashes and
an associated length. Where the protein is modified by editing,
the amino acid change is indicated. The number above each site specifies the exact location of
each site. Coordinates are relative to the nearest exon start/end. ADAR2 is alternatively spliced;
editing at the -1 site creates an alternative splice site, resulting in the inclusion of 47bp and a
frame shift. The resultant protein is not thought to be functional. The additional 47bp are indicated
by the dashed line surrounding the initial segment of this exon. As well as giving an overview of the
known sites, this figure demonstrates that mammalian recoding editing sites often occur in clusters
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the ADAR2 self-editing site ECD is approximately lOObp long63. In each case shown
here, the ES is either totally within the exon, or more commonly, it adjoins or
overlaps one end of the exon. In contrast, all the mammalian ECSs are within an
adjacent intron, with the exception of the KCNA1 site, where both halves of the ECD
occur within the exon80. This figure also includes an edited site identified by the
work in this thesis79. This site was also identified by another group81.
1.2.3 High Sequence Conservation of ECDs
Figure 1.3 (plO) shows the high level of sequence conservation of the 5HT2cR edited
site in three mammals. The only nucleotide that is not completely conserved is
highlighted. Most of the known recoding edited sites exhibit similarly high levels of
conservation. For example, the region containing GluR-B Q/R edited site has over
99% nucleotide similarity for a 120bp region conserved between mouse and human
(Table 3.3 - p60). The remaining known protein recoding sites are not so
exceptionally well conserved, however. The known edited sites and ECSs are
sometimes observed across a large range of species. For example, the GluR-B R/G
ECD can be clearly observed in mouse, rat, human, chicken and fish85. This suggests
that this edited site arose over 450 million years ago in a common ancestor of fish
and mammals86. In each of these cases both halves of the ECD are very well
conserved85.
The reasons for such high levels of sequence conservation in ECDs are not entirely
clear. Even the most vital coding sequences are often only completely conserved in
the first two positions of each codon. The third position of each codon is normally
not strongly constrained in coding sequences, and would be expected to vary due to
neutral drift over the timescales examined here. As demonstrated by Figure 1.3
(plO), the edited sites are typically conserved in almost all positions. The most
plausible explanation for this is that every position in the sequence is required to stay
the same in order to generate the correct duplex structure. This may reflect a high
level of accuracy required for this structure to recruit and accurately target the correct
ADAR isoforms to the correct adenosines. Even so, the same structure could be
achieved through compensatory mutations. For example, an A-U base pair could
mutate to a G-U or a G-C base pair without changing the overall structure.
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There is a precedent in the literature for exceptionally well-conserved sequences87'88.
These sequences appear to be non-transcribed and their locations are correlated with
developmental genes. This suggests that these sequences have some kind of
regulatory role, however, it is still unclear how these sequences have remained so
unchanged through evolution. The possibilities that have been considered can
broadly be split into three categories including locally increased DNA repair,
protection from mutation, and selective constraint due to the sequence performing
multiple functions87. Similar explanations could be applied to explain why the edited
sequences are so well conserved, but selective constraint is the most likely.
1.2.4 The Specificity of A-l Editing
The source of the specificity ofA-I editing has been and remains an enigma. In vitro,
the ADARs are able to edit suitable targets without additional co-factors. This
suggests that the specificity is a quality of the enzyme itself. The most obvious
candidate regions of the protein would be the dsRNA binding domains that each
enzyme has. These domains interact with the sugar-phosphate backbone of the RNA,
without making direct contact with the bases89'90. This would suggest that the only
specificity they provide is in the requirement of the target to form an RNA duplex.
However, it has been shown the ADAR2 dsRBDs bind selectively to a duplex
mimicking the Q/R site91. Additional data shows that the dsRBDs ofADAR2 may
also contribute to the specificity beyond recognising the duplex, possibly through
selectively aiding the flipping out mechanism of the editing reaction21. Internal loops
and bulges in the RNA duplex have been shown to add specificity77. These
observations suggest a model in which the dsRBDs target ADAR2 to the correct
duplexes, then help in the editing reaction as well.
However, the main determinant of the specificity ofRNA editing appears to come
from the deaminase domain. In an elegant experiment, the deaminase domains were
swapped between ADAR1 and ADAR2. The specificities of these genes overlap, but
are not identical. The specificities of the resultant chimaeras matched those of the
deaminase domains, not the rest of the protein92.
An alignment of the targets ofADAR2 has shown that there is no clear consensus
sequence that targets the ADARs to their sites. There are base preferences for the
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bases immediately adjacent to the edited adenosine, but even these are not
particularly strong63.
It is possible that the specificity in vivo is provided by additional factors. The
observation that many of the edited genes are edited in more than one exon suggests
that there is some property of the entire transcript that makes it a good editing target.
One possibility is that the specificity is provided at the promoters of these genes,
such that active ADAR enzymes are only recruited to a subset of genes that require
editing. Indeed, one of the ADAR1 isoforms contains Z-DNA binding domains, that
have been proposed to target ADAR1 to the site of transcription93"96. This question is
still under close scrutiny in the A-I RNA editing field. In summary, the specificity of
the ADARs appears to come from a combination of sources including the dsRNA
binding domains (and their associated RNA duplexes), the deaminase domains and
potentially other sources of specificity.
The story for C-U RNA editing by APOBEC1 is far simpler. The specificity is
provided by an 1 lbp mooring sequence, usually five nucleotides downstream of the
edited C, which base-pairs with a 3 prime efficiency element97. Mutagenesis has also
identified a 5 prime efficiency element and a requirement for A+U rich bulk RNA1.
Using homology to these sequences, a second C-U target was identified, the NF1
98
tumour suppressor .
1.2.5 The Evolution of A-I Editing
It has been shown that the ADAR enzymes have probably diverged from the ADAT
family, through the incorporation of two or more dsRNA binding domains''.
However, many questions remain about how and why the known editing sites have
evolved. One possibility is that the original function of the ADARs was as an anti¬
viral or anti-retroviral response. This is supported by the fact that one of the isoforms
ofADAR1 is interferon inducible99'100. It has been shown that A-I RNA editing
interferes with RNAi101"104 and hyper-edited RNA has been shown to be cleaved via
a central component of the RNAi pathway67'105. This also suggests a link between
editing and viral defence. There are also several reports ofA-I editing of viruses in
the literature, including measles virus, hepatitis delta virus (HDV), parainfluenza,
respiratory syncytial virus, VSV DI particle, polyoma virus, and two avian
retroviruses10. Some of these involve fully double-stranded targets, while others are
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mediated by antisense transcripts or RNA hairpins. Interestingly, the HDV target
actually requires editing for replication to occur106. There have also been
observations ofC-U editing of viruses by APOBEC3G107.
Once the ADAR system had become established, it is plausible to think that it could
have been turned to mediate additional functions, such as re-coding of proteins or
affecting splicing. In order to do this, however, suitable substrates are required,
which in this case must be dsRNAs. There are several possible sources of dsRNAs,
including antisense transcription, existing duplex structures and inverted duplications
of exon sequences (which are often mediated by retro-transposons). The latter two
categories could both have given rise to the edited sites that we observe today.
Once an edited target has become established, the high levels of sequence
conservation observed suggest that it is under very strong selective constraint. Some
of the genes containing these edited sites then undergo gene duplication and
subsequent divergence. This can be seen for the GluR-B,C&D R/G edited sites,
which clearly maintain an ECD structure in each gene that is almost identical across
mammals.
The Drosophila synaptotagmin-1 {syt) gene appears to share some of its edited sites
with mosquitoes and butterflies. However, the ECD structures are completely
different, with a long-range pseudoknot structure in the fruit fly and a simple
imperfect duplex in butterflies108. Interestingly, the sea hare, a type of sea slug,
produces the same effect through a third mechanism; it has two alternatively spliced
exons, one with the normal form and the other with the edited form108. It has been
suggested that this represents convergent evolution.
1.2.6 The Functions of A-l RNA Editing
The fundamental effect ofA-I editing is to introduce inosine nucleotides in place of
adenosines. This small change could have a major effect on many systems, many of
which have been shown to occur. Some of these possible and known effects have
been shown in Figure 1.5 (pi9).
As discussed above, there are several reports of hyper-editing of viral RNA. This
results in recoding the viral sequences, making them ineffective. While this may
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Figure 1.5. Putative and Known Effects of A-l RNA Editing.
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account for the hyper-editing type ofA-I editing, it does not account for more
specific editing of transcripts in the host species. Hyper-editing has also been
implicated in the formation of heterochromatin although the precise mechanisms are
unclear109.
For the majority of the Alu-repeat mediated editing sites there does not appear to be
any clear consequences, except possibly the stabilisation or destabilisation of the
duplex formed between the two Alu-repeats70. A few of these sites can result in
altered splicing by creating additional splice sites69. It is not clear if these novel
splice variants are functional.
More specific A-I editing has been proposed to result in altered protein sequence,
through direct codon alteration or splicing alteration, as a method to generate and
regulate a variety of different protein isoforms12. Most of the known specific edited
sites are in genes involved in neurological or synaptic processes1'34. In mammals,
many of these are in glutamate receptor genes. It is not clear why this bias exists, but
could have something to do with the rapid responses required within nerves and at
synapses or the differences in the immune system in the brain1. An analysis of the
abundance of inosine in rat tissues agrees with these observations as the rat brain
shows the highest abundance, with one inosine per 17,000 ribonucleotides110.
1.2.7 A-I RNA Editing & Splicing
The observation that most of the known ECSs occur in adjacent introns shows that
A-I RNA editing of these sites must occur before splicing. This section introduces
the numerous suggestions in the literature that the processes ofA-I editing and
splicing are linked. The most obvious example is the self-editing of the rat ADAR2
transcripts, which results in the creation of an alternative splice site and non¬
functional protein22. The splicing of the PTPN6 transcript is also affected by editing.
The branch site of intron 3 is destroyed through editing of the essential adenosine.
This results in the inclusion of the intron, which appears to be involved in the
aetiology of acute myeloid leukaemia111. This editing site is created by base-pairing
of inverted Alu repeats2.
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The GluR-B R/G site has been used to model the interaction of editing and
splicing112. In vitro studies show that the splicing machinery and ADAR2 compete
for binding to the ECD, and that prior exposure to RNA helicase A removes the
ability ofADAR2 to compete. It is possible that the helicase disrupts the hairpin,
allowing splicing factors to bind to the otherwise sequestered 5 prime splice site.
Given that many ECSs are in introns, the editing system may use hairpins to
effectively stall the splicing machinery until editing is complete. An in vivo model
has been suggested where the CTD (Carboxyl-Terminal Domain) ofRNA
polymerase II coordinates the editing and splicing, in that order. This may be
mediated by RNA helicase A, which unwinds the structure once editing is
complete112. A similar situation can be observed between the Drosophila
melanogasterpara and mle genes. Mutations in the mle (maleless) gene result in
aberrant editing and splicing of the para gene113. Mle is the orthologue of RNA
helicase A and has been shown to unwind dsRNA structures in vitro114. Consistent
with these theories, both ADAR1 and ADAR2 have been shown to associate with
elements of the splicing machinery, including Sm and SR proteins within large
nuclear ribonucleoprotein (InRNP) particles115.
The GluR-B Q/R and the 5HT2cR sites have been shown to have a correlation
between the proportion of editing at these sites and the splicing of their adjacent
introns. In the ADAR2 homozygous null mouse, whenever the GluR-B Q/R site
remained unedited, the next intron was generally retained'5, which suggests that
editing is required for efficient splicing. Introducing A-G base substitutions to mimic
the A-I substitutions in the SHTjcR receptor profoundly affected splicing of the
normal and upstream splice sites116, even though these sites occur in the middle of
the exon. More recently it was suggested that alternative splicing upstream of edited
sites might not be correlated to editing efficiencies, while alternative splicing
downstream can be correlated. This was illustrated using two known examples of
editing (Ca a-IT, a. calcium channel & nAchRa-34E, a nicotinic acetylcholine
receptor)117.
The regulation of splicing through hairpins and other RNA secondary structures does
not appear to be limited to editing sites however. It has been established that
alternatively spliced introns are enriched for simple inverted repeats, suggesting that
they are somehow involved in the splicing process. While only 44% of the 18 173
genes in the Human Alternative Splicing Database were known to be alternatively
spliced, they contained 84% of the 694 237 intronic complementary repeat pairs
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(based on criteria described in the study)118. Exon skipping is one form of alternative
splicing. It has been shown that skipped exons often contain a complementary pair of
C-rich and G-rich motifs, which tend to be conserved between mouse and human. It
appears that the putative duplexes formed by these sequences may act as the signal to
skip these exons119. The Drosophila melanogaster DsCam gene provides another
example of how conserved hairpins might regulate splicing120. The gene contains 48
copies of exon 6, only one ofwhich is included in each transcript. The remarkable
feat is mediated by a conserved element 5 prime of this group of exons, which is able
to form a duplex with complementary 'selector' elements located before each exon 6
variant. This duplex, which can only form with one selector element at a time,
relieves splicing repression for the exon, resulting in a transcript containing only that
exon 6 variant. Additional examples of secondary structure affecting splicing can be
observed for the human Tau gene121 and the mouse hnRNP A1 gene122. It is possible
that the ECDs for the known edited sites originally appeared as repeats which were
maintained as they regulated splicing, but were then co-opted by the editing
machinery. RNA hairpins have also been shown to regulate cellular localisation of
transcripts in Drosophila oocytes123.
These observations combine to make a strong case for the interaction of editing and
splicing, although a lot more work is required to accurately characterise this
interaction.
1.2.8 A-l Editing & Disease
The fact that many of the known mammalian edited genes are implicated in disease
processes has lead to a large number ofpapers detailing the correlation between
editing efficiencies of these sites and their associated diseases. Mostly, the
correlations seen are negative, or weak. At best these papers show that there is a
correlation with editing that may simply be a result of the disease, rather than a
causal effect. Table 1.3 (p23) shows a list of these publications and briefly describes
the conclusions of each.
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Table 1.3. RNA Editing and Disease
Disease/ Result References Gene Association




5HT2CR Reduced editing efficiency in patients
Major
127
5HT2CR Altered editing efficiency in patients
Depression
Suicidal 127 5HT2CR Altered editing efficiency in patients
depression
Suicidal 25 5HT2CR C site editing is increased, D site editing is
depression decreased. Prozac rescues these changes.
Huntingdon
128 GluR-B Putative altered editing efficiency in patients.
disease
Alzheimer 128 GluR-B Putative altered editing efficiency in patients.
disease
Malignant
129 GluR-B Substantially reduced editing in gliomas.
Gliomas Explains the occurrence of epileptic seizures in
association with malignant gliomas.
Sub-acute 130 - Hyper-editing of viral transcripts has been
sclerosing implicated in several deaths by this disease.
panencephalitis
Amyotrophic
39 GluR-B Reduced editing of the GluR-B Q/R site correlates
Lateral with motor neuron death and ALS.
Sclerosis
Dyschromatosis
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1.3 Previous Methods for Finding A-I Editing Sites
The primary aims of the work in this thesis are to increase the number of known
edited sites and to further characterise those sites that have already been identified.
Figure 1.4 (pi2) shows all the currently known edited sites that result in protein
recoding.
The earliest A-I edited sites to be identified were discovered through serendipity.
Other sites were identified through direct homology with other known edited sites,
such as the glutamate receptor family of edited sites. More recently, however, several
groups have made concerted efforts to add to the list of known edited sites. Broadly,
these efforts can be divided into biochemical techniques, repeat-based screens,
mismatch-based screens, and sequence conservation-based screens.
1.3.1 Biochemical Screens For A-I Edited Sites
Bass et al have developed a lab-based technique to identify transcripts containing
inosine nucleotides2'4'110'131. RNAseTl cleaves these transcripts in vitro at the inosine
position, and then the 3 prime end is polyadenylated. Poly-T primers are then used
together with an arbitrary primer to amplify these fragments. The PCR products for
each arbitrary primer are then run on a sequencing gel and compared to non-
RNAseTl-treated products. Any bands observed in the treated gel lane, but not in the
untreated lane represent inosine cleavage sites. Using this method they identified 10
nematode edited sites and 5 human sites2. All of these sites were found in UTRs,
introns or non-coding sequence. The authors suggested that this may reflect an
overall bias towards editing in non-coding sequences and that there were probably
many more undiscovered sites. One of these sites was in a miRNA and there have
9 1 79
been other reports of editing of miRNAs"' ' .
Xia et al used a different approach to look for Drosophila edited sites133. They used a
polyclonal antibody against inosine to enrich inosine-containing mRNAs from total
mRNAs of wild type and dADAR mutant flies, respectively. The enriched mRNA
portion was amplified and hybridised with Drosophila melanogaster cDNA arrays,
which identified over 500 potential mRNA edited targets. Sixty-two of these genes
also had A-G mismatches observable between publicly available expressed and
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genomic sequences. Twelve of these were selected ofwhich seven were
experimentally validated. Ohman et al are attempting a similar experimental
approach (not currently published), except that their antibody is raised against
ADAR2 instead of inosine (information based on a poster presented by Marie
Ohman at the 2005 Gordon Research Conference in RNA Editing).
1.3.2 Mismatch-Based Screens for A-l Edited Sites
The simplest method to identify novel A-I edited sites relies on a comparison of
expressed and genomic sequences from the same regions of the genome. Reverse
transcriptase reads inosines as guanosines. Hence, if all the genomic sequences
consistently have an adenosine in a particular position, and the expressed sequences
have one or more guanosines recorded at the same position, then this is a putative
edited site. There are a number of problems with this approach though, including the
frequent lack of a sufficient number of sequences, sequencing errors, single
nucleotide polymorphisms and mis-alignment issues. These sources of false positives
are discussed further in Chapter 3.
This basic concept was used to look for clusters ofA-G mismatches between cDNA
collections and the genome for both human134 and Drosophila^. Stapleton et al used
the Berkeley Drosophila cDNA collection to predict over 30 putative edited sites,
although only a few had strong support in the mismatch data. One of these putative
edited sites, in an amine receptor gene, was experimentally confirmed. Kikuno et al
used the Kazusa brain-enriched cDNA collection to predict human edited sites,
however the precise locations of these predicted sites were never made available.
Both of these groups found that the majority of the putative editing sites they
observed were in inverted Alu repeats, which agrees with previous predictions that
inosines are predominantly found in non-coding sequences2. Mismatch data was also
used to help confirm candidates in the inosine pull-down described in the previous
section133. An unavoidable bias in screens based on mismatches is that they will tend
to find sites that are either edited at a high frequency or highly expressed.
Given the apparent bias towards editing in non-coding sequences, it seemed
important to specifically target putative edited sites in coding sequences. More
complex methods to rank these putative edited sites were also required. Chapter 3
describes the protocol that we developed with these aims in mind. This protocol used
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a series of simple filters to remove the majority of the SNPs, sequencing errors and
alignment errors. The remaining candidates were analysed for the features of known
recoding edited sites, which include high sequence conservation, an ECD structure
overlapping the mismatch and clustering ofA-G mismatches. Mismatches that
resulted in non-synonymous changes or those that were identified in both mouse and
human orthologous positions were also recorded. A statistical method was devised to
combine each of these features and rank all the putative edited candidate sites. This is
the first method to successfully identify more than one of the known mammalian
recoding edited sites in a genome-wide screen. A novel candidate, BC10, was also
identified and validated to be a novel A-I edited target79.
Levanon et al used a similar approach based on a similar set of features. They
required the edited region to be conserved above 85% nucleotide identity over at
least 50bp and the proposed edit had to be non-synonymous. All remaining
mismatches were then screened using a probabilistic algorithm that calculated the
likelihood of each mismatch being due to editing. This resulted in two lists of high
quality candidates for mouse and human. In addition to several of the known editing
sites, they identified four novel edited sites that are found in both lists. These genes
were FLNA, CYFIP2,1GPFB7, and BC10, which was also identified in our screen81.
In this publication, BC10 was identified under a different name, BLCAP. With the
exception of IGPFB7, these sites have all been experimentally validated.
These analyses demonstrate that searching for A-G mismatches that can be observed
in more than one species is a powerful approach. This is because the likelihood of
SNPs being conserved between mouse and human is low136. In contrast to these two
studies, several groups have concentrated their efforts on identifying and
characterising the edited sites in non-coding RNA and in repeats.
1.3.3 Repeat-Based Analyses of A-I Edited Sites
In agreement with previous observations, several recent analyses show that the vast
majority of human A-I edited sites are situated in introns and UTRs68"70'134'137. These
analyses all used the alignment of expressed sequences to the human genome.
Levanon et al specifically looked at A-G mismatches in long inverted repeats and
identified more that 12,723 putatively edited sites in 1,637 genes, with an estimated
accuracy of 95%70. Interestingly, they also found that many of these sites are
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erroneously included in the major SNP repository (dbSNP)138. Similar results were
obtained in other studies, which is not surprising given the similarity of each
approach68'69. These studies consistently show that -90% of these novel edited sites
are located in Alu repeat sequences68. These repeats are found extensively in primate
genomes and are not found elsewhere. The mouse has some Alu-like repeats, but
they are substantially less common. Kim et al showed that the mouse had only 91
cDNAs with significant evidence of editing compared with 2,674 in human. These
data suggest that the editing of repeats is exaggerated in primates68. A likely cause of
this observation is that no other model organism's genome contains any single type
of repeat at such a high frequency71. In line with this theory, the proportion of editing
in Alu repeats tends to be greater when the two inverted repeats share high sequence
similarity and are physically close together69. It is striking that, in contrast to our
efforts, none of these analyses identified any of the known recoding edited sites,
however, Athanasiadis et al have provided an possible explanation for this. They
show that 85% of all pre-mRNAs contain edited Alu repeats. As a result, the number
of edited sites in repeats overwhelmed the small number of protein recoding sites.
They also show that editing ofAlu repeats can result in their exonisation and
incorporation into coding sequences6 '134.
Given that the majority of these sites occur in Alu repeat sequences, they cannot be
conserved beyond the primate lineage. It is not even clear what function editing of
Alu repeats could have. To date, none of the individual sites have been shown to be
functional or have a phenotype.
1.3.4 Sequence Conservation Based Screens for A-l Edited Sites
High sequence conservation of the ECD structure appears to be a common feature for
the known recoding edited sites. In the fruit fly the levels of sequence conservation
can be considerably higher than in vertebrates. For example, the Drosophilapara
gene is exceptionally well conserved across its three edited sites and their ECSs139.
This observation led Hoopengardner et al to screen a collection of over 900 genes
involved in neurological functions for high levels of sequence conservation. They
visually screened these genes for regions that were highly conserved over 50bp or
more between Drosophila melanogaster and Drosophila pseudobscura. This
identified most of the known edited sites in Drosophila. In addition, they identified
and experimentally validated 16 novel edited sites. All of these genes are involved in
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rapid electrical and chemical neurotransmission, and many of the edited sites recode
conserved and functionally important amino acids140. In a study of ultra-conserved
elements in insect genomes, another group identified a number of the known edited
sites, although that was not their primary aim88.
Chapter 4 describes a protocol that uses a combination of sequence conservation and
secondary structure to identify novel vertebrate targets and to identify the ECSs for
known edited sites. Chapter 5 repeats this analysis for the fruit fly. This work has not
been published yet.
In summary, A-I editing has proven to be a widely used mechanism for introducing a
number of functional and potentially non-functional edited sites into RNA
transcripts. This is a field that has been heavily studied over the last decade, but
many questions remain unanswered.
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1.4 Bioinformatics, Genomics & Transcriptomics
The work in this thesis relies heavily on the established materials and methods
encompassed by bioinformatics, genomics and transcriptomics. A full description of
these fields is beyond the scope of this thesis, however, I have attempted to provide a
brief overview of the important points.
1.4.1 Bioinformatics & Genomics
Bioinformatics can be described as the collection, organisation and analysis of large
amounts ofbiological data, using computers and databases. This broad definition
covers many diverse areas, most ofwhich are not relevant to this thesis. However,
the generation and annotation of genome assemblies, and the applications/algorithms
designed to analyse this information, have been vital to this work. Much of this work
also falls into the field of genomics, which can be defined as the study of genes and
genomes.
The human genome project generated vast amounts of genomic sequence data in the
form ofwhole-genome-shotgun reads (WGS) and high-throughput-genomic
sequencing reads141. Vast amounts of genomic sequences have now been generated
for a number of other model organisms. Turning these sequences into the browsable,
annotated genomes that are now publicly available has required a wide range of
bioinformatic input, including genome assembly programs, DNA alignment
programs, protein alignment programs, gene prediction programs, protein secondary
structure prediction programs, and protein domain prediction programs142. As of
October 2005, the Ensembl web browser (www.ensembl.orgl held genomes and gene
annotation for 21 model organisms142. The usefulness of these genomic sequences is
not limited to creating assemblies, however. For example, they have also been used
to identify SNPs143.
1.4.2 Transcriptomics
Transcriptomics can be defined as the study of all expressed sequences within a
genome. There are many technologies that have been applied to this field, including
SAGE144, CAGE145, and EST/cDNA sequencing146 among others. For the purposes
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of this thesis, the last two technologies were the most important. Firstly, these gene
sequences are extremely useful for guiding gene prediction methods147. Secondly,
these sequences can be used to observe variations in the transcripts that they are
derived from. Among other things, this feature has been used to identify alternative
splicing events148, SNPs143 and RNA editing sites79'133"135'138. Appendix 3 describes
my contribution to a Science paper based on the analysis of the mouse
transcriptome73.
1.5 Summary
A-I RNA editing is a process that is linked with a variety ofmedical conditions.
Although there have been several attempts to identify all the edited sites in
mammalian and other genomes, it is likely that other protein recoding sites remain to
be identified. As of 3 years ago, when this thesis was started, there were no
bioinformatic approaches applied to this field. The work in this thesis was intended
to fill this niche and identify novel A-I RNA editing sites, both in mammals and
other species. This work also aimed to further characterise the known edited sites
through bioinformatic approaches. To some extent, both these aims have been
successful.
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2 Materials & Methods
During the course of this work I have used many techniques and resources more than
once. These are divided into materials and methods. The materials used in this work
have been divided into computing resources, databases and programs and are
discussed below. They are followed by a description of the methods, or multiply used
protocols, that I have employed.
2.1 Materials: Computing Resources
Almost all the methods described here have been implemented through Perl scripts
ran in a Solaris UNIX environment. The remainder were carried out manually. Perl
has become one of the most popular languages for biological data analysis for a
number of reasons. Primarily it is easy to leam and often has multiple methods for
achieving the same task. It also has a highly developed capacity for detecting
patterns in text data. Given the enormous amounts of publicly available biological
data, and the assumption that there are patterns underlying such data, Perl was an
ideal choice of programming language to use.
2.2 Materials: Databases
2.2.1 Ensembl
The Ensembl databases142 are produced and maintained in a joint project between
EMBL-EBI (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/) and the Sanger Institute
(http://www.sanger.ac.uk/). During the course of this work I have used several
versions of the Ensembl databases between May 2003 and June 2005.
The databases, which can be found at http://www.ensembl.org/, provide a genome-
based annotation framework that is consistent between species. This allows for easy
comparison of data between organisms. The species covered by these databases
include Homo sapiens (human), Pan troglodytes (chimp), Mus musculus (mouse),
Rattus Novegicus (rat), Canis familiaris (dog), Gallus gallus (chicken), Fugu
rubripes (Pufferfish), Danio rerio (Zebrafish), Anopheles gambiae (Mosquito),
Drosophila melanogaster (Fruit fly), Apis mellifera (Honey bee) and several others.
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This list represents a wide variety of biologically interesting and well-studied
species, generally with good genome coverage.
The data for each species includes gene and exon predictions, homologous and
orthologous gene predictions, coding sequence predictions, splice variants,
EST/cDNA alignments and many other features.
Genome sequence files were obtained in FASTA format from the Ensembl ftp site
for all the species named above (http://www.ensembl.org/Download/ ). Exon
prediction coordinates and FASTA sequences were obtained from EnsemblMart,
which is the web-interface of the Ensembl SQL database
(http ://www.ensembl.org/Multi/martview).
2.2.2 FlyBase
Although Ensembl contains data for Drosophila melanogaster, it does not contain
any data for additional fruit fly species. We chose to use Drosophila pseudoobscura
as a second fruit fly species. The genomic sequences were obtained from FlyBase
('ftp://flvbase.net/genomes/Drosophila pseudoobscura/dpse rlO 20041108/fasta/dps
e-all-chromosome-rl.03.fasta.gz and/dpse-all-scaffold-rl.03.fasta.gz")149. This refers
to the euchromatin assembly version R1.03, dated 8/11/2005. Annotation files in gff
format were also obtained from FlyBase for the same assembly version
(ftp://flybase.net/genomes/Drosophila_pseudoobscura/dpse_rl0_20041108/gff/*).
FlyBase is an online database of genetic and molecular data for Drosophila species.
It includes data on a large number of species from the Drosophilidae family, and is
produced by a consortium consisting of researchers funded by the National Institutes
of Elealth (NIH) and the Medical Research Council (MRC). This database contains
genomes, gene and exon predictions, phenotypes, ESTs, cDNAs and many other
forms of data. In many ways FlyBase is the Drosophila equivalent of Ensembl.
2.2.3 GenBank
GenBank® is the National Institute of Elealth (NIH) genetic sequence database. As of
February, 2004, this contained almost 38,000 million bases in over 30 million
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sequence records150. These records include both genomic DNA and RNA sequences.
GenBank is part of the International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration,
which also includes the DataBank of Japan (DDJB) and the European Molecular
Biology Laboratory (EMBL).
In preparation for the protocol described in Chapter 3, sequence files for all human
and mouse expressed sequences were required. Expressed sequence tags (ESTs) were
obtained from dbEST (see next section). The remaining expressed sequences were
typically full-length cDNAs. These sequences were obtained from the Entrez website
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=Nucleotide), with the following
query 'homo sapiens [ORGN]) AND (cdna [TITL] OR mrna [TITL]) AND
100:5000000 [SLEN]' and with the search limits set to 'exclude all the above' &
'molecule = mRNA'. This obtained all sequences with cDNA or mRNA in their title
that were between lOObp and 5Mb and were not annotated as ESTs. Mouse data was
obtained by substituting 'mus musculus' instead of'homo sapiens'. These queries
resulted in 144,780 mouse cDNAs and 152,223 human cDNAs.
2.2.4 dbEST
dbEST is a division ofGenBank that contains sequence data and other information
on "single-pass" cDNA sequences, called Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs), from a
number of organisms151. As these ESTs are derived from expressed sequences, they
can be used to identify the transcribed regions of genes, predict splice sites and
identify expressed sequence variations. ESTs are essentially fragments of larger full-
length cDNAs. cDNAs are generally of higher sequencing quality than single pass
ESTs. However, ESTs are considerably cheaper to generate than full cDNA
sequences. As of June 2005, there were approximately 6 million human ESTs and 4
million mouse ESTs. A large number of additional species also had ESTs in this
database, ranging from 900,000 to 1 per species.
All mouse and human ESTs were obtained from GenBank using the command 'homo
sapiens [ORGN] AND gbdiv_est [PROP]' to this URL
'http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?CMD=search&DB=nucleotide',
then selecting a FASTA output format. No limits were required. Mouse data was
obtained by substituting 'mus musculus' instead of'homo sapiens
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2.2.5 Additional Genomic Sequences
The genome assemblies for mouse and human have been generated from overlapping
genomic sequences. The human assembly is primarily based on high throughput
BAC sequences141. The mouse assembly is based on both whole genome shotgun and
high throughput BAC clone sequences152. The original human sequences were
obtained from the EMBL HTG (High Throughput Genomic) repository, while the
mouse sequences were obtained from both the EMBL HTG repository and the
Ensembl Trace repository.
2.3 Materials: Programs & Algorithms
2.3.1 BLAST
BLAST, which stands for Basic Local Alignment Search Tool, is a highly efficient
method for rapid searching of nucleotide or protein databases153. The BLAST suite of
programs is a set of sequence comparison algorithms that were introduced in 1990.
At the time they represented a very large reduction in the time taken to search
sequence databases, while maintaining high levels of sensitivity. In the last two
decades vast amounts of sequences have been generated, leading to significantly
larger sequence databases. For example, Figure 2.1 (p35) shows the exponential
growth of the GenBank database since 1980. Due to this growth and the BLAST
suite's high efficiency and sensitivity, it is undoubtedly the most widely used
bioinformatics application available to date.
The secret to the BLAST suite's success is that the programs break the query
sequence and database sequences into short fragments of a defined length (W). The
optimal length of these fragments or words varies between the types of search being
used. In the initial stages of a BLAST search all the words in the query are screened
against the words in the databases. The score of the match between a pair of words is
based on a substitution matrix, which provides a score for each nucleotide/amino
acid in the query word versus each nucleotide/amino acid in the database word. A
variety of matrices can be used. Any word matches scoring above a defined threshold
score (T) are termed High-Scoring Segment Pairs (HSPs). These HSPs are extended
in either direction in an attempt to generate a maximal alignment with a score
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This figure shows the growth of the entire GenBank nucleotide sequence database since 1982. The
growth has been consistently exponential, both in terms of the number of sequences and the number
of nucleotides contained in the database.
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exceeding a second threshold (S). These alignments are termed Maximal-Scoring
Segment Pairs (MSPs).
The BLAST programs also allow for gaps within the alignments. The inclusion of a
gap results in a lower alignment score due to a score penalty. An additional penalty is
given for extending a gap, although this is normally less than the gap-opening
penalty as a single mutational event may result in a gap ofmore than one residue.
These penalties can be modified as required. The resulting alignments are given
expectation values (E values), which are based on the length and quality of the match
and the total size of the database being searched. The E value is a measure of the
probability of a given match occurring by chance in a given database. A low E value
indicates a good match, also termed a BLAST hit.
Primarily, I have been using BLASTN, the standard nucleotide versus nucleotide
BLAST program. The parameters used for each protocol are described in the
appropriate Results chapter. For exceptionally large numbers ofBLAST searches
MegaBLAST was used. This is a version ofBLASTN that is optimised for large
numbers of queries and very long sequences.
2.3.2 The LAGAN Toolkit
There are four components in the LAGAN toolkit including a pair wise local
alignment program (CHAOS), a pair wise global alignment program (LAGAN), a
multiple global alignment program (M-LAGAN) and a 'glocal' alignment program
(Shuffle-LAGAN) which generates pair wise global alignments but seeks to account
for inversions, transpositions and some duplications154.
The local alignments generated by CHAOS are used as alignment anchors for the
three LAGAN programs. LAGAN then uses a Needleman-Wunsch method155 to
connect the anchors together. The use of anchors reduces the search space for the
Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, resulting in very fast alignments. M-LAGAN
performs progressive pair wise alignments (using LAGAN), guided by a
phylogenetic tree, which results in a multiple alignment. The relative efficiency and
accuracy of these programs155 have made them widely used in the bioinformatics
community.
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2.3.3 Local Alignment Algorithms
Local alignment algorithms are used to identify regions of local similarity between
two sequences, which do not necessarily include the entire length of either sequence.
Water and Matcher are two local alignment algorithms from the EMBOSS package
ofbioinformatic programs157. LALIGN is another program that is essentially
identical to Matcher, except that the input and output options differ between
versions158. EMBOSS, which stands for the European Molecular Biology Open
Software Suite, is a free Open Source software analysis package aimed at the
manipulation ofmolecular biology data. This package integrates a range of currently
available packages and tools for sequence analysis, including Matcher and Water.
Water is a Smith-Waterman local alignment algorithm159. In contrast to the BLAST
programs, which use a heuristic approach to achieve greater speed, Smith-Waterman
programs are guaranteed to identify the best scoring match between two sequences.
The main reason this program was selected was that the user is able to modify the
scoring matrix used to score the alignments. Normally a standard substitution matrix
is used with pre-calculated scores for each possible match or mismatch in the
alignment. This matrix reflects the observed frequencies of changes between
nucleotides or residues during sequence evolution. In order to identify potential RNA
duplexes a novel matrix was created, which contained altered DNA scores reflecting
the abilities of each RNA nucleotide to base pair with each other RNA nucleotide.
Using Water in this way allows us to take into account the ability of uridine to base
pair with both adenosine and guanosine. Details of the derivation of this matrix are
given in the results section. Suitable gap opening and extension penalties were also
determined empirically.
A limitation ofWater is that it only reports the best match. This was not an issue for
the protocol in Chapter 3, but this made Water unsuitable for the protocols in
Chapters 4, 5 & 6. Matcher/LALIGN is very similar to Water; however, you can
specify any number ofmatches to be reported. This allows us to predict multiple
duplexes between two sequences. LALIGN was originally part of the FASTA
package158, and reformatted as Matcher. Although I have used both versions in this
thesis, their results are completely equivalent.
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2.3.4 RepeatMasker
RepeatMasker is a program that screens DNA sequences from a specified species for
interspersed and low complexity repeat sequences160. The program results in a full
report of all repeat sequences identified and a masked version of the original
sequence. More than half of the human genome is repeated sequence, which includes
interspersed repeats derived from transposable elements and long genomic tandem,
palindromic or interspersed duplications141. The basic components of the program are
a modified Smith-Waterman alignment algorithm, called 'cross_match', and a
collection of repeat sequence libraries for a range of species. This program was used
to ensure that putative edited sites in repeat sequences were ignored.
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2.4 Methods
2.4.1 Comparative Genomics
One of the major advantages of having numerous genome sequences is the ability to
observe sequence conservation and variation between species. This is the basis of
comparative genomics, which can indicate how likely a particular sequence is to
have a conserved function or common origin between two or more species. This is
particularly useful for identifying genes and their exon stmctures.
One aspect of the known editing sites is that they are often very highly conserved
between species85'140. Most protein coding sequences show high levels of
conservation, especially at the first and second positions in each codon. However,
even the third codon positions, often called the wobble sites, tend to be highly
conserved around edited sites. This is likely to be due to the strict requirement for the
edited regions to form duplex structures. Any variation in these structures could
potentially result in a change in the editing pattern for that site, especially if it is near
the edited bases77.
For some editing sites, such as the GluR-B R/G site, there is only one highly
conserved region, which contains both arms of the required duplex32. In other
situations, such as the GluR-B Q/R site, there are two highly conserved regions, each
containing one arm of the duplex23. The length of these highly conserved regions
varies between sites. On several occasions in this thesis, these observations of high
sequence conservation have been used to help identify ECSs for known editing sites,
or to predict novel edited sites and their ECSs. The specific methods used are
discussed in the respective Results chapters.
2.4.2 Orthologue Prediction
In order to carry out any meaningful sequence comparisons across species, it is
desirable to identify homologous and preferably orthologous sequences. However,
the identification of orthologues is not trivial. Before I discuss the methods used to
identify orthologous genes, it is important to have a clear understanding of the
definitions for orthologous, homologous and paralogous genes. Homologous genes
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are those that share significant levels of similarity across their entire lengths
indicating common evolutionary origin, and incorporate both orthologues and
paralogues. Orthologous genes exist in separate species, but derive from the same
ancestral sequence after a speciation event in the last common ancestor. They
typically have the same function in each species. Paralogous genes derive from a
duplication event within a species and their functions can diverge after the
duplication161.
For illustration, the mouse GlnR-B gene, the human GluR-B gene and the human
GluR-C gene are all homologous. The mouse GluR-B and the human GluR-B genes
are orthologous. The human GluR-B and the human GluR-C genes are paralogous.
Indeed, the mouse GluR-B and the human GluR-C genes are also paralogous as the
event that initially produced the pair was duplication prior to primate-rodent
divergence rather than a speciation event.
There are a number of methods for identifying orthologous genes. These range from
a relatively simple reciprocal BLAST method, to full phylogenetic tree construction.
The most commonly used in large-scale analyses is the reciprocal BLAST method, in
which each of a pair of genes must select the other as the best BLAST hit in the
genome. This works for the simplest case where two genes have simply diverged
since a speciation event. However, if duplication has occurred in one or both of the
lineages, then only one of the genes could be selected as an orthologue. The other
gene, although strictly orthologous, is often ignored. In situations like this confusion
may arise as to which gene is the original orthologue, especially if the duplication is
recent. In these cases synteny can be used to identify the original orthologous gene.
The most accurate method would be to generate a full phylogenetic tree from all the
homologous genes; however, this was considered too time-consuming for our
purposes. We decided to circumvent these issues by using the Ensembl pre-computed
putative orthologue predictions.
Ensembl predicts four categories of putative orthologues, each with varying degrees
of confidence. The UBRH category contains those orthologue predictions that are
unique best reciprocal hits. The MBRH category contains those orthologue
predictions that are one ofmany best (high-scoring) reciprocal hits (using BLAST).
The RHS category contains reciprocal hits that are confirmed by conserved synteny.
Finally, the DWGA category contains putative orthologues derived from a whole
genome alignment. This latter category is the most common source of orthologues
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between the chimp and human genomes. Together these predictions are able to
identify the majority of orthologues, while keeping a fairly strict control over the
number of false orthologue predictions. In any case, it was desired that the
orthologue predictions be fairly liberal, to ensure that all possible orthologue pairs
were included. The Ensembl predictions were suitable for this purpose.
For the protocol based on Drosophila species, there was only Ensembl data for
D.melanogaster. This meant that I had to generate my own orthologue predictions
between this species and D.pseudoobscura. A reciprocal BLAST method was used in
this case. The exact methods used are given in the appropriate Result chapter.
So far, only the identification of orthologous genes has been discussed. However, in
some cases it is required to know which exons are putatively orthologous within a
given pair of genes. This is easily achieved by BLAST searching each exon against
all the exons in the other putatively orthologous gene. Details are given in each
protocol where this was carried out.
2.4.3 Mismatch Scanning
A-I RNA editing is a process that affects pre-mRNAs in the nucleus10. The inosine is
read as a guanosine by the translational machinery as well as by the reverse
transcriptases used in RT-PCR. The vast majority of the expressed sequence data is
derived from mature mRNAs, which would include any edited transcripts. When you
compare these sequences to the genomic sequence they are transcribed from, A-G
mismatches may indicate that a gene is edited at a given position. For many of the
known edited genes these A-G mismatches can be observed in the public databases
(See Chapter 3).
Unfortunately, there are a number of other causes ofA-G mismatches between
expressed and genomic sequences. These include single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs), sequencing errors and mis-alignments. The quantity of these errors makes it
exceptionally difficult to reliably infer editing from mismatch data alone. The use of
multiple genomic sequences can help identify common SNPs, and there are various
other methods for removing mismatches not attributable to RNA editing. These are
discussed in the appropriate Results chapter. However, the observation ofA-G
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mismatches can be used to corroborate additional sources of evidence for novel
edited sites.
2.4.4 Inverted Repeats and Editing Complementary Sequences
Many of the published editing sites form RNA duplexes (ECDs), which have been
shown to be required for A-I editing to occur1. When the RNA sequence is linear
these duplexes appear as inverted repeats. However, there are some differences
between canonical inverted repeats and RNA duplexes. One major difference is that
RNA can contain G-U base pairing as well as the canonical A-U and C-G base
pairings. Another major difference is that the ECDs for the known protein recoding
edited sites tend to be imperfect (i.e. they contain non-base-paired nucleotides,
bulges and loops).
There are a number of programs that can identify inverted repeats, but I am unaware
of any that use RNA base-pairing specificities. The existing programs also tend not
to tolerate gaps or imperfections in the inverted repeats either. To overcome these
issues, basic local alignment algorithms were obtained that allowed a substitution
matrix to be defined by the user and could cope easily with gaps and mismatches
(Water & Matcher/LALIGN - see Section 2.3.3). A matrix was then defined based
on observations of the known edited sites. Details of this process are given in
Chapter 3.
2.4.5 Relative Entropy and LOD Scores
In a screen where two or more independent features have been measured, a
justifiable statistical method for combining the results is required. A relative entropy
approach, based on Log-of-Odds (LOD) scores, provides a suitable method162. This
method requires two distributions, one based on the positive controls and one based
on the negative controls. For our purposes we made the assumption that specific
editing outside of repeats is rare, hence the negative population of transcripts would
approximate to the whole population (with the known editing sites removed).
The proportions of the positive distribution and negative distributions with a given
score are obtained. The odds ratio is the ratio of these two proportions, which gives
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the likelihood of a result with that score being from the positive distribution. The
log2 of the odds ratio is the LOD score. The main advantage of the LOD score is
that, as long as each feature is independent, LOD scores from different features are
additive. In practice the scores are often collapsed into bins, due to limited numbers
of positive controls.
2.5 Miscellaneous
2.5.1 Sgrab - Rapid Sequence Retrieval System
Sgrab is a Perl sub-routine originally written by Martin Taylor, and modified for use
in this thesis. This program allows sub-sequences to be retrieved from large sequence
files, such as genome or chromosome sequence files, without having to read in the
whole file. This relies on an index, which records the byte index of each FASTA
sequence within the file and the length of the FASTA lines following the header.
From this any sub-sequence of any sequence in the file can be retrieved more rapidly
than with fastacmd, the equivalent utility from the NCBI BLAST package.
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3 Results: Mismatch-Based Screen for A-I Editing
3.1 Preface
Recent studies have demonstrated widespread adenosine-inosine RNA editing in
non-coding sequence, however the extent of editing in coding sequences has
remained unknown70. For many of the known sites, editing can be observed in
multiple species and often occurs in well-conserved sequences1. In addition, Figure
1.4 (p 12) shows that they often occur within imperfect inverted repeats and in
clusters. Here we present a bioinformatic approach to identify novel sites based on
these shared features. Mismatches between genomic and expressed sequences were
filtered to remove the main sources of false positives, and then prioritised based on
these features. This protocol is tailored to identifying specific recoding editing sites,
rather than sites in non-coding repeat sequences.
The protocol described in this chapter is more sensitive for identifying known coding
editing sites than any previously published mammalian screen. A novel multiply
edited transcript, BC10, was identified and experimentally verified. BC10 is highly
conserved across a range ofmetazoa and has been implicated in two forms of cancer.
This majority of the work in this chapter was published in Bioinformatics
(Clutterbuck et al, 2005 Bioinformatics 21:11, 2590-5).
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3.2 Introduction
A number of analyses have tried to identify A-I edited sites through alignment of
expressed and genomic sequences68"70'81'134'135'137'163. The most recent of these screens
identified several of the known edited sites and an additional four edited sites.
However, before this publication none of the known edited sites had been identified
by any of these screens and most only predicted sites that result from inverted pairs
of high copy number repeats. Only one non-repeat mediated protein recoding site has
been identified in any of these screens and this was in the fruit fly135.
The main problem with these approaches is that the A-G mismatches from specific
protein recoding edits are diluted by vast numbers ofA-G mismatches from repeats,
single nucleotide polymorphisms, sequencing errors and mis-alignment errors.
However, there are several features that can be used to help distinguish the genuine
protein coding edits from the repeat-mediated sites and the false positives.
It has been established that many of the known recoding A-I editing sites occur in
clusters, are well conserved and are found in imperfect inverted repeats, which form
RNA duplexes, which are termed ECDs in this thesis2"'. This is illustrated in Figure
1.4 (pi2) and Table 3.1 (p46). These features have been reviewed and analysed to
determine their predictive power for identifying novel RNA editing sites. We have
also attempted (unsuccessfully) to identify other features common to these sites
including similarities in local secondary structures or motifs.
A combination of seven predictive features have been used to screen a large set of
expressed versus genomic sequence mismatches, including suitable filters to remove
SNPs, sequencing errors and alignment errors. In contrast to previous screens this
method successfully identified many of the known A-I recoding sites as well as
identifying a novel experimentally validated recoding site.
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3.3 Materials and Methods
An outline of the method is given in Figure 3.1 (p48).
3.3.1 Materials: Sequence Data
The analysis presented here is based on mouse and human, as large amounts of
expressed and genomic sequence data are required. We have focused on the mouse
as most of the mouse data is from a single strain, which reduces noise from single
nucleotide polymorphisms. Human data are only used to confirm the putative mouse
editing sites. To reduce the computational expense of this project to a manageable
level, we required a collection of reference sequences that contained non-redundant
sequences for the majority of the known genes for each species. For this purpose,
concatenated exon sequences were obtained from Ensembl142 (based on mouse NCBI
version 30 and human NCBI version 33). These included most of the known exonic
recoding editing sites, with the exception of GluR-6 which was obtained from
GenBank150 using the accession NM_010348. Orthologous mouse-human pairs were
obtained from Ensembl. Where multiple homologues were predicted, we analysed
each of them for sequence conservation and putatively orthologous mismatches, and
then used the best homologous gene in the remaining analyses.
An editing region is defined here as an exon with one or more editing sites. A
necessary limitation of this protocol is that editing sites would not be observed if
they are intronic or do not occur within an Ensembl transcript. This was the case for
three of the known RNA editing regions (ADAR2 and GluR-6 Q/R & I/V sites). The
remaining known editing sites constituted the positive control set for this protocol.
3.3.2 Methods: Identifying Mismatches
Mismatches were identified using MegaBlast153 (version 2.2.6) searches ofmouse
and human Ensembl genes against all publicly available expressed and genomic
sequences for their respective species. BLAST matches that were less than lOObp
long, or less than 98% nucleotide identity, were discarded. This threshold removed
low quality sequences and matches from homologous genes, but it also removed one
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All the publicly available expressed and genomic sequences are BLAST searched against a set of Ensembl
genes. From these alignments, A-G mismatches that are found in the expressed sequences, but not in the
genomic sequences are obtained. These are then analysed for seven features. These are divided into
continuous variables, discrete variables and corroborating sequences. LOD scores are obtained for the
results of each feature. These are based on the distribution of the known edited sites compared to all other
A-G mismatches for a given feature.
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edited EST from a known editing site. Unknown edited transcripts may also have
been removed. Expressed sequences were obtained from dbEST151 and GenBank150.
Genomic sequences were obtained from the EMBL HTG repository for both mouse
and human. Mouse shotgun trace repository sequences were obtained from
Ensembl142. All sequences were up to date as of September 2003. Clone and strain
data were obtained from GenBank150. Clone identifiers were used to remove
redundancy from the set of expressed sequences. An initial set of 28,992 A-G
mismatches found between the genomic and expressed sequences, but not between
genomic sequences was constructed.
3.3.3 Methods: Analysing the Mismatches for Features of Edited Sites
Each of these A-G mismatches could potentially have been the result of editing. In
order to prioritise these mismatches they were analysed for a series of seven features.
These are as follows:
A) The number of putatively edited mouse cDNAs or ESTs with the same
mismatch at the same position {Allowed values: 1,2,>2). This is the number
of sequences that support the prediction of an edited site.
B) The number of non-edited mouse cDNAs or ESTs combined with the number
ofpublicly available genomic sequences for each given mismatch {Allowed
values: 1,2, >2). This is the number of sequences for this position that do not
support the prediction of an edited site.
C) Where possible the human homologues were aligned using Lagan154. Putative
mouse sites were considered to be conserved in human if there were also A-G
mismatches in the orthologous/equivalent location in human expressed
sequences (Allowed values: Y,N). This provided strong evidence that a
mismatch was not a SNP or a sequencing error.
D) The effect of the edit on the amino acid sequence was calculated by
BLAST153 searching the Ensembl nucleotide sequence against the equivalent
protein sequence, then mapping the putative editing site onto the alignment.
This allowed us to distinguish between edits that alter the amino acid
sequence and those that do not {Allowed values: Synonymous, Non-
synonymous). Edits that affected the coding sequence were considered more
interesting, and more likely to be functional. Most of the published edited
sites in coding sequences are non-synonymous.
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E) Sequence conservation was analysed using the same Lagan mouse/human
alignments, from which the best conserved 120bp window overlapping each
putative editing site was selected (Continuous variable -percentage identity
over 120bp). Most of the published edited sites are well conserved between
mouse and human (see Table 3.1 - p46).
F) Putative mouse ECSs were identified by scanning for inverted repeats using a
Smith-Waterman local alignment algorithm from EMBOSS157, Water, based
on a scoring matrix modified for RNA base pairing specificities. Details of
this are given in Section 3.4.1. The alignment was generated between a 70bp
region flanking the editing site and a reversed flanking 4Kb region, extending
2Kb in either direction from the middle of the 70bp region (Note: the
sequence is reversed, not reverse complemented). This test is unavoidably
biased against edits that occur towards the end of inverted repeats
(<Continuous variable — the local alignment score). Figure 1.4 (pl2) shows
that most of the known recoding sites occur in inverted repeats that form
RNA duplexes.
G) Clusters of sites were defined by the observation ofmore than one putative
editing site within an exon (Continuous variable - number ofsites in region).
Figure 1.4 (pi2) shows that several of the known edited sites occur in
clusters.
3.3.4 Combining the Results with LOD Scores
The results of these analyses were combined using a relative entropy approach162.
For a given feature i with a value x„ we assigned a log-odds (LOD) score:
Si(Xi) = log2 ^ , S =VS'(xi)J ,=i..7
where f(x) was the proportion of all the positive controls in an interval containing
feature value x, and g,(x) was the proportion of the remaining 28,992 A-G
mismatches in the same interval. The proportions used were then smoothed to avoid
over-fitting to the limited number of positive controls162.
The overall score assigned to a putative editing site was the sum of the LOD scores
for these seven features. This method required discrete distributions for each feature,
for both the foreground (positive control regions) and the background (all other A-G
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mismatches). Four of the features are already discrete (features A, B, C & D), and the
three continuous features were split into 15 discrete bins, each containing a 15th of
the background frequencies. To prevent over-fitting of the positive controls we
smoothed both the foreground and background distributions for all the features. This
was carried out by two iterations of a smoothing filter ofwidth 3 bins, where a is the
weight for the central value, [5 is the weight for the values to the left and right, and
D. is the number ofbins.
j3 =— , a = l-(2x/?).
100 v '
For fifteen bins, this equated to weights of 0.7 and 0.15 respectively. Smoothing the
distributions ensured that any candidates that did not exactly match the positive
controls could still score well. Next, the ends of the distributions were collapsed,
merging all the bins containing no positives with the last bin that contains a non-zero
frequency for the positive controls. As a second measure to ensure that we were not
over-fitting to the data, we applied a jack-knife (leave-one-out) method. When we
scored each of the positive controls, the frequencies of the positive controls in each
bin did not include the particular control being scored. In addition we removed all
closely related sites. For example, when the GluR-C R/G site was being scored,
GluR-B R/G, GluR-D R/G sites and the GluR-C R/G site itself, were all removed
from the foreground distributions used to calculate the LOD scores.
3.3.5 Dealing with SNPs, Sequencing Errors and Mis-Alignments
The mismatches were ranked by their combined LOD scores. This dataset was
expected to contain many single nucleotide polymorphisms, sequencing errors and
alignment errors. Potential inter-strain SNPs could be identified where the edited
sequences are not from the BL6/C57 strain, which is by far the most common source
of sequence data for the mouse. Strain data was available for the majority of
expressed sequences150. Intra-strain SNPs could not be identified, but should have
been rare due to the highly inbred nature of the BL6/C57 strain. Sequencing errors
were selected against by the scoring system, which includes measures of the number
of edited and unedited sequences. Mismatches with two or more edited sequences
were highly prioritised in this way. Alignment errors appeared in two main forms.
Firstly, the Ensembl exon predictions were occasionally inaccurate, leading to false
mismatches at splice junctions (especially at non-canonical splice sites164).
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Alignments were generated, using EST2Genome165, for the top 50 genes and any
mismatches that could be explained in this way were discarded. Secondly,
homologous sequences sometimes aligned to the wrong Ensembl gene if they were
greater than 98% identical over greater than lOObp. To remove these occurrences, all
mouse Ensembl genes were BLAST searched against both the genome and each
other to identify the positions where close homologues differed. Any mismatch that
could be explained by the existence of a homologous sequence that varies at that
position was discarded.
As most of the positive controls have matching sequences that are edited in brain
(and in the light of the results ofMorse et af and Hoopengardner et al140), we
annotated any mismatches that had edited sequences from brain or neural tissues.
The list ofmouse brain/neural tissue derived expressed sequences was obtained from
GenBank150. RepeatMasker
(http://ftp.genome.washington.edu/RM/RepeatMasker.htmn was used to identify all
the repeats in the Ensembl mouse genes. Any putative sites that were within a repeat
were annotated accordingly. None of the top 20 genes had recoding sites overlapping
a repeat. PHD was used to predict the protein secondary structure and the solvent
exposure of the edited sites166.
3.3.6 Experimental Validation of the Candidate Edited Sites
The top ten novel candidate sites were experimentally tested in Mary O'ConnelTs
lab (MRC HGU, Edinburgh). This experimental work was carried out by Anne
Leroy. RT-PCR was used to confirm the sequences of expressed sequences, while
standard PCR was used to confirm the genomic sequences. Whole RNA from
C57BL6/J mice heart or brain was isolated using TRIS-REAGENT (Sigma)
following the instructions of the supplier. RT was performed using M-MLV Reverse
Transcriptase from Promega, 1 ug ofRNA and ImM ofRT primer. 2nd strand
synthesis were performed by PCR using HIFI enzyme (Roche) as recommended by
the supplier and 1/10 of the RT reaction as template. Where products of the correct
size were obtained, they were sequenced (ABI PRISM BigDye Terminators, MRC
sequencing service, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK).
The top four novel candidate edited sites also had individual clones tested. Products
from two or more independent PCR reactions were gel purified (Qiagen) and cloned
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into the PCR cloning vector pGEMTeasy (Promega). Clones were sequenced on both
strands (ABI PRISM BigDye Terminators, MRC sequencing service, Edinburgh,
Scotland, UK). Genomic sequences of the genes of interest were checked. DNA from
C57BL6/J mice heart or brain was purified and amplified using HIFI enzyme
(Roche). The PCR product was gel-purified and sequenced on both strands (ABI
PRISM BigDye Terminators, MRC sequencing service, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK).
The primers used for brain and heart were identical.
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3.4 RESULTS
3.4.1 Making the RNA Matrix
In order to identify potential ECDs with a local alignment algorithm, a suitable
matrix had to be constructed. DNA and RNA base-pairing specificities are not the
same. DNA only base pairs through the canonical pairs ofA-T and G-C. However, in
RNA, G can also base pair with U (the equivalent of T). To create an RNA matrix a
standard DNA matrix was obtained from EMBOSS157. This had scores of +6 for a G-
C pair, +5 for an A-T pair and -12 for any other combination. The G-C pair receives
a higher score as this interaction results from three hydrogen bonds compared to two
for A-T pairs, and is therefore more stable167. It was reasonable to assume that RNA
base-pairing specificities for these pairs would probably be similar so these scores
were kept. However, to allow for G-U base pairing, the score for this interaction was
changed from -12 to +3. Other values ranging from +1 to +5 were also tried, but +3
seemed the most successful based on practical experimentation on known RNA
duplex structures, including the known edited sites. Although a G-U base-pair is
stabilised by two hydrogen bonds, the score of +3 reflects that fact that this is a less
thermodynamically preferable interaction167. The score of +3 reflects the fact that
this interaction has two hydrogen bonds to stabilise it, but it is not a preferable
interaction. These same RNA duplex structures were also used to determine useful
gap opening and gap extension penalties through a process of trial and error with the
known editing sites.
The resulting matrix is as follows:
A U G C N
A -12 5 -12 -12 -12
U 5 -12 3 -12 -12
G -12 3 -12 6 -12
C -12 -12 6 -12 -12
N -12 -12 -12 -12 -12
The use of this matrix in conjunction with a suitable local alignment algorithm
provided a very fast way to search for putative RNA duplex structures. In contrast to
the currently available algorithms for predicted RNA structure this method can
search very large sequences without prohibitive memory and processing
requirements.
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3.4.2 Analysis of Known Editing Sites
Recoding A-I edits tend to be conserved across related species168. Eleven out of the
twelve A-I recoding mouse edits shown in Table 3.1 (p46) were supported by A-G
mismatches in the public databases, and eight of these were also observed in human
expressed sequences (although four of these are from the same cluster in the 5HT2cR
gene). The levels of sequence conservation observed between the A-I mouse and
human editing sites varied between 99% and 82% identity over 120bp around the
editing site (Table 3.1 - p46). This high level of conservation agrees with previous
observations140 and suggests that sequence conservation is a useful predictor of
recoding editing sites.
Several of the known recoding sites have published ECSs in nearby
93 9A 39 A3 78 1 AQ
introns Our novel method for finding mouse ECSs was able to correctly
identify four out of seven of these ECSs. Putatively orthologous ECSs were also
observed in human for these four ECSs. The remaining ECSs, overlapping the GluR-
B, GluR-5 and GluR-6 Q/R sites, were not identified due to the identification of
higher scoring putative ECSs nearby. We also identified putative ECSs for several of
the other positive controls, although they were generally weaker and did not tend to
occur in the 3' introns as with most previously characterised ECSs (see Table 3.1 -
p46).
One feature ofmany recoding sites is that in addition to one highly edited adenosine,
other nearby adenosines are also edited, although to a lesser extent. We define an
editing region as an exon that contains one or more known editing sites. Table 3.1
(p46) demonstrates the usefulness of a cluster analysis as four out of the ten A-I
regions contain a cluster. Finally, all of the known A-I editing regions contain at least
one recoding edit, many ofwhich have been shown to be functional and some have
been implicated in disease.
Through simple BLAST searches of the publicly available cDNA and EST
databases, we were able to identify edited sequences expressed in the nervous system
for all the mammalian A-I recoding edits, except for the KCNA1 site and the ADAR2
site. This observation agrees with previous reports on mammalian168 and Drosophila
recoding editing sites140 that suggest that most A-I recoding edits are specific to the
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brain and associated tissues. Although this could be a powerful predictor of novel
editing sites, it would introduce bias against editing in other tissues so we have not
included it in this analysis.
The remaining known sites were not identified, as the ADAR2 site is intronic22, the
GluR-6 edited exons were not included in the Ensembl gene set, and there were no
expressed sequences with mismatches to the KCNA1 site. The KCNA1 site
emphasises the limitations of the available expressed sequence data demonstrating
that some sites may be missed. This analysis was not applicable to C-U, U-C, or U-A
editing as the known edited sites could not be identified due to a lack of expressed
sequence data or their absence from Ensembl genes.
To determine the discriminatory power of each of these features, we compared the
proportions of the positives above specified thresholds, to the proportion of all A-G
mismatches above these thresholds (see Table 3.2 - p57). Thresholds were selected
to include most or all the positive controls, while minimising the proportion of the
remaining mismatches above each threshold. These discriminatory ratios
demonstrate the power of each of these features, but they were not used further in
this analysis. These thresholds are based on the A-I positive control set. The
observation of the editing site in both mouse and human is the most powerful
predictor for genuine editing sites with a discriminatory ratio of 63. Sequence
conservation and the presence of a strong putative ECS are also good predictors
(discriminatory ratios of 8.5 and 10.3). Observations of clustering, more than one
edited sequence and a coding change, are also useful predictors, although not as
powerful as the previous three features. Almost all mismatches had more than one
supporting non-edited sequence, which suggests that the observed mismatches are
not due to errors in the genomic sequences. The discriminatory ratio for editing in
brain/neural tissue is particularly high (29) in agreement with previous observations
that all known A-I recoding sites are edited in these tissues1'140. However, use of this
analysis would bias the results against potential editing in other tissues so we have
not used it in the main screen.
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Table 3.2. Discriminatory Ratios for A-G Mismatch Features
Analysed
Feature Analysed Threshold3 A-l Positive All A-G Mismatches Discriminatory
Controls Above Above Thresholdb Ratio'
Threshold
Edited in Mouse and Human Yes 50% 0.8% 63x
expressed sequences
ECD predictions >95 55% 5.4% 10.3x
Sequence Conservation >95% 67% 7.8% 8.5x
Num Mouse Edited Sequences >1 57% 22% 2.6x
Coding Change Yes 100% 41% 2.4x
Clustering >1 site 40% 30% 1.3x
Num Non-Edited Mouse Sequences >1 100% 98% lx
Editing in Brain/Neural Tissues'1 >1 transcript 100% 3.5% 29x
Table 3.2. Proportions of Positive Control Regions versus All A-G Mismatches Above
Thresholds for Analysed Features, a) We selected suitable thresholds based on the positive
control set. b) This set contains 28,992 mismatches between mouse expressed and genomic
sequences, c) The discriminatory ratio is the ratio of the percentage of A-I positive control
regions over the threshold versus all A-G mismatches over the threshold, d) Although the
observation of editing in brain/neural tissue is a strong predictor for the positive controls, it
may introduce bias against potential editing in other tissues. This feature is not used in the
final scoring method.
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3.4.3 Genome-wide Identification of RNA Editing Sites
To screen all A-G mismatches in the genome, a relative entropy approach162 was
used to combine the results of the seven editing site features (see Materials and
Methods). The positive control set consisted of the ten recoding sites (from seven
edited regions) that are included in Ensembl transcripts. To combat over-fitting to the
positive control set we applied an iterated smoothing operation to the frequency
distributions before generating LOD scores. In addition we used a conservative jack-
knife approach which ensured that each positive control was scored using only the
non-related positive controls (see Materials & Methods).
This was the first mammalian screen to identify any of the known recoding editing
sites. Figure 3.2 (p62) shows the distributions for the three continuous variables
(sequence conservation, clustering, and ECS score) and the total LOD scores of all
A-G mismatches. This figure demonstrates that the three variable features and the
total LOD score are useful and efficient for distinguishing the positive controls from
the remaining mismatches.
This scoring system identified seven out of the ten positive control edits in the ten
top ranked mismatches (including the GluR-B Q/R, GluR-C R/G, GluR-D RJG, and
all four 5HT2cR edits). Of the three remaining positive controls, KCNA1 was missed
as we did not find any matching edited sequences, while the rest were ranked badly
due to poor sequence conservation, poor ECS predictions, the lack of clusters or the
lack of orthologous mismatches in human.. A list of the 20 top ranked edits is given
in Table 3.3 (p60). For the two positive control genes containing clusters of known
exonic editing sites, we successfully identified each individual site.
IMPORTANT NOTE
Early in the progression of this project a false positive became mistakenly
incorporated into the positive control set. This was an N/S recoding site in the GluR-
D gene that corresponded to an N/S change that is observed when the flip and flop
exons are compared. This false site was predicted to contain a cluster of sites, which
means that the cluster analysis of this protocol was overly biased towards sites with
clusters.
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In order to account for this, Table 3.3 (p60) also shows the Top 20 ranked sites when
the clustering LOD scores are removed (Sections C). Although there are some
differences in the rankings, these two Top 20 lists broadly have the same
composition. This would have been predicted given the low discriminatory ratio for
clustering (i.e. 1.3). In retrospect, although this is very unfortunate, I feel that this
disparity falls within the levels of error that can be expected from any protocol of this
complexity.
Unless otherwise stated, the following analyses refer to the top 20 ranked edits based
on all seven features (including the cluster LOD scores).
3.4.4 Novel Candidate A-I Edited Sites
The 20 top-ranked edits included 13 novel candidate A-I editing sites. The gene
descriptions in Table 3.3 (p60) show that these putative edited sites were in a variety
of genes. The ten highest scoring novel candidate-recoding edits were experimentally
tested for evidence of editing. We tested mouse brain and heart RT-PCR products for
evidence of editing at the predicted sites. The brain was chosen as all the known A-I
recoding sites are edited in this tissue, and the heart was chosen as a control.
Athanasiadis et al tested brain and lung for the same reasons69. For nine of the top
ten novel candidates, there was no evidence of editing. It is possible that these genes
are edited in other tissues, however exhaustive testing of these sites in every tissue
and developmental stage was beyond the scope of this work. The top ranking novel
edit, BC10, contains a novel edited region, which we have experimentally verified
(Figure 3.3 - p64).
We tested 17 other novel candidate editing sites, in addition to the ten highest scoring
novel candidates. These candidates were randomly selected and vary widely in their
score ranks. None of these candidates showed experimental evidence of editing,
which suggests that recoding editing is only common at the top end of the
distribution, and confirms the reliability of the scoring system.
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Sum of all 7 LOD scores for A-G mismatches
The seven positive control regions contain 10 recoding edits. The total number of all remaining A-G
mismatches is 28,979. The four discrete variables are not shown here. In each of the following graphs, the
distribution of the positive controls skews heavily towards the right, a) The ECS score describes the quality
of the best predicted inverted repeat within 2kb of the mismatch (See Materials & Methods), b) The cluster
size is the number of A-G mismatches in the exon containing the given mismatch. This graph does not
include the erroneous GluR-D site (see Section 3.4.3). c) Sequence conservation over 120bp overlapping
the mismatch, d) The sum of all seven LOD scores for each mismatch.
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Using these data we can estimate the total number of mammalian A-I mRNA editing
regions. Our protocol has identified six out of a total of ten known editing regions in
the top ranked eight genes, representing 60% of the total. Given that BC10 contains a
verified editing region, this set includes seven genuine regions. These results imply
that the total number of editing regions is roughly 12 (7/0.6). Given that ten regions
are already known this suggests that there are very few mRNA recoding editing
regions that remain unidentified. Based on this estimate, the proportion of all mouse
exons that are edited would be 0.055% (12/21788). In addition, recoding editing
appears rare compared to the total number of observed editing regions, accounting
for less than 1% of the total number of editing sites identified68'70. Clearly these
estimates are subject to error given the small sample size (see Table 3.1 - p46).
However, assuming that the characteristics of known and unknown sites are similar,
recoding editing sites appear to be rare in mammals. These data confirm previous
suggestions that the majority ofA-I editing occurs in UTR, intronic or repeat
sequences10.
In an effort to identify potentially interesting candidates we scanned the top 100
candidate edits to find any genes that were homologous to any of the known protein
recoding edited genes in mammals or Drosophila (as predicted by Ensembl). With
the exception of the known mammalian sites, no homologues were identified in this
list.
3.4.5 Confirmation of BC10 - A Novel A-I Editing Region
The top novel candidate, BC10, shows all the features of the positive controls. It has
a very high scoring putative ECS 480bp 5' of the most frequently edited site, its
edited region is 99% identical between mouse and human, it shows orthologous A-G
mismatches in human, it is highly edited in brain tissue, affects the amino acid
sequence and the editing sites occur in a tight cluster. The three recoding sites are
supported by multiple ESTs/cDNAs in both species (see Figure 3.3 - p64). The
putative ECS is the second highest scoring ECS from the ~30,000 A-G mismatches.
The region containing these sites has been tested and editing has been verified in the
lab. Interestingly, most of the editing was observed in the intron across the length of
the predicted ECS and was specific to brain. The low number of edited RT-PCR
products from the exonic region was partially due to an expressed pseudogene, which
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expressed pseudogene is not found in human and cannot explain the observed editing
sites. These data demonstrate that this protocol is able to predict novel A-I editing
sites.
BC10 is predicted to be a small globular protein containing two transmembrane
helices and is differentially expressed in bladder cancer170 and renal cancer171 cell
lines. Gromova et al compared the mRNA expression patterns of invasive and non¬
invasive human bladder transitional cell carcinomas using differential display. Using
this approach they identified BC10, which was exclusively expressed in non-invasive
lesions. They suggested that down-regulation ofBC10 may have a role in the
transition from non-invasive to invasive bladder cancer. In contrast, Rae et al used
differential display to compare renal-cell carcinomas and normal kidney gene
expression. BC10 was one of 24 genes shown to be significantly up- or down-
regulated. Further analysis confirmed that BC10 was down-regulated in renal-cell
carcinomas.
All the editing sites are found in either the 5' UTR or the N-terminal section of the
protein, which is predicted to be outside the membrane. The three coding edits are all
non-synonymous and predicted to encode exposed residues. Figure 3.4 (p66) is a
multi-species alignment of the BC10 edited region that shows it is exceptionally well
conserved from human down to fish, suggesting that it is a fundamentally important
gene. Notably, the three recoding edited adenosines are conserved in all the species
as well as most of the adjacent bases. This suggests that editing of this region may be
conserved across all of these species.
3.4.6 An Editing Disease Gene?
Since this work was published, it has become apparent that amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS) is linked to A-I RNA editing. It is not yet known what form this link
takes, however, motor neuron cell death from increased Ca2+ influx due to reduced
editing of the GluR-B receptor Q/R site provides one plausible hypothesis39. The
authors suggest that this could be due to a general reduction in ADAR2 activity in
motor neurons. Interestingly, the fifth best novel candidate reported here is in a gene
called 'ALS 2 Chromosome Region Candidate 9\ Although A-G mismatches were
only observed in mouse for this site, it is well conserved (95.8% identity) and has a
good inverted repeat structure. It is possible that this putative edited site is involved
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Figure 3.4. Sequence Conservation of the BC10 Exon and ECS
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DNA nucleotides entirely conserved across the ranges of species are highlighted in black. The ES is
extremely well conserved between fish and mammals in the coding region. The 5'UTR is almost
perfectly conserved between the mammals. The only mismatches in this region have compensatory
changes in the predicted ECS. The predicted ECS is also highly conserved between mammals. There is
no sign of the ECS in more distant species. Nucleotides edited in the RNA are indicated with a The
protein sequence is shown next to the alignment. The amino acid changes induced by editing are also
shown. The RNA base-pairing structure between the predicted ECD halves encoded by the DNA are
shown between the aligned regions.
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in causing this disease. Unfortunately, initial experimental validation failed to
confirm editing at this site in adult brain and heart.
3.5 DISCUSSION
Our protocol is sensitive, given that it identified seven out of the ten positive control
edits. In contrast no other screen for mammalian editing sites has identified any of
the known recoding editing sites. Our protocol is also specific as five of the top eight
genes contain known or experimentally verified sites. One of these is a confirmed
novel editing region, BC10, which is an extremely well conserved gene implicated in
renal and bladder cancer170'171. These results demonstrate that this is a useful and
efficient method for identifying both known and novel A-I editing sites.
Using other computational protocols two groups have shown that there are over
1,500 genes edited in introns or non-coding regions68'70. This shows a clear
difference in magnitude between the number of coding and non-coding editing sites.
The results of Levanon et al70 suggest that the occurrence of a strong ECS is a very
good predictor of editing sites in non-coding sequences. Here we find that our ECS
predictions are only moderate predictors for recoding sites and that a combination of
features must be used to identify these sites. A better ECS prediction method could
improve this situation. In contrast, we found that sequence conservation and the
observation of orthologous mismatches in human are strong indicators of recoding
sites. Notably, these features will not identify editing sites in Alu repeats, as they are
not conserved in the mouse.
Despite the success of this protocol for identifying many of the known recoding sites,
it is possible that there are many more sites to identify in addition to BC10 and the
previously known sites. For example, it is possible that some of the genes we
experimentally tested may be edited, but that the degree of editing was too low, or
restricted to particular tissues or developmental stages other than adult brain and
heart. The frequency of editing is 100% for only the GluR-B Q/R site, whereas the
frequency of editing for other sites is often much lower1. It can also be
developmental^ regulated as with the AMPA receptor R/G sites (GluR-B,C,D),
which are poorly edited early in mouse development32. Although all the known
mammalian recoding sites are edited in adult brain1, there may be some
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ascertainment bias towards brain editing. A large proportion of the publicly available
expressed sequence data is from brain libraries, adding to this bias. Both the editing
enzymes and edited Alu elements appear in a range of tissues1'68'70, supporting the
possibility of recoding editing in these tissues. Indeed the disease phenotype of
ADAR1 heterozygous mutations in humans is a skin condition, rather than
neurological38. It is also possible that there is an additional class of recoding sites that
do not conform to the features used in this analysis, however there is no evidence for
this.
These data suggest that A-I recoding editing is rare in mammals, with an estimated
total of approximately 12 editing regions. Given that we already knew of 10 editing
regions in mammals, the BC10 region appears to be one of only a few remaining
edited regions. This result may have implications for any further screens for recoding
editing sites.
Although our data suggest that recoding A-I editing is rare, the total number we
predict is subject to several unavoidable sources of error, including the small size and
relatedness of the positive control set. It is also possible that some of the genes we
experimentally tested may be edited, but that the degree of editing was restricted to
particular tissues or developmental stages other than adult brain and heart.
Environmental factors, such as the disease state of the tissue, may also be important.
One form ofADAR1 is known to be interferon inducible", suggesting the existence
of sites that are edited only during inflammation100. Aberrant A-I editing of the
endothelin receptor has been implicated in Hirschsprung disease82, while aberrant C-
U editing has been shown to induce liver dysplasia and carcinomas172'173. It is
possible that there are many more sites that could be aberrantly edited, some of
which could contribute to disease. When looking for ECSs we identified more than
1,500 mismatches with inverted repeats that scored better than half of the known
recoding sites. This suggests that there are a lot of potential hairpins formed between
exons and their introns, which the editing enzymes could potentially bind. It is
interesting to ask whether aberrant editing of these potential hairpins could be
involved in disease.
Our results demonstrate that sequence conservation between mouse and human and
the observation of orthologous mismatches are powerful predictors of recoding
editing sites. As a result, this scoring system will be less useful for identifying
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putative species-specific sites (i.e. mouse specific sites). However, most of the
positive controls have been shown to be widely conserved throughout mammals1.
In addition to recoding sites, there are many non-coding sites remaining to be
discovered or characterised68'70. Understanding the functions of these non-coding
sites is vital for a fuller understanding ofRNA editing. This work has identified
many of the known mammalian recoding editing sites and one novel edited region in
BC10 and it is clear that there may be further sites to be identified. The ALS
candidate region gene is of particular interest. However, the present data suggest that
recoding editing is a rare phenomenon, both as a proportion of total editing activity
and as a proportion of affected exons in the mammalian genome.
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4 Results: Conserved RNA Duplexes in Vertebrates
4.1 Preface
The previous chapter demonstrates that a screen based on mismatches can
successfully identify novel RNA editing sites. However, it also highlights the
potential problems with this approach. Firstly, the degree of noise from SNPs,
sequencing errors and mis-alignments make the majority of predictions unreliable.
Secondly, there are many known editing sites that could not be distinguished in this
data set. The main reason for this is that there were very few or no edited sequences
in the public databases. This limitation of the expressed sequence databases implies
that there may be many more sites that have not been identified due to poor
coverage. This will be especially true of genes that are edited at low frequency, in
poorly sampled tissues, in poorly sampled life stages, or are expressed at a low level.
These issues become more important for species other than mouse and human, for
which the number ofpublicly available expressed sequences is substantially smaller.
For these reasons it was decided to attempt a screen that does not rely on mismatch
data. Instead, this screen was based on the identification of putative RNA duplexes
that are conserved in more than one species. This chapter describes an analysis of
and screen for editing complementary duplexes (ECDs) in a range of vertebrates,
including mouse, rat, human, chicken, pufferfish and zebrafish.
4.2 Introduction
The requirement of a double stranded RNA (dsRNA) structure has been
• • *9 9^ -19 70 on oc .
demonstrated for many of the mammalian edited sites"'" ' ' ' ' . Figure 4.1 (p75)
shows the known dsRNA structures (termed ECDs) that have been published for the
known mammalian protein recoding edited sites. Disruption of these dsRNA
structures has been shown to reduce or completely stop editing10. An imperfect
duplex has been shown to be a requirement for specific editing77. The duplexes for
these edited sites vary in size, but each has a strong core of roughly 20-30bp, that is
both well conserved and well base-paired (personal observations). These core ECDs
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are shown in Figure 1.4 (pl2). The numbers of unaligned bases, gaps or bulges in
these dsRNA structures also varies.
The established methods for identifying the ECSs for known edited sites are not very
satisfactory. Some of the known ECSs were identified through a time-consuming
method of scanning by eye. This method is particularly difficult as it is difficult to
take into account RNA base pairing specificities or the inclusion of gaps or bulges.
For some of the edited genes, MFOLD174 has been used to predict possible RNA
structures, which would indicate the position of the ECS. Unfortunately, these
programs can be unreliable, especially when only given part of a pre-mRNA to
fold175. This is typically the case as the computing power required to fold an entire
pre-mRNA is extremely prohibitive. This method does appear to work for some of
the ECSs however81. Another method that also has had some success is the
application of phylogenetic analysis to identify regions that are very highly
conserved across a range of species. The three glutamate receptor R/G sites show an
exceptional degree of conservation between mammals and fish85. However, there are
still many editing sites for which ECSs have not been identified or published.
In the previous chapter a relatively simple method for identifying putative ECSs was
presented. This method used a local alignment algorithm with RNA base-pairing
specificities to look for potential double stranded structures. This analysis was very
helpful for identifying the genuine editing mismatches, however, it did not have
sufficient resolving power to be used on its own (see Table 3.2 - p57). The main
reason for this was that the alignment scores obtained for the positive control ECSs
were not sufficiently high enough to be rare in the genome; i.e. many supposedly
non-edited exons had putative ECSs scoring as high or greater than many of the
positives.
This first part of this chapter describes how this simple method was improved,
primarily by combining it with a comparative genomics approach. The second part of
this chapter describes how the improved method was applied to the known edited
genes. Finally, the third part of the chapter describes how this method was used to
screen a series of vertebrate genomes for novel edited genes.
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4.3 Improving the ECS Search Specificity
A number of changes were made to the original ECS search method. Previously, the
location of the putative edited site was taken to be the sequence surrounding the A-G
mismatch being analysed and it was only the ECS that was unknown. The search
method used in this chapter identified both halves of the ECD. The main
improvement to this ECD search method is the addition of a comparative analysis of
the ECDs between two species. One requirement of this change was to use a different
local alignment algorithm (see Materials & Methods).
4.3.1 A New Local Alignment Algorithm
Previously, the Water algorithm from EMBOSS was used to identify putative ECSs.
This has the disadvantage that it only predicts a single match between the query and
target sequences (the target sequence for this method is simply the reverse of the
exon and surrounding sequences). This was not a problem for the previous protocol
as only the score of the best match was of interest. The protocol in this chapter,
however, was interested in the bestpair of overlapping ECD predictions between
two species. This pair will not necessarily consist of the top scoring ECD predictions
from both species. The results for some of the known edited sites demonstrate that
this is indeed the case. Matcher/LALIGN is a local alignment program that predicts
multiple local alignments, and reports more than one match. The matrix used by
Matcher/LALIGN was the same as the one used by Water in Chapter 3. This matrix
was designed to allow for the ability of uridine to base pair with both adenosine and
guanosine in RNA secondary structures.
4.3.2 Comparative Analyses of the Putative ECSs
A striking feature of the known edited sites and their ECS sequences is that they both
tend to be very well conserved between species. In contrast, most of the other
putative ECDs that are predicted for the known edited exons tend not to be so well
conserved (personal observations). The method described here uses this observation
to identify putative ECDs with considerably higher specificity than an analysis based
only on one species.
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So instead of looking for a single high scoring ECS, this method looked for pairs of
overlapping ECSs between two species. The assumption was that if two putative
ECSs have been conserved then they are more likely to be part of a functional ECD.
However, it should be noted that this does not necessarily mean that they are edited,
as there are other explanations for conserved duplexes. The exact methods and
requirements used for identifying ECDs are given in the full protocol description.
4.3.3 Where To Look
The majority of the published mammalian ECS sequences are found in the adjacent 3
prime intron (see Figure 1.4 - p 12). There are also published ECS sequences found
in the adjacent 5 prime intron (e.g. BC10 8c ADAR2) and in the exon itself (e.g.
KC/VH/)63'79"81. The distance between the two halves of the known ECDs in the
mouse ranges from zero for the GluR-B R/G site32 to 1.8kb for the GluR-6 Q/R site78.
Table 4.1 (p73) shows that the majority of ECSs occur within 500bp of the ES. This
bias may have occurred because more distant ECSs are harder to identify.
Table 4.1. Separation of the ECD Halves in the Known ECD Structures.
Distance Number of Sites
Between Known
ECD Halves Mouse ECDs
0 - 0.5 kb 6 GlurR-BC&D R/G, GluR-B Q/R, 5-HT2C,
KCNA1
0.5- 1.0 kb 0 -
0 1 Ld 5 1 ADAR2
1.5-2.0 kb 2 GluR-5 Q/R, GluR-6 Q/R
>2.0 kb 0 -
Given these observations, separate searches for ECDs were performed in the exon
itself and in the flanking 2.5kb of each adjacent intron. If another exon occurred
within 2.5kb in either direction of the exon being analysed, then the whole intron
sequence was used instead. These criteria incorporated all the known ECSs, but
would not have incorporated any novel sites that occur further away. A disadvantage
of searching further away was that the probability ofECS structures being observed
by chance increased in proportion to the length of sequence searched.
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All of the resultant ECDs had one half in the exon. The locations of the other halves
(the ECSs) were in the 5 prime intron, the 3 prime intron, or in the exon. High
sequence conservation in introns is considerably more rare than in exons, especially
if they are coding exons. By extension, conserved inverted repeats would also be
more common. This means that ECDs where both halves occur in the exon are
generally less significant than if the same structure had been observed between the
exon and an intron. This is the main reason for treating ECS searches in introns and
exons separately.
For several of the known edited sites, the published ECD structure shows the
majority of the ES half of the ECD to be outside the exon, as shown in Figure 1.4
(pl2). For this reason an extended version of the exon sequence, with an additional
50bp on either side, was used in the searches to identify ECDs. This allowed the
method to identify ECSs that occur at or overlapping the exon/intron boundaries.
4.3.4 Looking for a Minimal ECS
During the development of the ECS search program, a large number of
measurements were taken to gauge the program's success. These included exonic
sequence conservation, intronic sequence conservation, secondary structure quality
scores for both species, and conservation of secondary structure between species.
These scores were highly dependent on the length of the predicted inverted repeats in
each species, as well as the length of the overlap between them. Unfortunately, these
lengths varied significantly between the predictions for the editing sites. For this
reason it was difficult to meaningfully compare results between different editing
sites.
MFOLD RNA structure predictions were generated for the known edited sites. These
showed that the edited sites all occur in RNA stems with a minimum size of just
under 30bp, although some are much longer. Figure 4.1 (p75) shows some of these
MFOLD predictions. Based on this observation, it was decided to modify the search
to identify conserved 25bp ECDs. This is a liberal choice ofECD length, in that it
should have allowed the identification of all the known ECDs, as well as being able
to predict any that are slightly shorter. It is important to note that this length is not
necessarily a requirement for ECDs, so much as a reasonable, minimal
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Figure 4.1. MFOLD RNA Structure Predictions for Known Edited Sites
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approximation that was based on the known examples. This removed the
complications induced by predicted inverted repeats with different lengths and
different overlaps, and created a standardised method to compare results. Henceforth,
I refer to the best 25bp window as the putative core ECD.
A scoring system for the putative ECDs was generated, which measured the degree
of sequence change in the ES and ECS sequences as well as the quality and
conservation of the secondary structure. This system is detailed in the full protocol
description (Section 4.4).
4.3.5 Using Multiple Species
So far, the method has only been described for a comparison between two species.
However, many of the published ECDs can be seen in a range ofmetazoa. For
example, the GluR-C R/G ECD can be seen in mouse, rat, human, pufferfish and
zebrafish85. In this example it would be considerably more effective to look for an
ECD that is conserved between all these species, instead ofjust mouse and human. In
practice it is not trivial to carry out multiple alignments. This becomes even more
complicated when you try and align alignments, such as those provided by the ECD
predictions, instead of simple sequences. However, many so-called 'multiple
alignment' programs cheat by doing a series of pair-wise alignments. This approach
was applied to this protocol.
Using mouse as a base species, pair wise comparisons were made with the
orthologous exons from rat, human, chicken, pufferfish and zebrafish. These model
organisms represent a range of evolutionary distances up to 450million years from
mouse85. ECDs that were observed in more than two of the species were considered
more convincing than those that were only seen between two species. In practice, this
resulted in a significant increase in the specificity of the ECS search (see Section
4.5.1). Mouse was chosen as the base species as it was relatively easy to perform
laboratory verification of any predicted novel ECDs in this model organism.
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4.4 Full Protocol Description
4.4.1 Data Preparation
4.4.1.1 Initial Files
A number of files from external sources were required for these analyses. These are
detailed in this section. The following files were obtained for mouse, rat, human,
chicken, pufferfish and zebrafish;
• Genomic nucleotide sequence files from Ensembl142 (see Materials & Methods).
The versions and types of files are:
o Mouse : NCBI Build 33 (Obtained November 2004). 21 Full
chromosomal sequences (including 1-19, X & Y).
o Rat : Baylor RGSC3.1 Build (Obtained November 2004). 21 Full
chromosomal sequences (including 1-20 & X). Additional file of
concatenated unmapped segments,
o Human : NCBI Build 35 (Obtained November 2004). 24 Full
chromosomal sequences (including 1-22, X & Y). Additional file of
segments not mapped to a chromosome,
o Chicken : WASHUC1 Build (Obtained November 2004). 30 Full
chromosomal sequences (including 1-24, 26-8, 32, W and Z). Additional
file of sequences not mapped to a chromosome,
o Pufferfish : FUGU2 Build (Obtained November 2004). A 5.4X whole
genome shotgun assembly of 4.1 million fragments, assembled into 20379
sequence scaffolds,
o Zebrafish : Sanger WTSI Zv4 Build (Obtained November 2004). 25
chromosomal sequences (including 1-25). Additional file of sequences
not mapped to a chromosome.
• All predicted exon sequences & coordinates from Ensembl version 26 (see
Materials & Methods).
• All gene descriptions from Ensembl version 26 (see Materials & Methods)
The following files were obtained for mouse vs. rat, human, chicken, pufferfish and
zebrafish;
• Orthologous gene predictions from Ensembl version 26 (see Materials &
Methods).
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The genomic sequence files were formatted into BLAST databases using the
formatdb program that comes with the BLAST package (version 2.2.6). Additional
sequence indexes were generated for both the genomic and the exon FASTA files (as
required by Sgrab - see Section 2.51). This allows for rapid sequence retrieval by the
programs that use this data. The method behind this rapid retrieval is described in the
Materials & Methods.
4.4.1.2 Orthologous Exon Predictions
Although orthologous gene lists have already been obtained from Ensembl, it was
not clear which exons were orthologous to each other. This information was
obtained, however, by BLAST searching the exons against each other. As the whole
genome was not being searched, reciprocal BLAST analysis was not required. Any
good match was considered to be a putatively orthologous exon.
Each mouse exon was BLAST searched against a BLAST database of all the exons
in the orthologous gene. The BLAST options used are (-F F -m 8-el0-rl-q-l-
G 2 —E 1 -W 9). These options removed the simple sequence filter, modified the
match, mismatch and gap penalties, shortened the word length to 9 and restricted the
output to tabular results with E-values less than 10. These settings allowed for a more
sensitive, albeit slower, BLAST search between the two sequences. Several fdters
were then applied in an effort to ensure that only genuine orthologous exon
predictions were generated. Exons matches shorter than 1 Obp or with a BLAST bit-
score less than 50 were ignored. The BLAST match nucleotide identity percentage
had to be above suitable thresholds for a given species. These were as follows; rat -
85%, human - 80%, chicken - 70%, pufferfish - 60% and zebrafish - 60%. These
values were chosen as they find most of the clearly orthologous exons, while
reducing the number ofpredictions that appear to be erroneous.
One outcome of this analysis was that a single mouse exon could have multiple
predicted orthologous exons in each species. This non-conservative approach
allowed a more thorough analysis of all possible orthology relationships, although
this also introduces some unwanted noise.
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4.4.2 Main Program
The main part of this protocol was incorporated into a single program, entitled
'scan_orths_multi.pl'. The input for this program is a list of putative orthologous
exons and a number of variables (which are discussed at the end of this section). The
following instructions were carried out for every putatively orthologous pair of
exons. Figure 4.2 (p80) is a flowchart that outlines the major steps involved in this
protocol.
4.4.2.1 Preparing the Sequences
The exon, 5 prime intron and 3 prime intron sequences were obtained in FASTA
format for both species being analysed. The intron sequences had a maximum length
defined in the variables (default was 2.5kb), but were shorter if there was an exon on
either strand before this length was met. This restriction ensured that the extremely
long introns did not introduce an unwanted source of noise. Extended exons, with an
additional 50bp flanking either side, were also obtained. These sequences were all
obtained using the rapid sequence retrieval system described in the Materials &
Methods. Where the sequences are found on the reverse strand, they were reverse
complemented.
4.4.2.2 Searching for ECSs
Using a local alignment algorithm and the RNA base-pairing specificity matrix
described and derived in Chapter 3, it was possible to identify simple RNA duplex
structures. In this protocol, the alignment algorithm used is LALIGN (see Materials
& Methods). The alignments were carried out between the extended exon sequences
and their respective 5 prime intron, 3 prime intron or exon sequences (i.e. extended
exon vs. the same exon sequence). In each case the second sequence was reversed to
reflect the conformation ofRNA duplexes. The options used with LALIGN were '-f
-12 -g -3 -s rna_matrix -m 10 filel file2 20', where filel and file2 were the two
sequences being aligned. These options specified a gap-opening penalty of-12 and a
gap-extension penalty of-3, and specified that the algorithm should result in 20
alignments.
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Figure 4.2. Flowchart for Identifying Conserved ECDs
(Continued)
LEGEND: This flowchart provides an overview of the protocol described in this chapter. The process has
been divided into nine steps, each of which is repeated for every orthologous exon pair, in each pair of
species (Mm vs. Rn, Mm vs. Hs, Mm vs. Gg, Mm vs. Dr, Mm vs. Fr).
Step 1. Sequences are obtained. These include the exon, and extended exon (with 50bp flanking
sequence), the 5 prime intron (up to 2.5kb) and the 3 prime intron (up to 2.5kb). These sequences are
obtained for both species (e.g. Mouse and human). Each step after this is performed for both introns.
Step 2. Identify ECDs for Each Species. A local alignment algorithm, with an RNA base-pairing matrix, is
used to identify putative RNA duplexes between the extended exons and their intronic sequences. Many
ECDs are predicted per species.
Step 3. Align the mouse ECD structures to the mouse sequence.
Step 4. Align the ECD structures from the second species to the second sequence.
Step 5. Align the two extended exons so that the locations of the ECDs can be compared. This is
performed using a standard DNA global alignment program.
Step 6. Identify Putative Orthologous ECDs and Generate Alignments. An example of this is shown in the
red box. At this stage ECDs were considered to be putatively orthologous if the ES halves overlapped each
other by 25bp or more. An alignment is then generated by combining the two local alignments that resulted
in the individual ECD predictions.
Step 7. Scan the Alignment for the Best 25bp Window. Each window of 25bp in the alignment is scored for
both the sequence conservation and the quality of the secondary structure. The lowest scoring window is
the best.
Step 8. Compare the Best ECDs from Each Species for this Exon. The scores of the best ECD prediction
from each species and location (5 prime or 3 prime) are converted into LOD scores. In contrast to the
original scores, the LOD scores can be summed to fairly generate an single overall score for the exon
based on the ECDs in all the species pairs.
Step 9. Identify Groups of Orthologous ECDs. The alignments are manually checked to confirm that the
predicted ECDs overlap each-other. This results in the identification of groups of orthologous ECD
predictions.
It was also possible to search for ECDs where the ECS is in the exon itself. However, the randomisation
approach used does apply to these ECD predictions so they have not been shown on this diagram.
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4.4.2.3 Finding Orthologous ECS Predictions
The putative ECDs predicted by this algorithm for each of the two species needed to
be aligned to see if they overlap (i.e. both halves occupy orthologous positions). For
this purpose a global alignment of the exons was carried out using the LAGAN
algorithm (default options). This alignment was then annotated with each of the
predicted ECDs from both species. This alignment was scanned to identify any
mouse ECDs that overlap a predicted ECD from the second species by specified
amounts (default is 25bp for both halves). This resulted in a list of putatively
orthologous pairs of ECD predictions.
4.4.2.4 Scoring the Core ECS Predictions
A sliding window, with each window containing exactly 25bp ofmouse exon, was
used to find the best 'core' segment of the ECS pair alignment. The best core
segment was the one with the lowest score. This score was based on exon
conservation, intron conservation and secondary structure quality and conservation.
This scoring scheme was designed so as not to discriminate too strongly against gaps
or mismatches caused by bulges or small loops in the putative hairpins. The details of
the scoring scheme were as follows;
• Exon conservation
o Score is +0 if the two ES sequences are the same at a given position,
o Score is +1 for each of the first two mismatched or gapped nucleotides,
o Score is +0.5 for additional mismatches or gaps.
• Intron conservation
o Score is +0 if the two ECS sequences are the same at a given position,
o Score is +1 for each of the first two mismatched or gapped nucleotides,
o Score is +0.5 for additional mismatches or gaps.
• Secondary structure
o Score is +0 if both ECDs base pair at this position,
o Score is +1 for each of the first two positions when neither ECD is base-
paired.
o Score is +0.5 for additional positions when neither ECD is base-paired.
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o Score is +2 for each of the first two positions where one ECD is base-
paired and the other is not.
o Score is +0.5 for additional positions where one ECD is base-paired and
the other is not.
Compensatory changes incurred a conservation score penalty, but as base pairing
was maintained, they did not incur a score penalty for secondary structure.
This scoring scheme was trained and tested on the published ECSs of known editing
sites. It is not a trivial task to determine the optimal scoring scheme for this task;
however, the method provided appeared to work sufficiently well. Once each score
was calculated, the putative core ECD alignments were recorded for future
observation and analysis. Figure 4.2 (p80) provides an example of an ECS alignment
with the core section highlighted in red (between steps 6 & 7).
4.4.2.5 Program Options
There are a number of options associated with this program, each causing
fundamental differences to the operation of the program. These are listed below;
Orthologous Exon File
This program can be pointed at any file containing orthologous exon
predictions (in the correct format), allowing the analysis of specified sub-sets
of genes or exons.
Restricted Analysis
The program can be told to ignore all orthologous exon predictions unless
they contain a defined text string. For example, this could be an Ensembl
gene or exon identifier.
Intron Scan Distance
This variable allows the user to define the length of introns to be searched. By
default this is 2.5kb.
Core ECS Size
This variable allows the user to define the length of the core ECS window.
This allows the user to look for ECS predictions of different lengths.
Make Control Introns
This variable is required to generate control introns, which are required for
the statistical analysis. Details of this are covered in the following sections.
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Run with Control Introns
This variable is used to specify that the program should use the control
introns derived using the previous command, instead of the real introns
associated with each exon.
Output Format
The output format can be modified to include all the ECS predictions or just
the best, as well as deciding between tabular results, full alignments or both.
Help
This variable results in the program presenting brief help message to inform
the user of the available options and their defaults.
4.4.3 Analysis of the Putative Conserved ECSs
Using the above scoring system to analyse all orthologous exons resulted in a large
amount of data. This data contained both genuine ECD predictions and presumably
considerable amounts of false predictions.
It was important to gauge the significance of obtaining any given putative ECD and
there are two methods that were considered. Firstly, by comparing a given ECD to a
distribution of the known ECD scores, versus all remaining predicted ECDs, we
could have calculated the probability that it belonged to either distribution. The
assumption here is that the 'remaining' distribution may have contained some
genuine unknown ECDs, but these will be so rare that they should not affect the
results. This method would have directly assessed how likely an ECD was to be
genuine. Unfortunately, the number of known conserved ECD structures in
vertebrates was too low to perform this with any accuracy.
The second method was to use a randomisation approach, which removed the need
for a distribution of known ECDs. Instead each orthologous exon pair was paired
with a set of four introns from another randomly selected orthologous exon pair (one
from both introns in both species), and a randomised distribution of top-scoring ECD
predictions was generated. By comparing this to the real distribution, it was possible
to say how likely a given ECD would be by chance. This method did not directly
assess how likely an ECD was to be genuine. Instead it indirectly assessed how likely
the putative ECD structure was to be functional. Each ECD structure could have
been conserved for reasons other than editing, such as splicing122. Although this is
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indirect evidence, it was the method that was chosen. The randomised distribution
was generated using the 'make control' variable in the main program (see above).
This scoring scheme allowed us to provide each top-scoring ECD with a meaningful
score. However, we wanted to combine the top-scoring ECD scores between species
in order to give the analysis more power. For this purpose we used a relative entropy
scoring system (see Materials & Methods). This allowed us to combine the ECD
predictions from separate species comparisons, as long as they were independent.
Due to the similar evolutionary distance between mouse and the two fish (zebrafish
and pufferfish), we combined their results, such that only the best scoring ECD from
either pair of species was considered. This was applied to both the real and the
randomised distributions and LOD scores were generated for these combined
distributions.
4.4.3.1 Relative Entropy and LOD Scores
The relative entropy was calculated as a log-of-odds score, based on the following






where Rl(x) is the proportion of the real distribution in an interval containing score x,
and Rd(x) is the proportion of the randomised distribution in the same interval. On
the assumption that the ECD scores between each pair species are independent, they
can be summed. This allows us to compare each putative ECD based on its
conservation across a range of species.
In reality the observation of an ECD in one pair of species will not be independent
from observations of the same ECD in another pair of species. This is because both
comparisons used mouse as a base sequence. It is not clear how this bias could have
been avoided. However, the results of this scoring scheme demonstrated that while it
may not be fully statistically rigorous, it was effective.
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4.4.3.2 Practicalities of the Relative Entropy System
Figures 4.3—4.6 (p87) show how the two real and randomised distributions compare
for each pair of species. Only ECDs predicted to form between the exon and either
intron are shown in these graphs. As the randomisation procedure relied on swapping
the intronic sequences, it is not appropriate for the prediction of ECDs that have both
halves in the exon.
The best ECDs are those with the lowest scores. Section A of each figure shows the
overall cumulative distributions of the real and random ECD scores. In the most
distant species pairs the two distributions are largely very similar, although the real
distribution generally scores slightly better. These observations suggest that there is
not much more conserved secondary structure than observed between these distantly
related species. The closer the two species are, however, the greater the difference
between the distributions. For the mouse:rat distribution, there is a large difference
between the real and random distributions. This suggests that there may be a
relatively large degree of structure conservation between mouse and rat. Both the real
and random mouse :rat distributions derive from a high proportion of high quality/low
scoring ECDs. As these two species are so closely related, their sequences are
generally highly conserved, which means that almost any duplexes that form are
likely to have low scores.
Section B of each figure focuses on the high quality/low-scoring ECDs from each
distribution. In each figure the real distribution consistently lies above that of the
random distribution, which suggests that many ECDs at this end of the real
distribution have some reason for being conserved - i.e. they are functional. The
number of ECDs with low scores in each species pair decreases rapidly with
divergence between the species pair. One effect of this is that the distributions
become considerably more erratic at lower scores for the more distant species (i.e.
chicken and fish).
Section C shows LOD scores derived from these distributions. These have been
calculated for each score where at least 3 putative ECSs have been found in both the
real and randomised score bins. This reduces the error in the calculated LOD scores.
For the mouse:rat, mouse:human and mousexhicken comparisons, these LOD scores
show relatively consistent trends. The LOD scores for fish, however, are more erratic
due to the low numbers of both real and random ECD predictions of high quality. In
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Figure 4.3. ECD Score Distributions
and LOD Scores for Rat
A. Cumulative Proportion of ECDs Below
Score Threshold
B. Absolute Numbers of High Quality ECDs
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Better < ECD Score > Worse
C. LOD Scores Derived from these
Distributions
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Section A shows the cumulative distributions of all
mouse:rat real and randomly generated ECD
predictions. The green box indicates the region that is
expanded in Section B.
Section B shows the absolute numbers of real and
randomly generated ECD predictions with ECD
scores less than or equal to ten. These are the
highest quality ECD predictions.
Section C shows the LOD scores generated from a
comparison of these distributions. LOD scores are
only given where 3 or more ECDs have been
predicted in both the real and random distributions.
Figure 4.4. ECD Score Distributions
and LOD Scores for Human
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C. LOD Scores Derived from these
Distributions
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Better < ECD Score > Worse
Section A shows the cumulative distributions of all
mouse:human real and randomly generated ECD
predictions. The green box indicates the region that is
expanded in Section B.
Section B shows the absolute numbers of real and
randomly generated ECD predictions with ECD
scores less than or equal to ten. These are the
highest quality ECD predictions.
Section C shows the LOD scores generated from a
comparison of these distributions. LOD scores are
only given where 3 or more ECDs have been
predicted in both the real and random distributions.
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Figure 4.5. ECD Score Distributions
and LOD Scores for Chicken
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Section A shows the cumulative distributions of all
mouse:chicken real and randomly generated ECD
predictions. The green box indicates the region that is
expanded in Section B.
Section B shows the absolute numbers of real and
randomly generated ECD predictions with ECD
scores less than or equal to ten. These are the
highest quality ECD predictions.
Section C shows the LOD scores generated from a
comparison of these distributions. LOD scores are
only given where 3 or more ECDs have been
predicted in both the real and random distributions.
Figure 4.6. ECD Score Distributions
and LOD Scores for Fish
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Section A shows the cumulative distributions of all
mouse:fish real and randomly generated ECD
predictions. The green box indicates the region that is
expanded in Section B.
Section B shows the absolute numbers of real and
randomly generated ECD predictions with ECD
scores less than or equal to ten. These are the
highest quality ECD predictions.
Section C shows the LOD scores generated from a
comparison of these distributions. LOD scores are
only given where 3 or more ECDs have been
predicted in both the real and random distributions.
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an effort to further remove this source of error, second order polynomial trend-lines
were fitted to each LOD score distribution, in an effort to smooth out the sample size
errors. An example is shown in Figure 4.7 (p90).
The second order polynomials were calculated using an R2 regression applied in
Microsoft Excel. The values obtained were for the following equation, where x is the
ECD score;
LOD = Ax2 + Bx + C
These trend-lines were generated based only on the ECD scores for which the LOD
score was greater than 0.2. All other ECD scores were not considered to be useful
and so were given an automatic LOD score of zero. The ECS scores at which this
occurs are also recorded in Table 4.2 (column D). The R2 value provides an estimate
of the goodness of fit.
Table 4.2. Polynomial Approximations of LOD Scores
Species A B C D R2
Rat 0.0309 -0.8971 6.688 15 0.969
Human 0.0361 -1.3164 12.168 17 0.8789
Chicken 0.0218 -1.0548 12.812 20 0.9617
Fish 0.0317 -1.2515 11.457 13 0.7285
Fly 0.0138 -0.8931 14.102 25 0.6641
The values in this table were then used in conjunction with the above equation to
calculate the LOD scores for each exon pair in each species pair. The best total LOD
scores were then obtained for each mouse exon with at least one orthologous exon
prediction. This was calculated by adding all the LOD scores for the top-scoring
ECD prediction from each species pair for that mouse exon.
4.4.4 Annotation of the Putative Conserved ECDs
By ranking the resulting list ofmouse exons, the best conserved ECD predictions
were easily identified at the top of the list. These top ranking putative ECDs were
then further investigated through a series of analyses.
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y = 0.0218X2- 1.0548X+ 12.812
R = 0.9617
Better < ECD Scores > Worse
An example of a polynomial approximation to the LOD scores for chicken. LOD scores are
derived from a comparison of the real and random distributions. These distributions are truncated
and binned to ensure that each bin has at least 3 real and 3 random ECD predictions. The LOD
scores derived from these bins are then smoothed (see Sections 4.4.3.1 & 4.4.3.2). Microsoft
Excel is then used to approximate an polynomial trend-line to these values. This approximation
accurately reflects the observed LOD scores (R2 = 0.9617). The polynomial equation is given on
the graph.
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4.4.4.1 Identifying A-G Mismatches
To support the ECD predictions, all the Ensembl mouse exons were BLAST
searched against all the publicly available transcribed mouse sequences in dbEST
and GenBank (see Materials & Methods) and the available mouse genomic
sequences (Options were -e 10e-10 -m 5). The resulting BLAST matches were
scanned to identify any A-G mismatches that are seen between the exon and the
expressed sequences, but not in the genomic sequences. Any mismatches meeting
these criteria were recorded with the exon that they are found in.
4.4.4.2 Identifying Coding Exons
A table was obtained from EnsemblMart, which had the coordinates of any coding
sequence in each mouse exon. This was used to annotate each exon as coding, non-
coding or mixed.
4.4.4.3 Generating Alignment Reports
In order to fully analyse the remaining features of the putative ECDs an alignment
report was generated. This included the exon and 50bp surrounding intronic
sequence at either end. Both halves of each ECD scoring below a certain threshold
were shown aligned to the un-gapped exon sequence. All A-G mismatches identified
for this exon were also added to the alignment. See Figure 4.8 (p92) for an example.
Initially, these reports were scanned to confirm that the top-scoring ECD from each
pair of species were orthologous. Both halves of the ECD were required to overlap.
Overlapping clusters of ECDs were manually recorded. Any A-G mismatches that
overlapped these ECS clusters, or occurred nearby were also recorded.
The sequence qualities of the ECD clusters were also visually examined. This was
primarily to search for low complexity sequences or repeats. In retrospect this was
not a problem, as it appeared to be rare to find low complexity sequences or repeats
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near the ends of the exon (see Figure 1.4 - pi 2). For this reason the distance to the
nearest exon boundary was also measured from these alignments.
In order to facilitate easy viewing of these reports they have been re-formatted in
HTML. These HTML reports include Javascript programs, which allow the viewer to
change how the ECDs are displayed. These HTML reports are all available on the
attached CD. This facility is explained in greater detail in Chapter 6.
4.4.5 The Finished Protocol
The protocol detailed here is the first method for identifying ECDs that are conserved
between two or more species. The next section describes how successful this method
is at identifying the known edited sites and their ECSs.
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4.5 Results for Known Edited Exons
To determine the success of this protocol it needed to be tested on the known edited
sites. Arguably, this introduced a degree of circularity as the protocol was based on
the known sites. However, the protocol has only been based on loose generalisations
of the known edited sites; i.e. they form conserved duplexes that have a minimum
size of just over 25bp. One method that is often used in this situation is to base the
model on half of the known sites and test it with the other half. Unfortunately, there
are very few known recoding edited sites in vertebrates. However, the generalisations
used here could have been obtained from any random selection of half the known
sites. This suggests that the generalisations were broad enough that all the known
edited sites could be used as validation.
The known vertebrate recoding edited sites are described in Figure 4.9 (p96). For the
purposes of this project only the editing sites that do not occur in inverted Alu
repeats, non-coding RNA or intronic RNA were used to test the protocol. Thus the
focus was on edited sites that are known or assumed to affect function. They
included the GluR-B (R/G & Q/R), GluR-C (R/G), GluR-D (R/G), 5HT2CR, KCNA1,
BC10, GluR-5, GluR-6, Cyfip2, Flna, EDNRB and Alpha 2,6-SialyItransferase sites.
As the IGFBP7 site was not experimentally confirmed, it has not been included in
these analyses.
Although analysis was carried out on all these edited exons, they do not all have
published data identifying their ECDs. Even fewer of these exons have experimental
data supporting the published ECD predictions. Table 1.2 (pi4) describes which sites
have predictions, and what type of data supports them. Ten of the known editing site
ECDs had at least some experimental validation in addition to the observation of
editing in the ES. The different types of experimental validation are given in Table
1.2 (p 14). These ten ECDs in Table 4.3 (p95) were used as positive controls to
quantify the success of the method described in this chapter.
4.5.1 Finding the Known ECDs
ECD predictions were made for all the known recoding edited sites, including those
for which there are no experimentally validated ECS predictions. These are shown
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Figure 4.9. The Known & Predicted ECDs for the Mammalian



































The 15 known protein recoding edited sites, showing the locations of
the individual sites and their associated known ECSs. All transcripts
are shown in the 5' to 3' direction and are drawn approximately to
scale. The three glutamate receptor Q/R regions are grouped together
due to their similarity, as are the three R/G regions. For the longer
exons, gaps are shown with the intervening length given in the gap.
Similarly, long intronic regions are denoted by two parallel slashes and
an associated length. Where the protein is modified by editing,
the amino acid change is indicated. The number above each site specifies the exact location of
each site. Coordinates are relative to the nearest exon start/end. ADAR2 is alternatively spliced;
editing at the -1 site creates an alternative splice site, resulting in the inclusion of 47bp and a
frame shift. The resultant protein is not thought to be functional. The additional 47bp are indicated
by the dashed line surrounding the initial segment of this exon. As well as giving an overview of the
known sites, this figure demonstrates that mammalian recoding editing sites often occur in clusters
and tend to be near the ends of exons. The predicted ECD structures have been added as red
arrows.
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These predictions are also available in HTML format on the attached CD. This
protocol found the best predicted core ECD to overlap the known ECS and edited
sites in nine out of the ten experimentally validated ECDs, with the exonic KCNA1
site being the exception. This demonstrates a sensitivity of 0.9 and a high specificity
given that only one false ECD was predicted. For each of these nine ECDs, the
structure was found in at least three species.
The most impressive observation from the results shown in Table 4.3 (p95) is that all
three GluR R/G sites {GluR-B,C &D) are conserved exceptionally well in all species
between mouse and both fish. This is in agreement with previous observations and
represents conservation over an evolutionary distance of approximately 450 million
years86. It is possible that this ECD is observable in more distant species, however
that question has not been covered here.
Although they are not conserved across such a large evolutionary distance the GluR-
B Q/R, GluR-5 Q/R and GluR-6 Q/R ECDs were all found in mouse, rat, human and
chicken. This represents an evolutionary distance of approximately 310 million
years86. The GluR-B Q/R site was ofparticular interest as this is proposed to be the
single most important target ofADAR2 in the mouse35.
The 5HT2cR and BC10 sites were only seen in mouse, rat and human, however the
quality of the BC10 ECD is exceptional, with no gaps, bulges or mismatches in any
of the three species. The ADAR2 ECD was found in mouse, rat, human, and
pufferfish in agreement with the published ECD6 / These ECDs were not high
quality, however. The chicken ECD prediction was so poor that it was not included
in the table. The published ECD for this site is extremely long (~100bp), and the
ECD we observed was only the best scoring part of it, although it did overlap the
edited site. It is possible that this site makes up in size for its apparent lack of ECD
quality.
The KCNA1 ECD was the only positive control that was not identified by this
protocol. This may be due to the fact that it forms a relatively imperfect duplex with
lots of gaps and bulges, as shown in Figure 4.10 (p99). In this case the best predicted
ECS formed between the 5 prime intron and the exon, approximately 120bp 5 prime
of the edited nucleotide. Given that this ECS did not overlap the edited site or the
known ECS, nor did it have particularly good scores, it was considered unlikely to be
functional.
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The success of this protocol at identifying these ECDs was likely to be biased by the
fact that if these positive control sites did not have clear ECDs, then they would not
have been published or tested. This bias was unavoidable and means that we could
not mle out the presence of a class of ECDs with characteristics different from the
positive controls.
4.5.2 Novel Predictions for Known Edited Sites
The remaining ECD predictions for the known edited sites represented novel data.
There were five edited sites without experimentally defined ECSs, including the
GluR-61/V, Cyfip2, Flna, Ednrb and Alpha 2,6 sialytransferase sites. Two of these
sites had published ECS structures predicted by MFOLD. Of these, the Flna ECD
prediction agreed with the MFOLD structure, while the Cyfip2 ECD prediction
overlapped the MFOLD structure, but did not exactly agree. This situation is shown
in Figure 4.11 (pi 01), which shows the relative locations of the two ECD predictions
in addition to a third prediction using RNAFold on the displayed sequence. The
RNAFold prediction supported the new prediction, however the results from these
programs can be unreliable175.
The GluR-61/V best ECD prediction also overlapped the known edited nucleotides,
despite the exon being fairly long (224bp). As shown in Figure 4.12 (plOl), both
halves of this ECD occurred within the exon. Given that an identical ECS formed in
mouse, rat, human and chicken, it seemed that this is very likely to be a functional
ECS, especially given the relatively high quality of the ECD (i.e. low score).
Flowever, on closer analysis there was a second putative ECD, which again
overlapped the edited base, but formed with the 3 prime intron. This ECD scored
slightly better, but was only observable in mouse, rat and human. It is possible that
both of these ECSs are functional, however, determining this would require
experimental validation.
Neither of the ECD predictions for the remaining two edited sites overlapped the
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Given that convincing ECDs were not found for all of the known edited sites in all
the species, an additional, more sensitive analysis was carried out. This screen looked
further away, up to lOkb from the exon ends, including any exonic sequence in these
flanking regions. This screen was also more thorough in comparing the predicted
ECDs from each species, by taking the top 40 putative ECDs from each species
rather than the top 20 (see Materials & Methods). No convincing ECDs were
identified in addition to those already described. This suggested that where we have
failed to identify conserved ECSs, either they do not exist, or they are of poor quality
and hence difficult to detect.
These analyses clearly show that the protocol described here was capable of
identifying known ECS structures over a range of evolutionary distances from 40 to
450 million years of divergence86 and that it was sensitive to both known editing
sites and their ECSs. It would also appear to provide ECD predictions of comparable
utility to those from more sophisticated, and more computationally demanding RNA
secondary structure prediction programs. To assess the specificity of this protocol
and to identify novel edited candidates, a full analysis of every exon in the mouse
genome was performed. Randomised controls were also generated in an effort to
provide meaningful statistical analysis. The results of these genome screens are given
in the following section.
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4.6 A Mouse Genome ECS Screen
As described in the Materials & Methods, LOD scores were derived for the top-
scoring ECD in each exon, using both the correct introns and randomly selected
quadruplets of introns. Due to the nature of the randomisations, these results only
applied where the ECS halfof the ECD is found in a flanking intron. Combined LOD
scores were then obtained by adding the LOD scores from each species pair together
for a given mouse exon. In theory these LOD scores could have been converted into
probabilities, but due to issues with the independence of the individual LOD scores,
this was considered improper. Instead, the combined LOD score was used only as a
method to rank the mouse exons in an attempt to identify the best conserved ECDs.
A summary of the top 50 exons is given in Table 4.4 (pl04). Alignments for the 30
top-scoring vertebrate exons are included in Appendix 1, together with additional
information on the gene functions, and the structure and location of the ECD
predictions. The attached CD includes the 50 top-scoring exons in HTML format, as
well as a Microsoft Excel table of the top 1,000 exons.
4.6.1 Performance of the Known Editing Sites
The best scoring end of the distribution of combined LOD scores is shown in Figure
4.13 (pi07). In contrast to the ECD scores, the best LOD scores are the highest ones.
The positions and ranks of the high scoring known edited sites are shown in this
figure and Table 4.5 (pl08), respectively. This shows that there was a strong cluster
of known editing sites at the high scoring end of the distribution. The ranks were out
of a total of 221,626 mouse exons.
Once again the results for the three GluR R/G sites were very impressive coming 1st,
4th and 6th out of all mouse exons. BC10 ranked impressively given that it is only
found in the mouse:rat and mouse:human comparisons (19th). This was due to the
exceptionally good ECD scores that each analysis gave in these species. The results
for the two GluR-6 sites and the Flna site were also encouragingly high.
The remainder of the known edited exons had less impressive combined LOD scores.
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This figure shows the high scoring end of the frequency distribution of combined LOD scores for all
mouse exons. Higher LOD scores indicate better ECD predictions. The known edited sites that occurred
in this part of the distribution are indicated above their respective LOD scores. 99.5% of all mouse exons
have LOD scores lower than 8.
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of the known edited exons, it was not powerful enough to detect all the known edited
exons in a genome screen with high specificity. It was, however, extremely specific
for some of the better ECDs.
Table 4.5 Performance of the Known Edited Sites
Known Site Rank Percentage Scoring Higher
GluR-C R/G 1st 0%
GluR-B R/G 4th 0.0014%
GluR-B Q/R 5th 0.0018%
GluR-D R/G 6th 0.0027%
BC10 19th 0.0086%
GluR-6 Q/R 42nd 0.0194%
GluR-61/V 153rd 0.0690%
Flna 382nd 0.1724%
In an ideal situation, precise calculations of true sensitivity and specificity should
have been carried out. However, these calculations require both a set of ECDs from
known edited exons and a set of exons that are known not to be edited. While the
first set exists, albeit with a small sample size, the latter does not exist. It would be
very difficult to prove an exon is not edited in any tissue, life stage or environmental
situation. Instead we can falsely assume that every exon that is not a positive control
is a negative control.
Using a combined LOD score threshold of 24, we obtained four of the 10 exons with
known and validated ECSs and only two other exons (both ofwhich were additional
exons from the known edited genes). This represented an artificially high specificity
of almost 100% and a relatively low sensitivity of 40% (based on the following
standard equations).
TP TN
Sensitivity = Specificity =
TP + FN TN + FP
Using a looser threshold of 17.5, we obtained six of the 10 exons with known ECDs
and only 43 other exons, ofwhich five were additional exons from the known edited
genes. Again this represented an artificially high specificity of almost 100%, but with
a slightly improved sensitivity of 60%.
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It has now been clearly established that this protocol was able to specifically identify
many of the known editing sites. However, given that this protocol was partly based
on observations from these sites, these results may have been artificially impressive.
The real test of the protocol was in the identification of novel editing sites.
4.6.2 Candidate Editing Sites
The 50 top scoring exons in the mouse genome, shown in Table 4.4 (p 104), included
six known edited exons, five additional exons from glutamate receptors, three
duplicate results and 36 other exons. The three duplicate pairs of exons were due to
alternative splicing at the 5 prime or 3 prime ends to the exon resulting in
overlapping exons having different Ensembl exon IDs. This resulted in the protocol
treating them as separate exons, both ofwhich scored identically. The ranks of these
exons were 17th/!8th, 28th/29th and 34th/35th (from ZFHomeodomain 4, GluR-B and
the ELA Vgene, respectively).
4.6.3 Another Conserved Glutamate Receptor ECD?
It is very interesting that five of the novel candidate exons were from glutamate
receptors, which are clearly good targets for editing in vertebrates. Closer
examination of these sites showed that the first four, which rank 2nd, 3rd, 7th and 8th,
were homologous exons from GluR-B, GluR-C, GluR-A and GluR-D respectively. In
each case the ECD predicted was practically identical for each species observed. This
is shown in Figure 4.14 (pi 10). Interestingly, both halves of this ECD lie adjacent in
the sequence, forming a tight predicted hairpin. The whole structure resides in the
50bp 5 prime of the exon start. This exon is termed the flip exon and is alternatively
spliced (see Introduction).
The degree of sequence conservation shown here is remarkable, especially given that
this is intronic sequence and that the conservation is observable not only across a
vast evolutionary range (mouse to fish), but also between each of the four genes.
Figure 4.14 (pi 10) also shows the predicted hairpin structure, which although short,
is of good quality. It is surprising that this ECS should have been so well conserved
yet not overlap any protein coding sequence. This suggested that the ECD might
function in the regulation of splicing. To investigate this, potential splice branch site
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Figure 4.14. Intronic Sequence Conservation




















































Section A: Sequence alignment of the GluR-A, GluR-B, GluR-C & GluR-D in all each
species that this site was observed in. The sequences in red indicate the ONLY bases that
vary in this alignment, between species or genes.
Section B: Putative ECS structure for the mouse GluR-B ECS. This structure is also
indicated in section A.
Section C: Location of the ECS halves in relation to the 5 prime end of the exon.
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sequences were identified using a branch site consensus model176, as shown in Figure
4.15 (pi 12). Branch sites occur between 18bp and 40bp upstream of the exon start,
meaning all the potential branch sites were covered by the predicted ECD structure.
In particular there was one potential branch site that is seen in all the sequences,
suggesting that this is the functional one. The essential part of a branch site is the
adenosine in the sixth position. Given that this branch site occurs in an RNA duplex
it is tempting to think that this adenosine could be edited, thus removing the branch
site and resulting in an alternative splice form. Figure 4.16 (pi 13) shows that there
were three observable splice forms, although others may exist. Splice form C results
in a frame-shift and has not been published, and is of low abundance, so it is likely to
be an experimental artefact. Examination of the literature showed that the other two
splice forms are well documented as the 'flip' and 'flop' isoforms (splice forms B &
A, respectively). These splice variants have a strong effect on the gating properties of
the AMPA receptors177.
This hypothesis is further supported by the finding that when editing of the GluR-D
R/G is low, the 'flip' isoform is more prevalent, suggesting that, in at least some cell
types, there is interplay between the splicing of this exon and editing32. In
conclusion, these are exceptionally well conserved intronic ECDs that cover, and
could remove, a vital branch site for the 'flip' isoform. These predictions are being
experimentally tested to determine if there is editing at the predicted branch site. This
work is still in progress.
The remaining novel candidate exon found in a glutamate receptor was not related to
the other four glutamate sites discussed above. There was not sufficient evidence for
this exon to consider testing it. Figure 4.17 (pi 14) shows the locations of the known
edited sites and the 'flip/flop' exon in relation to the protein structure of a typical
ionotropic glutamate receptor30.
4.6.4 Novel Edited Sites in Other Genes
There are 36 remaining novel candidate exons in the top 50 exons. The fact that all
these exons contained protein-coding sequence was encouraging, however, these
tend to be the best conserved sequences, so it was not particularly surprising to see
this data set enriched for them. Due to the nature of the protocol it was not possible
to pinpoint the amino acids that might be altered by editing. Instead, a region of the
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Splice Branch Site Consensus
fy80-^ysopy87^u7s^-ioopy95
Y = Py = Pyrimidine (C/U) Grey text indicates that
the base is not within the
R = Pu = Purine (A/G) normal region for branch
Red text indicates that the sites (which are normally
base does not fit the 18-40bp from the 3 prime
consensus. exon).
Putative splicing branch points for four Glutamate receptor exons (GluR-A,B,C&D) in relation to the
predicted conserved ECD structures. The ECD structure is shown aligned to the four intronic
sequences that contain it. Branch sites normally occur between 18bp and 40bp upstream of the 3
prime exon. This region is indicated by the nucleotides in black. A branch site consensus is shown in
the bottom left hand panel. The numbers indicate the proportion of branch sites with a
purine/pyrimidine at each position. This consensus was used to identify potential branch sites in the
appropriate regions. There is one putative branch site that exists in all four introns and within the
allowed regions. This is likely to be the functional branch site.
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Figure 4.16. Splice Isoforms of the Four Glutamate Receptors
& cDNA Evidence
Splice Form A (Flop) Splice Form B (Flip)
»R7G
Splice Form C (Frameshift)
GluR-A
Species
Splice Form A Splice Form B Splice Form C GluR-B
Species
Splice Form A Splice Form B Splice Form C
Mouse BC056397 X57497 NA Mouse X57498 AB111957 BC066193
Rat X17184 M38060 NA Rat M85035 M38061 NA
Human M81886 AB209094 NA Human BCO10574 AB209567 AV747836
Chicken U59704 X89510 NA Chicken U59706 X89508 NA
Zebrafish AF525741 AF525744 NA Zebrafish AF525743 AF525744 NA
GluR-C
Species
Splice Form A Splice Form B Splice Form C GluR-D
Species
Splice Form A Splice Form B Splice Form C
Mouse NA AB022342 BC076584 Mouse AB022913 AK031568 NA
Rat M85036 X54656 NA Rat M36421 M85037 NA
Human U10302 U10301 NA Human NA U16129 NA
Chicken X89509 U59709 NA Chicken X89507 U59707 NA
Zebrafish AF525746 AF525745 NA Zebrafish AF525748 AF525747 NA
Section A shows the three mRNA isoforms that were observable in publicly available cDNAs
and ESTs. Splice forms A and B are the termed the flop and flip isoforms, respectively. Splice
form C results in a frame shift, which probably results in a non-functional protein. Section B
provides GenBank accession numbers for cDNAs or ESTs that demonstrate the existence of
these three splice forms in mouse, rat, human, chicken and zebrafish. With the exception of
GluR-C in the mouse and GluR-D in human, both flip and flop isoforms were observed in all
species.
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Figure 4.17. Locations of Known and Potential Editing




















The figure shows a typical ionotropic glutamate receptor, which includes NMDA, AMPA
(GluR-Ato D) and Kainate receptors (GluR-5&6). Each protein consists of four
membrane regions (TM l-IV), the second of which enters and leaves the membrane on
the same side. This results in an extra-cellular N-terminus and in intra-cellular C-
terminus.
Each of the edited sites have been annotated as well as the flip/flop exon. The splicing
of these two alternative exons may be regulated by editing of the flip branch site.
The diagram also indicates two additional regions where alternative splicing occurs,
indicating that there are many different isoforms of this family of receptors.
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protein was defined by the location of the ECD, which may contain altered amino
acids.
Although the majority of known edited sites in the human genome are derived from
inverted repeats70, this is not a pattern we observed across our range of species. An
ECD in a syntaxin exon (30th) was the only novel candidate exon in the top 50 that
was derived from repeats. It has several A-G mismatches associated with it,
suggesting that it may be functional. Repeats, especially simple repeats, are known to
evolve relatively rapidly178. These observations suggest that widely conserved ECDs
based on repeats may exist, but are likely to be rare.
To determine if there are any sub-categories of gene that are enriched in this set, we
performed a test of statistical over-representation of gene ontology (GO) terms. This
was performed using the online algorithm, FuncAssociate179. Unfortunately, the only
GO term that showed any enrichment was the 'nucleus' GO term, which was
observed in 17 of the genes, with a significance of 0.036 (once adjusted for multiple-
testing). This is barely significant and not very interesting as it is such a broad term.
However, while investigating the individual functions of these candidates a few
interesting observations were made. There were several candidate exons from genes
involved in splicing, ranking 14th, 16th, 31st & 34/5th. This is particularly interesting
given that there are now several lines of evidence that suggest editing and splicing
interact (see Introduction). There were also several exons from genes involved in
synaptic activity, ranking 22nd, 30th and 45th. These made convincing candidates
given the observed bias towards editing in synaptic genes in both vertebrates and
Drosophila1"34'14". The Neuroligin 3 exon was of particular interest given that it is
believed to interact with neurexins, and there are three relatively high-ranking
neurexins in this data (ranking 100th, 101st & 106th).
Of the remaining exons, three were involved in neurogenesis (27th, 38th & 49th), two
were involved in chromatin regulation (20th & 41st), and two were hnRNP proteins
(9th & 36th), one ofwhich is though to be involved in pre-mRNA splicing (hnRNP
H). This last result was of particular interest as it has been shown that the ADAR
enzymes interact with large nuclear RNP complexes' L\ Strictly speaking, the
significance of each of these observations was unclear given that they were made
without a statistical framework.
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It was noticed that many of the genes with an exon in the top 50 had an additional
high-ranking exon. Table 4.6 (117) describes all the genes that have more than one
novel candidate exon in the top 100. Given that the known edited genes typically
have more than one edited site, the nine genes listed in this table make very good
candidates. The probability of two exons from the same gene in the top 36 novel
candidates is approximately 0.05 (equation shown below). The significance of
finding five such pairs of exons is much greater (roughly approximates to 3xl0"7). Of
course, such results do not necessarily predict RNA editing and may reflect other
phenomena, such as alternative splicing.
Probability of Finding Any Gene = P( 1) « lAv.Num.Exons per Genet x (36-f)2
with 2 Exons in top 50 (Total Number ofMouse Exons)
Probability of Finding 5 Genes « P(l)5
With 2 Exons in top 50
4.6.5 Locations of the Predicted ECDs
Another observation that was made of the known edited sites was that they tend to
overlap or occur near to the exon ends. Figure 4.9 (p96) shows that this is true for 9
of the 12 known edited sites. For this reason, the top 30 new candidates were sorted
into appropriate categories to describe the locations of the two halves of their ECDs.
The results of this are shown in Table 4.7 (pi 18). This table shows three categories
ofECDs: standard, boundary and intronic.
• Standard ECDs are those where the ES half of the ECD is entirely within the
exon and the ECS half is entirely within the intron. This is the case for several of
the known edited sites including the GluR-B Q/R site, the BC10 site and the
5HT2cR site.
• Boundary ECDs are those where the ES half of the ECD overlaps the exon
boundary. The abundance of these sites, both in the candidates and in known
edited exons, could be due to the reduced sequence constraints outside the exonic
coding sequences, which could facilitate the evolution ofECD structures.
Alternatively, these sites may also function in the regulation of the splicing of the
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• Intronic ECDs were an unexpected product of these analyses. In order to detect
boundary ECDs, the protocol used extended exons with an additional 50bp of
flanking sequence at either end. Although this was successful, it had the side
effect that some predicted ECDs were predicted where both ECD halves are
located entirely in intronic sequences (i.e. the ES was in the flanking region,
while the ECS was in one of the introns). Clearly these ECDs cannot result in
recoding of amino acid sequences unless the ECD extends into the exon. It is also
possible that these structures may be involved in the regulation of splicing. These
ECDs are termed here as 'Intronic ECDs'. The four homologous predicted ECDs
in the GluR-A,B,C&D receptor transcripts that are predicted to affect the 'flip'
branch site are examples of this type ofECD.
Based on the length of each of the exons, it was possible to calculate the expected
number of exons that should have occurred in each category. The results for this and
the equations used are shown in Table 4.7 (pi 18). The boundary category had an
excess over the expected, while the standard category showed a deficit. The
significance of these values was tested using a standard chi-square test, resulting in a
p-value of 0.17. This showed that, although the numbers indicated an excess of
boundary ECDs, as seen with the known edited sites, this was not a significant result.
Equally, there did not appear to be any significant difference between the average
score ranks for each of these categories. Neither did there appear to be a significant
bias towards 5 prime or 3 prime ECDs for each category.
4.6.6 Exons with Flanking ECDs
One interesting observation about this data was that there appeared to be five
boundary ECD predictions that almost directly flanked their associated exons, with
one ECS overlapping one exon end and the other ECS overlapping, or very near, to
the other exon end. The function of this was not clear, however, it was tempting to
think that the resulting duplexes may control splicing at both ends of the exon. In the
hope of validating and elucidating the function of these structures, RNAFold
predictions for the exons and neighbouring sequences were generated, as shown in
Figure 4.18 (pi20). These structures appeared to support the ECS predictions, with
each exon showing significant secondary structure incorporating the exon ends.
Possible splice branch sites were identified to examine the possibility that these
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structures may interfere with this step of splicing. In summary, these sites appeared
very interesting, but it was not clear if they were involved in splicing, editing, both or
some entirely different process.
4.6.7 Exonic ECSs
Due to the randomisation step in this protocol it was not possible to generate LOD
scores for predicted ECDs that occur between two parts of the same exon. This is
unfortunate as at least one known ECDs forms in this way (e.g. KCNA1). However,
when reports were generated for each of the top 50 exons, ECSs formed in this way
were occasionally more convincing than the ECSs formed using intronic sequence.
These ECSs are shown in the figures in Appendix 1. These ECSs are termed as
'Exonic ECSs'.
4.6.8 Experimental Validation of Candidates
Many of the above candidates may be validated in the laboratory in collaboration
with Mary O'ConnelTs RNA editing group. No results have been obtained at
present, however, this process in ongoing.
4.6.9 A Smaller Range of Species
A drawback with this protocol is that it preferentially identified ECDs that are
conserved over large evolutionary distances. This may miss ECDs that have only
evolved relatively recently, such as in the mammalian lineage, or have been lost in
more distant lineages. By ignoring the LOD scores between mouse and non-
mammalian species, this analysis can be used to identify candidate mammalian
specific ECDs.
Constraining the analysis to mouse, rat and human provided a method to identify
mammal specific ECSs. The top 50 exons produced using this analysis are shown in
Table 4.8 (p 123). Many of the candidates obtained are the same as with the full
vertebrate analysis, with 19 of the 50 exons being common to both top 50 lists.
Ignoring the known edited genes, six of the remaining exons were from hnRNP
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and five were involved in splicing. Although some of these genes were common to
both analyses, many of them are not. Once again, it was unclear if this apparent
enrichment was significant. Another interesting observation from these mammalian
ECD predictions is that there is a different Polymerase Alpha gene candidate instead
of the one found in the full vertebrate analysis. Unfortunately, such speculation can
only be confirmed by laborious wet-lab techniques, and as such, many of these
possibilities will not be investigated further.
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4.7 Conclusion
This chapter has described the first protocol for identifying conserved edited sites
through their ECDs. An outline of this method is given in Figure 4.2 (p80). This
method has been used to specifically identify ECDs for the known edited site, to
screen a range of six vertebrate species for these and novel ECDs and finally, to
screen a range of three mammalian species. The protocol has been successful in each
of these cases. Of the ten known protein recoding edited sites with experimentally
validated ECD structures, this protocol was able to correctly identify nine of these
ECDs as the best ECD for each given exon. Each of these ECDs was found in three
or more species, and two of them were found in all six species (GluR-B&C R/G
sites). This represents an evolutionary distance of 450million years of divergence86.
The KCNA1 ECD was the only one not identified by this method. Based on this
success, predictions were made for the known sites that did not have experimentally
validated ECD structures. Two of these sites had published MFOLD RNA structure
predictions, which were confirmed by this protocol. The remaining known edited
sites also had ECDs predicted, although, with the exception of the GluR-61/V ECD,
they were not as convincing as those seen for the published ECDs. A more sensitive
approach did not identify any additional ECDs.
The method was then used to predict ECDs conserved between every mouse exon
and their orthologous exons in the five other species (rat, human, chicken, zebrafish
and pufferfish). The results were then ranked by the quality of their conserved ECDs.
Nine of the known edited sites were found to rank in the top 0.5% of all mouse
exons, including the ranks of 1st, 4th, 5th, 6th, 19th and 42nd. This demonstrated that
this method was sensitive and specific enough to use on whole genomes. Four of the
novel ECD predictions, which turned out to be homologous, were found in GluR-
A,B,C&D exons. These ECDs show remarkable sequence and structure conservation
both between the four genes and between the multiple species in which they were
observed. This structure, which was conserved in all species for at least one of the
homologues, appears to cover the branch site of the flip exon of these genes.
Alternative splicing of these genes is known to have a major effect on the properties
of the channel produced by their proteins. It was tempting to think that this conserved
ECD may result in editing of the branch point and force the other exon, flop, to be
spliced instead of the flip exon. Five of the other conserved ECDs appear to flank
their exons, suggesting that they may regulate splicing at both ends of their exons. It
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was also noted that many genes had more than one exon in either the top 100 or the
top 50, which makes these candidates considerably more convincing.
This method was also applied to predict mammalian specific ECDs. The results from
this screen were broadly similar to the screen across all six vertebrates, although
some results differed. Both of these screens identified a number of ECDs in genes
involved in splicing, synaptic activity and hnRNPs.
Without thorough experimental validation it is not clear how many novel edited sites
can be confirmed using this protocol. However, this screen can be compared to
previous screens based on its ability to identify the known edited sites. The only two
screens that have successfully identified any of the known recoding edited sites are
the screen in the previous chapter79 and the screen by Levanon et at1. The latter
screen identified several of the edited sites in glutamate receptors, although it did not
state which ones, as well as identifying Flna, BC10 and Cyfip2. The mismatch screen
identified the BC10 site, the GluR-B Q/R site, the GluR-C&D R/G sites and the
5HT2cR site in the top 6 genes (see Chapter 3). This screen has identified the three
GluR-B,C&D R/G sites, the GluR-B Q/R site, the BC10 site and the GluR-6 Q/R site
in the top 42 exons (29 genes). Each of these screens has identified 5 or 6 of the
known edited sites, with only a small number of additional predictions at the given
cut-offs. This shows that these screens are comparable. Interestingly, the specific
sites that are identified by each screen overlap considerably, however, the additional
predictions do not appear to overlap.
4.7.1 Caveats and Restrictions of the Protocol
There are a number of reasons why this protocol would not find some edited sites.
The nature of this protocol means that ECDs can only be identified in exons that are
annotated in Ensembl and have orthologous genes predicted in at least one of the
other species. Any ECDs that occur entirely in the middle of introns or in exons that
are not annotated would be missed. Due to the randomisation procedure, ECDs that
form entirely within exons are generally missed as well.
It is also possible that there are some sites that are not mediated by a normal ECD
structure, and that the duplex is formed through interaction with different molecules
(e.g. anti-sense transcripts). Even ifwe assume that edited sites contain ECDs, these
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structures may not be conserved, either because editing is not conserved, or an
alternative ECD is used in other species. Other ECDs may be poorly conserved, due
to poor conservation of sequence, secondary structure or both. The ECD may also be
too complex to identify using this protocol. For example the synaptotagmin-I ECD in
Drosophila has been shown form a long-range pseudo-knot1 8, which would
probably not be detected by this method. Alternatively, the ECD may be shorter than
the scan size of 25bp, the ECS may be more than 2.5kb from the exon, or the ECS
may be in a more distant intron. Finally, editing could occur in the mature transcript
in some cases, given that ADAR1 shuttles into the cytoplasm180'181. Future work
could be aimed at investigating these possibilities.
Despite these issues, however, this protocol appears to have been successful both at
identifying novel candidate ECDs for known sites and for identifying novel edited
sites through their ECDs.
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5 Results: Conserved RNA Duplexes in The Fruit Fly
5.1 Preface
The methods used in the previous chapter are theoretically applicable to any group of
two or more species for which genomes and gene annotation are available. As long
as ECD structures are sufficiently conserved between the two species, this protocol
should be successful. The fruit fly {Drosophila) has been shown to be a good model
organism for studying A-I RNA editing. There are many known edited sites, most of
which are involved in nervous system function and integrity34. Drosophila species
contain only one ADAR enzyme, dADAR, in comparison to mammals, which have
three (ADAR1, ADAR2 & ADAR3)11. This makes it simpler to probe exactly how A-I
editing operates. Flies are also relatively inexpensive, require minimal paperwork
and are easy to genetically manipulate. Additionally, Mary O'Connell's group has
worked on editing in the fruit fly for over five years (MRC Human Genetics Unit).
For these reasons, a screen for ECDs in Drosophila was considered an important
analysis.
5.2 Introduction
Initially, a comparison ofmouse and Drosophila melanogaster was performed using
the same protocol as described in the previous chapter. Unfortunately, it appeared
that the evolutionary distance between these two species was too great to be able to
identify conserved ECDs. This screen did not identify any of the known edited exons
from either species. In agreement with this observation, only one of the known
mammalian edited sites, the KCNA11/V site, can also be observed in the fruit
fly80'!35'!40. In this case, the same amino acid change is observed in the homologous
Drosophila Shab gene as the mammalian KCNA1 gene. The Drosophila Shaker gene,
which is orthologous to KCNA1, is also edited, but in a different position80.
However, Hoopengardner et al have shown that a comparison of two Drosophila
species can identify edited sites with high sensitivity and specificity140. These two
species, Drosophila melanogaster (D.mel) and Drosophilapseudoobscura (Dpsu),
both have near-complete genome sequences and gene annotation, which means that
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they are suitable for this type of analysis. A further consideration was that the
number ofESTs or cDNAs available forDrosophila species is limited. This means
that it would be difficult to identify edited sites using a method based on mismatches,
although one edited site, Ca-alpha-lT, was initially identified in this way135.
Although there are many known Drosophila edited sites, very few of them actually
have known ECD structures (see Table 5.1 -pl32). There are sixty-five known
locations of individual or clusters of edited sites. However, only seven of these have
1 08 1 1 T 1 "}Q 1 8"? •
published ECD predictions ' ' ' . Only two of these have been experimentally
validated108. In addition to identifying potentially novel editing sites, this protocol
could identify ECD structures for the known edited sites. As a result of these
observations, this chapter concentrates on the identification of conserved ECD
predictions based on these two species.
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Table 5.1. The Known Drosophila Edited Sites
Ensembl
Gene
Reference Edited Site Ensembl Exon Published
ECD
Edited Sequence
(A = Edited Adenosine)
CG1522 Smith et al10J Cac K/K (12) CG1522:11 - aacgcugccAAA
Cac 15 CG1522:13 - qcquugucauuA
Cac 17a CG1522:15 - quauucacgauAg
Cac 17b CG1522:15 - agagaauucuggaAua
Cac 17c CG1522:15 - aauguuguuaAcau
Cac 17d CG1522:15 - quacqqacqaaA
Cac 19 CG1522:17 - uuccggaucgaaA
Cac 24 CG1522:21 - ucgaAcucaaucaac
Cac 26a&b CG1522:23 - ggaauaugauccaAA
Cac 30b CG1522:27 - cgcgguauccaAqa
Cac 30a CG1522:27 - uaccguaucuAau
CG9907 Hanrahan et allts4 Para t/m NULL:512413 Predicted11-5 cAauuaauuqaAAau
Para ssp CG9907:26 Predicted1"39 uuuuugcuggaaAaua
Para sfc CG9907:28 Predicted1-39 cuauaAugcuaug
Para fsp NULL:512549 Predicted1"39 ccaaugcqcAggcuc
CG7535 Semenov et alia:> GluCI alpha-1 78/79 CG7535:3 - uaaugccaaAA
GluCI alpha-1 722 CG7535:8 - gaucuacuauucaA
GluCI alpha-1 1034 CG7535:10 - uqcauaaqqaqaA
GluCI alpha-1 1179 CG7535:11 - aaaagcggcuccaAug
CG4128 Grauso et aliab Dalpha6 Cluster CG4128:6 - acguaucacaccaAcAuuguggucaaacAuAAcggca
CG12598 Palladino et af dADAR CG12598:9 Prediction10" acggauauuuAgucc
CG18314 Stapleton et al1Jb & Xia et
al1
CG18314 Clust 3 CG18314:5 - uaAqacuaAqqqccquuuqcaaqcaqaqcuAAucq
CG18314 Clust 4 CG18314:5 - caqauqacuAqaquua
CG18314 Clust 1 CG18314:5 - aaaAuuuAucgaacccuAgucauau
CG18314 Clust 2 CG18314:5 - gucgucuggAuc
CG15899 Hoopenqardner et al14U CaAlphalT CG15899:15 - uuqaqgqauucAgu
CG4894 Hoopengardner et allw DmCalD Cluster CG4894:5 - uuuAgccauaugguuuuguguuacauAAuggugcauaucuAA
DmCalD Last Site CG4894:5 auuagauuuuacaauuguaguuauAgg
CG12295 Hoopengardner et allw Alpha2Delta l/Va CG12295:5 - qacaqaqqcuaqauAu
Alpha2Delta lA/b CG12295:5 - gacuuugugaacAu
Alpha2Delta R/G CG12295:6 - auugaacuguuuAg
CG12348 Hoopengardner et al14U Shaker KERG NULL:538653 - uuuagugaagaaauaAAa
Shaker l/M NULL:538657 - uccuuqqcaauAuu
Shaker l/V CG12348:15 - uuugugcgugAucgc
Shaker TA & QR CG12348:15 - gaaAcggaucA
CG10952 Hoopengardner et al140 EAG K/Ra CG10952:11 - gacaacgagaAgg
EAG Y/C CG10952:13 - guacuaaacuAu
EAG N/D & Silent CG10952:13 - quAuuuAacqaqcauccq
EAG AA CG10952:13 - uccqgcAuuucgucu
EAG K/Rb CG10952:14 - uuuuucgcaAqg
CG10693 Hoopengardner et al14U Slowpoke N/D CG10693:6 - qcuqqauuuuAauaau
Slowpoke S/G NULL: 1763569 - uggucaaugauAgu
CG3139 Hoopengardner et al14U Syt l/V - A NULL:915362 - auauquqaaaAuu
Syt K/R & l/V - B/C NULL:915362 Validated100 aagaAgaagacaaguAucaaaaaaug
Syt l/M - D NULL:915362 Validated100 uugaacaaauAcaa
CG2999 Hoopengardner et al14U Unc-13 S/G NULL:2361787 - gauguuguuAgc
CG40306 Hoopengardner et allw StnB T/A CG40306:8-B - caggucucccauAcc
CG32490 Hoopengardner et allw Cpx l/M NDSG CG32490:6 - aucaaauAgaaacgcaaguaAAugagcuaaaa
CG2520 Hoopengardner et aI14" Lap T/A CG2520:10 - cuagcgcugcacuaAc
CG32975 Hoopengardner et al14U Da5 l/V (Nic34E) CG32975:5 - auuuuAAuauu
Da5 T/A IA/ L/L
(Nic34E)
CG32975:6 - uucAcaAuauuAgccacaauAgcuguacuacuAu
CG11348 Hoopengardner et al14V ARD R/G 64b CG11348:3 - guuggaguAAgauuu
ARD l/M 64b CG11348:4 - aaucaAAuuaugaaa
CG6798 Hoopengardner et al14U SBD T/A & Silent (96A) CG6798:7 - guuAcguuAugu
CG10537 Hoopengardner et al14U Rdl L/L R/G CG10537:4 - cucguuuAgcguauAga
Rdl l/V CG10537:7 - cugaucguuAuuauaucau
Rdl N/D CG10537:7 - aucgcAaugcaacgccgg
Rdl MA/ CG10537:8 - cqaauucaAAugcgaaaac
CG1066 Bhalla et afu Shab IA/ NULL:368787 - quAAucgcuuuq
CG13167 Xia et al1JJ CG13167 IA/ CG13167:1 - cgauauccugcccAuc
CG9619 Xia et al1JJ CG9619 S/G CG9619:3 - gucggauugcuaAg
CG8428 Xia et al1JJ CG8428 N/G Spin NULL:2096895 - qcuuuaaauuugAAu
CG12076 Xia et al1JJ CG12076 Q/R CG12076:3 - qquuaqcuqcuqcccA
CG14936 Xia et a/7JJ CG14936 V/V CG14936:3 - cgugcgcuququAa
CG14936 G/G NULL1219665 - ugugggAcucacggacgau
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5.3 The Known Drosophila Edited Sites
The first edited sites in the fruit fly were identified through serendipitous
observations ofA-G mismatches in cDNAs. This includes sites inpara (paralytic)184,
cac (cacophony)183, Da6186 and GluCl-al'85. A self-editing site in the only
Drosophila Adar gene was also identified5.
Since then there have been several directed attempts to identify additional edited
targets in the Drosophila transcriptome. One of these methods, which relied on the
identification of cDNAs containing A-G mismatches, resulted in the initial
identification of the Ca-alpha-lT edited site135. They also identified a number of
other putative edited candidates, however these sites have not been verified.
A more recent paper by Hoopengardner et al, used a very different, but highly
effective approach to identifying novel edited sites in the fly. They scanned a
collection of ion channels, G-protein coupled receptors, synaptic proteins and
transcription factors for regions of exceptional sequence conservation between D.mel
and D.psum. Table 5.1 (pl32) demonstrates the success of this approach as most of
the currently known sites were identified in this screen, including several that were
known before this screen. An additional editing site in the Shab gene was then
identified via its homology to one of these sites (in the Shaker gene)80. Clearly the
use of sequence conservation is a powerful method for identifying edited sites
between these species.
Finally, Xia et al identified five novel edited sites using a hybrid approach based on
the use of a inosine antibody and mismatch data133.
There are several observations that indicate differences between the Drosophila and
vertebrate edited sites. There are more known Drosophila genes with edited sites,
and, on average, each gene contains many more edited sites. Only a small proportion
of the Drosophila sites have published ECD predictions, compared to the majority of
the vertebrate sites. Although the genes typically have neurological functions, the
exact processes involved differ between Drosophila and vertebrates. For example,
several Drosophila synaptic genes are known to be edited, but no vertebrate ones are
known.
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The strict approach that Floopengardner et al used suggests that there could be many
more Drosophila edited sites that remain unidentified. We aimed to identify some of
these unknown sites by applying our ECD protocol to these species.
5.3.1 Modifications to the ECD Finding Protocol
There were several modifications to the previous protocol. In Chapter 4 LOD scores
were required to combine the ECD scores from each species pair. In order to do this,
randomisations were performed to generate a negative ECD score distribution. These
randomised negative controls were not suitable for exonic ECDs, however. In the
Drosophila protocol we only used two species, which meant there was no
requirement for LOD scores or randomised controls. This in turn meant that ECDs
where the ECS is located in the exon could be included in the analysis. The high
levels ofbackground conservation often seen in exons meant that these ECD
predictions had to be ranked separately from the intronic ECD predictions.
Given the success of the Hoopengardner approach, it was decided to increase the
importance of sequence conservation in this analysis. This was achieved by altering
the scoring system, such that putative secondary structure was less important than
sequence conservation (see Materials & Methods section). The ECD core size was
also varied in an attempt to tailor these analyses to the fruit fly.
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5.4 Full Protocol Description
The majority of this protocol is similar to that of the vertebrate screen. Where
changes were made they are described here.
5.4.1 Data Preparation
5.4.1.1 Initial Files
A number of files from external sources were required for these analyses. These are
detailed in this section.
• Drosophila melanogaster full genome sequence was obtained from Ensembl
(version DROM 3A).
• Drosophila pseudobscura full genome sequence was obtained from FlyBase
(version R1.03).
• Drosophila melanogaster exon sequences and coordinates were obtained
from Ensembl Mart for all predicted genes (November 2004). (See Materials
& Methods).
• Preliminary Drosophila pseudobscura gene and exon annotation was
obtained from FlyBase for all genes (21/10/2004, Chado R1.03). Putative
exon sequences were obtained from the genomic sequences based on the
coordinates derived from this file. Exons were only included if they were
contained within a predicted gene (as defined in the annotation file), even if
the coordinates did not precisely agree. Orphan exons were excluded.
• Drosophila melanogaster gene descriptions were obtained from Ensembl
Mart (November 2004). (See Materials & Methods).
The genomic sequence files were formatted into BLAST databases using the
formatdb program from the BLAST package (version 2.2.6). Separate sequence
indexes were generated for both the genomic and the exon FASTA files (as required
for Sgrab - see Section 2.5.1). This allowed for rapid sequence retrieval using the
Sgrab perl program.
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5.4.1.2 Orthologous Gene Predictions
In contrast to the previous protocol, pre-computed orthologous gene predictions were
not available between these two species. Instead, a reciprocal BLAST method was
used to identify putative orthologous gene pairs. Similar protocols underlie orthology
prediction in Ensembl. Concatenated exon sequences were generated for each
predicted gene from both species. The sequences were then formatted into two
BLAST databases, one for each species. The D.mel concatenated sequences were
then BLAST searched against the D.psn database. The D.psu concatenated sequences
were then BLAST searched against the D.mel database. The BLAST program used
was MegaBLAST with the following options (-p blastn -W 11 -n T -m 8). This
forced MegaBLAST to use a word-size of 11, which gives it the same sensitivity as a
normal nucleotide-nucleotide BLAST search. BLAST matches with an E-value
greater than 10"15 were ignored. Reciprocal BLAST hits are those where the best hit
against one database, finds the target to be it's best hit in the other database (i.e. their
respective best hit is each other). Gene pairs fitting these criteria were taken to be
orthologous.
5.4.1.3 Orthologous Exon Predictions
The methods for obtaining orthologous exon predictions are identical to those in the
previous chapter (Section 4.4.1.2). The BLAST match nucleotide identify percentage
had to be above 60% for exons to be considered orthologous.
Unfortunately, many of the D.mel exons did not have orthologous exons predicted
after this analysis (17%). This was primarily due to incomplete annotation of the
D.psu genes and exons. In order to identify orthologous exons for these exons, a
second screen based on a simple nucleotide BLAST search was carried out. All
D.mel exons that did not already have an orthologous exon assigned were BLAST
searched against the D.psu genome. The options used were (-m 8 -e 10 -r 1 -q -1 -
G 2 -E 1 -W 11). These options modified the match, mismatch and gap penalties,
specified a word length of 11, and restricted the output to tabular results with E-
values less than 10. Modifying the gap penalties had the result that, where possible,
the entire exons aligned, instead of the best conserved parts. Reciprocal BLAST hits
were identified (see Section 2.4.2) for each D.mel exon. As long as the reciprocal
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BLAST matches had bit scores greater than 50, they were considered to represent a
putatively orthologous exon pair. Each putative orthologous D.psu exon was then
given a unique identifier of the form GA999999—, so that they were easily
distinguished from orthologous exons identified using the reciprocal BLAST
method. These criteria were purposefully non-conservative, with the intention of
maximising the number of exons for which orthologues are available. In addition to
the 43,400 orthologous exon predictions previously obtained, this method produced
just over 8,900 orthologous exon predictions.
5.4.2 Changes to the Main Program
With the exception of steps 8 and 9 (which deal with the LOD scores), the method is
very similar to that described in Figure 4.2 (p80). In an effort to reduce the number
of false predictions, the size of intron that was searched was reduced to 2kb. This
was based on some of the locations of some of the published Drosophila ECD
predictions, although this did not include the syt ECDs as they were published after
this work was commenced. The importance of the sequence conservation in the
predicted ECDs was increased by multiplying the appropriate scores in the ECD
scoring system by the conservation bias. These included all the scores under the
'Exon conservation' and 'Intron conservation' sub-heading in Section 4.2.4.4. After
experimentation with the known Drosophila edited sites, the value of the
conservation bias was empirically set to 4 (unless otherwise stated). Once each score
had been calculated, the putative core ECD alignments were recorded for future
observation and analysis. Figure 4.2 (p80) provides an example of an ECD alignment
with the core section highlighted in red (between steps 6 & 7).
5.4.2.1 Program Variables
In addition to the program variables described in Section 4.2.4.5, three more input
variables were added. These are listed below.
Restrict ECS Location
The program can be restricted to only analyse ECSs located in the 5 prime, 3
prime, exonic or any combination of these three locations.
Sequence Conservation Bias
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This variable increases the penalties against sequence mismatches in ECDs.
This does not affect the scoring of the secondary structure of the ECDs.
Output Threshold Score
Only ECDs scoring below a desired threshold are included in the output.
5.4.3 Annotation of the Putative Conserved ECDs
In the previous chapter, it was necessary to generate a negative control data set and
apply LOD scores to the data. This was not required in this protocol as there were
only two species being analysed. As such the ECD scores alone are sufficient to rank
the results. However, a number of further analyses were carried out to further
characterise the ECDs of interest, which essentially consists of 3 groups of exons;
1. The known edited exons.
2. The top scoring candidate ECD predictions identified with ECSs in 5 prime
or 3 prime intronic sequences.
3. The top-scoring candidate ECD predictions identified entirely within exonic
sequences.
5.4.3.1 Identifying A-G Mismatches
To support the ECD predictions, all the Ensembl D.mel exons were BLAST searched
against all the publicly available transcribed Drosophila sequences. These sequences
were obtained from GenBank Entrez using the query "Drosophila melanogaster
[ORGN] AND (cDNA [TITL] OR mRNA [TITL] OR gbdiv_est [PROP])" and
limited to "mRNA". This resulted in -420,000 expressed sequences. These exons
were also BLAST searched against the D.mel genome. BLAST hits with an E-value
below 10"9 were scanned for A-G mismatches. This threshold was empirically
derived by examining alignments by eye. Any A-G mismatches that were observed
in the expressed sequences, but not in the genomic sequences were recorded as
potential editing events.
Finally, coding sequences were obtained (as described in Section 4.2.5.2) and
alignment reports were generated (as described in Section 4.2.5.3.
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5.5 Results for Known Edited Sites
5.5.1 Protocol Calibration
The known edited sites, as described in Table 5.1 (pl32), were used to calibrate the
variables available to this protocol, including sequence conservation bias and core
ECD size. In order to rate the performance of each variable combination, we made
the assumption that all exons that are not known to be edited, are not edited. This
provides us with defined sets of positive and negative controls, from which estimates
of specificity and sensitivity were calculated. Clearly there were likely to be
additional edited sites, so these measures may give a conservative view of the
performance of the protocol. However, given that we did not know what the
additional sites were, it was not possible to make these estimates in any other way.
As long as edited exons are relatively rare, these estimates of specificity and
sensitivity should be roughly correct.
Initially, the protocol was used to identify ECDs with a core length of 25bp, which is
the size used to identify mammalian ECDs in the previous chapter. Based on the
specificity of the protocol, it was clear that raising the sequence conservation bias
significantly improved the results of protocol. This observation makes sense, given
that edited sites tend to be very well conserved in Drosophila'09140. Initial
experimentation showed that an effective value for this bias appeared to be 4. Unless
otherwise stated, this sequence conservation bias was used in all further applications
of the protocol.
Given that Drosophila and mammals are separated by approximately 990 million
years of evolution86, it is reasonable to assume that the optimal core ECD size may
differ. To investigate this we performed the protocol using a range of core ECD sizes
including 15bp, 20bp, 25bp, 30bp and40bp. Figure 5.1 (p 140) shows the score
distributions for the known edited exons (positives) versus all other exons (assumed
negatives) for this range of core ECD sizes. Only the top intronic or exonic ECD
prediction is counted for each orthologous exon pair in each graph.
Comparing section A1 and B1 demonstrates the reason for separating the ECDs
according to whether their ECSs are intronic or exonic. The background noise from
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Figure 5.1. ECD Score Distributions for Drosophila Predictions
(Continued)
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the negative distribution is much higher for any given score in the exonic
distribution. This is because ECSs that occur within exons are subject to different
evolutionary forces than those that form within introns. The genuine ECS sequences
in exons may be constrained by the coding sequence of the gene, possibly resulting
in less perfect duplexes and worse ECD scores. Conversely, many false ECDs
predictions will score very well due to the high level of sequence conservation seen
in coding sequences. This makes it potentially very difficult to distinguish genuine
exonic ECDs from false ones. Therefore, the scores from exonic sites are shown
separately from those obtained from intronic ECDs.
There are several other observations to be made from Figure 5.1 (p 140). As would be
predicted, the ECD scores generally become worse as larger core ECD sizes are
applied. This is observed as a shift of the distributions to the right in each graph of
sections A and B. The overall sensitivity of the intronic ECD predictions also
becomes worse as the core ECD size increases (as shown in sections C1-C5). The
largest drop in sensitivity is between 30bp and 40bp, which have approximately 40%
and 10% sensitivity, respectively. This suggests that this may be an upper cut-off for
intronic ECD sizes in Drosophila. One possibility, as suggested by Mary O'Connell
is that an upper limit may be required to ensure that there is not too much
interference with/from the RNAi system. Interestingly, increasing the core ECD size
does not have such a strong effect on the exonic ECD score distributions. Clearly, the
scores shift to the right (see sections B1 -5), but the overall sensitivity only drops
from just over 80% for 15bp, to 55% for 40bp (see sections Dl-5). This can be
partially explained by the observation that many of these long exonic ECD
predictions were palindromes. Although they are 40bp long, they fold back on
themselves to make hairpins half this length. These predictions are discussed later in
this chapter. These initial observations demonstrated that this method is applicable to
and effective for these two Drosophila species.
5.5.2 Application to the Known Edited Sites in Drosophila
Such high levels of specificity are not required to identity the ECDs for the known
edited exons as we already know these sites are edited, which necessarily reduces the
potential for false positives. As such, more liberal core sizes of 15bp and 25bp were
selected for intronic and exonic ECDs, respectively. Using thresholds of 3 and 6
ensured that any predicted ECDs had specificities of 97.7% and 98.4%, respectively.
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Table 5.2 (p 143) shows the results for the known edited sites in Drosophila. Forty-
two of the 64 sites/clusters have an ECD prediction within these strict thresholds.
Only five of these sites/clusters have ECD predictions that are more than 15bp from
the individual edited sites. The remainder have ECD predictions that overlap(33) or
are within 15bp of the edited sites(4). These are shown in red and orange,
respectively. In 33 out of 37 of these cases, the overlapping ECD is the best scoring
ECD for that exon (scores are shown in bold). These results demonstrate that this
protocol can sensitively and specifically identify ECDs that overlap edited sites.
Table 5.2 (p 143) also demonstrates that many exons contain more than one high
quality (i.e. low-scoring) ECD predictions. This was not expected due to the very
high specificities of these analyses. For example, the Da5 T/A site has an exonic
ECD overlapping it, but there is also a 5 prime ECD prediction with a score of 1
located elsewhere in the exon. It is possible that these predictions overlap
uncharacterised edited sites. It is also possible that the high levels of sequence
conservation often seen in edited exons could have resulted in random ECD
predictions of high quality. In many cases there were two or more high quality ECD
predictions that both overlapped the edited nucleotides. For example, Figure 5.2
(pl45) shows three ECD predictions that overlap the Da5 I/V site. The putative
structures formed by each of these ECDs would block the formation of the other two
ECDs. It is possible that all three of these ECD predictions are functional and that
they can all form in vivo, albeit not simultaneously. The result of this could be that
each ECD blocks or enhances the editing of the two nucleotides to differing degrees.
Variation in the opposite base17 and the location of bulges in the duplex77 have been
shown to affect the editing efficiencies. The three ECDs shown here each have
different duplex structures, with different bases opposite the edited adenosines in
each case, suggesting that the ECDs could indeed result in different editing
efficiencies. This model could allow for greater control over when and where
particular bases are edited. However, without carrying out laborious experimental
work, it would not be possible to confirm these possibilities.
In contrast to mammalian ECDs, where the majority occur in the 3 prime introns, the
Drosophila sites displayed strong ECDs in both introns and in exonic sequences. It
was unclear whether these trends underlie a difference in the function or evolution of
ECDs, or whether the imbalance is stochastic. There were many other cases,
however, where there were no ECD predictions overlapping the edited nucleotide.
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Figure 5.2. Multiple ECD Predictions Overlapping
the Da5 l/V Edited Site
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The possible reasons for this are described in the next section.
5.5.3 Why Are Some ECDs Missing?
Firstly, the ECD may be conserved, but the degree of sequence conservation and the
quality of the secondary structure may be too poor to identify using this protocol.
The secondary structure could also be too complex to identify as a single duplex. For
example, the structure of the syt (synaptotagmin-1) B,C&D sites has been proposed
to be a long range pseudo-knot108. It is not clear how common these pseudo-knot
structures will be in edited sites, given that only one example has been identified so
far.
Alternatively, the ECDs may be missed because of the parameters of the protocol.
For example, if the ECD is much shorter than 15bp, for intronic ECDs, or 25bp, for
exonic ECDs, then it is unlikely to be identified. Alternatively, if the second half of
the ECD is located more than 2kb away from the exon ends, then it will not be found.
Additionally, this protocol is restricted to find ECDs only within the exon and
neighbouring introns. It is possible that the other half the ECDs is located in more
distant introns or exons. In order to test these possibilities, the protocol was repeated
with the distance restraints relaxed so that 5kb on either side of the exon was scanned
for ECDs, even if this extended into neighbouring exons or more distant introns. This
analysis did not identify any additional ECD predictions that overlap the known
edited sites and were below the previous thresholds. The only exception to this was
the observation of an additional ECD prediction for the syt D edited site. This
suggests that most of the ECSs for Drosophila edited sites occur within 2kb of their
edited sites.
Finally, it is possible that the editing of these sites is not mediated by an RNA duplex
composed of two sequences in the same transcript (i.e. in cis). Given that dADAR
contains a double stranded RNA binding domain, this could suggest that a duplex is
being formed in trans. Although there is absolutely no evidence for this it is
important to state the possibility. If, however, we assume that these sites are edited
via an ECD, then it is possible that the ECD is not conserved between D.mel and
D.psu. This could indicate that these exons are not edited in D.psu or that they are
mediated by a different ECD. If all the missing ECDs were due to a lack of
conservation, then this could indicate rapid rates of emergence and/or loss for ECD
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structures in Drosophila.
5.5.4 The Published ECDs
Apart from sensitivity and specificity estimates, another way to gauge the success of
this protocol is to compare my predictions to the published ECD predictions. Table
5.1 (pi32) shows the seven edited sites that have ECD predictions published.
However, only the syt B,C&D sites have an experimentally validated structure. The
published structure for the syt B&C sites agrees with our ECD prediction within the
3 prime intron (score was 2). A five prime ECD prediction was also identified for
this site. The syt D site has two 3 prime ECD predictions overlapping the edited site.
The second ECD prediction, which was identified using the extended scan of 5kb of
intron sequence, agreed with the published ECS. This shows that some functional
ECSs can be located over 2kb from the edited site.
The other published ECD predictions have not been validated. The ECD prediction
for the para ssp site agreed with the published prediction, but no matching ECD
predictions were found for the other four sites. It is not clear whether the published
predictions are wrong, our protocol predictions are wrong, both are wrong or that
both our predictions and their predictions are functional. Even if the ECD predictions
are not strictly correct, the protocol is still useful, as it remains highly specific for
identifying edited exons.
5.5.5 Exonic Palindromes
Figure 5.1 (pl40), sections Dl-5 demonstrate that there was a high proportion of the
known edited exons that had long exonic ECD predictions. For example, 46% of the
known edited exons have 40bp exonic ECDs scoring less than or equal to 14. In
comparison, less than 0.7% of other exons have 40bp exonic ECDs of the same
quality.
However, many of the sequences in the predicted ECD structures were palindromes
(e.g. the cac26 site). In other words, the ES and ECS are located in the same part of
the sequence, but in opposite directions. This is a problem with searching the exon
sequence against itself. In these cases, although the core ECD size used to predict
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these sites was 40bp, the actual duplexes, which are hairpins, can only be half this
length. For example, the sequence AAAAUUUU would be recognised as base-
pairing against its reverse to create an 8bp duplex. However, this is not physically
possible in cis and the longest duplex would be 4bp (all the 'A's base-paired to all
the 'U's). In reality, the duplex would be even shorter as several nucleotides are
required for the RNA to fold back on itself. This means that many of these supposed
40bp ECDs are actually only 20bp long. However, some of the 40bp ECD
predictions do not overlap, or do not overlap completely, resulting in longer duplex
predictions. For example, the 25bp exonic ECD shown in Figure 5.2 (p 145) can also
be seen as a slightly palindromic 40bp ECD prediction. In reality, however, the
duplex shown could not be greater than 28bp. Although these ECDs are actually
shorter than previously suggested, they are still predicted with very high specificity
(99.3%), which suggests that they are still as likely to be functional.
5.5.6 Summary
In summary, this protocol has been successful in identifying high quality ECD
predictions for over half of the known edited sites. It is not possible to ascertain if all
of these are the genuine ECD structures, however, the only two ECD structures that
have been experimentally validated are both identified using this protocol.
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5.6 A Drosophila Genome ECD Screen
The thresholds used to identify predicted ECDs for the known edited exons were not
considered strict enough for a full genome screen. Based on these graphs in Figure
5.1 (pi40), it was decided that the optimal ECD size for a genome scan for intronic
ECDs was 20bp. The proposed optimal ECD size for a genome scan for exonic ECSs
was 40bp. These sizes were chosen as they represented a compromise of high levels
of sensitivity with very high levels of specificity. For example, using threshold
scores of 4 for intronic ECDs and 14 for exonic ECDs provided sensitivities of 38%
and 46%, with specificities of 99.44% and 99.34%, respectively. Combining these
analyses resulted in an overall sensitivity of 58% and a specificity of 98.9%. These
high levels of specificity are required due to the large number of putative orthologue
pairs in the genome. These three specificities represent 292, 344 and 587 false
positives, respectively (out of a total of 52,332 orthologous exon pairs). In reality
some of these are likely to be genuine. The results and analyses of these screens are
presented here.
5.6.1 A Screen for Intronic ECDs
Using a core ECD size of 20bp and a threshold ECD score of 4 or less, results in
obtaining 18 of the known edited exons (38%), with an additional 292 exons
(0.56%). This represented far too many putative edited exons to test experimentally.
However, simple observation of the known edited exons shows that 34 of the 48
exons have another edited exon in the same gene. Based on this, we applied a filter to
these results such that only genes with more than one exon containing an ECD
scoring less than or equal to 4 were considered. The results of this analysis are shown
in Table 5.3 (pl50). Of the 18 known exons with ECDs less than or equal to 4,
twelve passed this filter (as described at the bottom of Table 5.3). In contrast, only 44
putatively novel edited exons passed the filter. This represents a sensitivity of 25%
and specificity of 99.92%.
Only six of the ESs from these novel ECD predictions overlap non-coding
sequences, repeats, or simple sequences (e.g. AT rich sequences). The remainder
represent a relatively high quality set ofECD predictions. These predictions are
roughly equally split between ECDs with 5 prime and 3 prime ECSs (21 and 17
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respectively). More interestingly, however, 26 of these ECD predictions overlap one
of the boundaries of their exons. As discussed in the previous chapter, these
predicted structures could function in the regulation of splicing, editing, or both.
The known Drosophila edited sites are primarily involved in the nervous system34.
This is reflected by the novel predicted ECDs, many ofwhich appear to be in
transcripts for channels or receptors (see Table 5.3 - pi 50). These include two
dopamine receptors, a mechanosensory channel, a putative GABA receptor and an
ionotropic glutamate receptor. Ensembl does not predict the glutamate receptor to be
orthologous to any of the known edited mammalian glutamate receptors. There are
also 6 genes that appear to be involved in axon guidance or axon transport. Four
genes are directly associated with axon guidance, including two Beat genes, the
DsCam gene and a protein tyrosine-phosphate phosphohydrolase. Additionally, the
Huntingtin gene is involved in axonal transport and the Kuzbanian gene is involved
in axon extension. There are also two genes in this list that are involved in glial cell
positioning. These are Gish, a casein kinase, and Dead ringer, a transcription factor.
There was no established GO term for axon guidance, so it was not possible to
quantify the significance of these results. However, these observations make a
reasonably strong case for the role of editing in axonal guidance and function in the
fruit fly.
The DsCam gene has been previously mentioned in this thesis as it contains a
complex example of conserved RNA duplexes controlling alternative splicing. The
duplexes we identified did not appear to be related to those described by Graveley et
al120. Some of the results of this screen are being experimentally tested for editing,
although no results are currently available.
5.6.2 A Screen for Exonic ECDs
Using a core ECD size of 40bp and a threshold ECD score of 14 or less, results in
ECD predictions for 22 of the 48 known edited exons and 344 of the 52,332 other
exons with putative orthologues in D.psu. Again, this represented far too many
putative edited exons to test experimentally. The filter applied to the intronic ECD
results did not sufficiently reduce the number of exonic ECD predictions (i.e. more
than one exon per gene with an ECD below the threshold). Instead, the number was
reduced by applying a stricter threshold score of 8 or less, but only requiring one
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exon per gene. This resulted in ECD predictions for 4 of the known edited exons and
24 additional exons, which represents a more manageable number ofpredictions.
The top 24 exons are from 24 genes and are described in Table 5.4 (pi54). These
include eIF4A, two calcium channels (Sk & CG6320), a putative potassium channel
(CG9817), two orphan nuclear receptors (Bru-3 & AkaplOO), a GABA-B receptor, a
splicing gene (CG31550), a synaptic gene {Tomosyri), and 15 other genes. Sixteen of
these exonic ECD predictions overlap coding sequences. Eight of the ECDs comprise
AT rich sequences. More interestingly, only one of these ECDs is not a palindrome,
or a partial palindrome. This means that most of these structures are approximately
20bp long. Four of these genes have A-G mismatches that can be observed nearby in
the publicly available cDNA sequences. Five of the six cDNAs containing the
mismatches near these four ECD predictions are from 0-24hour Drosophila embryos.
These ECDs are currently being experimentally tested. The eIF4A gene is the best
candidate as it has the best ECD score and has an associated A-G mismatch. It was
also identified as the 84th most enriched gene in the Xia et al inosine antibody-based
screen133. The Kuzbanian gene was identified in both the intronic and exonic screens,
suggesting that this is also a strong candidate. Equally, the exonic screen contains
another Beat gene {Beaten path Ic), in addition to the two identified in the intronic
screen. One of the top candidates in the vertebrate screen was Neuroligin 3, which
has been shown to interact with neurexins, ofwhich three ranked 100th, 101st and
106th. This exonic screen contains a neurexin {Nrx-1). Together, these observations
suggest that there might be conservation of editing in neurexins between Drosophila
and vertebrates.
5.6.3 Comparison to External Data
In addition to the known edited sites, there were two external datasets that our data
can be usefully compared to. Xia et al used an inosine antibody to identify transcripts
containing inosines. They successfully validated editing in only six novel transcripts,
but predictions were made for a much larger number of transcripts133. We compared
this list of putative inosine-containing transcripts with our list of putative ECDs.
Unfortunately, the Xia list only identified one gene from either the intronic or exonic
screens. This was eIF4A, the best candidate from the exonic screen. This result is not
entirely surprising as only one of the previously known edited transcripts was in this
list (CG18314).
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In contrast, Glazov et al performed an analysis to identify the best conserved
elements, which they termed ultra-conserved, between these two species of
Drosophila88. This data gives a more considerable overlap with our data. In
particular, Glazov et al present a table of the 10 genes harbouring the largest ultra-
conserved sequences between D.mel and D.psu overlapping exons and splice sites.
This list contained six of the known edited genes and two ofmy candidate edited
genes, one from each screen. These two genes were Homothorax, a homeobox
protein, and Sk, a calcium-activated potassium channel, from the intronic and exonic
screens respectively. Glazov et al also noted that Homothorax forms a duplex, which
prompted them to test this site for editing. They did not identify any sign of editing in
the samples they tested (mixed stage embryos). They also identified the Bruno-3
gene, which was identified in our exonic ECD screen, as containing over 1 lkb of
ultra-conserved sequence in 168 elements88. The reasons for such extensive
conservation remain unknown.
5.7 Summary
This chapter contains a variety ofECD predictions, both for known edited sites and
novel candidate exons. Given the performance of these methods on the known edited
sites and the two known ECD structures, it seems likely that some of these novel
predictions will be genuine and they may provide explanations for the presence of
'ultra-conserved' non-coding elements.
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6 Results: Online ECD Prediction Tool
6.1 Preface
Chapters 4 and 5 demonstrate the application of a protocol to identify ECDs
conserved between two species. In order to make this method applicable to other
species and accessible to other users, it has been mounted on a web server. This
allows future potential users to search any specified sequences for conserved ECDs.
This resource could be used to look for conserved ECDs in other species. One future
project could use this to look for conserved ECDs between two nematode species, or
two fish species. These would be the first computational analyses for A-I editing
based in these species. This resource could also be used to identify the known ECDs
in additional species to those analysed in this thesis.
6.2 Materials & Methods
The method underlying this resource uses a combination of an HTML input form,
CGI, PHP and a Perl script. This Perl script is based on the main scripts used in the
previous two chapters. The other components are standard web design features to
allow communication with the user and do not need to be discussed in any detail.
Figure 6.1 (pi57) shows the HTML input form for this resource. The user must
provide the following information;
Species names for the two species to be analysed.
Core ECD Size (as defined in Chapter 4).
Conservation bias (as defined in Chapter 5).
Intron Size (as defined in Chapter 4).
ECS Locations (can be any combination of 5 prime intron, 3 prime intron and
exon).
5 prime intron, 3 prime intron and exon sequences for the two species being
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When the form is completed, the various scripts are run and an HTML results page is
returned. An example is shown in Figure 6.2 (p 159). This displays the exon
sequence, with an extra 50bp flanking sequence on either side. The ECDs are
displayed with the ES of the first species aligned to this sequence. The output is
dynamic so that only ECDs meeting strict user-defined criteria are shown. This
feature has been achieved using Javascript. These criteria include the ECD core size,
the ECS locations, which ECD sequences to display and ECD score thresholds for
both intronic and exonic ECDs.
6.3 An Example Application
Figure 6.2 (pl59) shows the results of applying this resource to identify ECDs
between the mouse exon containing the R/G site and its orthologous exon in cow.
The cow ECD for this exon has not been published, but based upon conservation
across other mammals, it should be detected by this protocol. The output has been
restricted to display only 25bp ECDs, with ECSs in the 3prime intron and ECD
scores of 2 or less. Using these criteria, the only ECD shown is the published ECD
for the mouse GluR-C R/G site and its orthologous ECD in cow.
This resource is undergoing testing and may be published and made publicly
available at a later date. A command line version of the program may also be made
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7 Discussion
7.1 Preface
There were two primary aims for this thesis, which were to improve the
understanding of the known edited sites and to identify novel, or potentially novel
edited sites. Both of these aims have been achieved.
7.2 Mismatch-Based Screen for A-l Editing
Chapter 3 describes a protocol for using A-G mismatches to identify putative edited
sites within coding sequences in the mouse and human genomes. Seven features,
based on the known protein recoding edited sites, were used to identify and rank
novel candidate edited sites. The top 10 sites were experimentally tested and the top
scoring candidate, BC10, was shown to contain genuine edited sites79. A similar
paper, which was published while our work was under review, also identified this
edited site81. Together, these papers were the first bioinformatic approaches to
identify more than one of the known mammalian sites, or to successfully identify any
novel protein recoding sites. Based on the number of sensitivity and specificity of
our protocol, we were able to make the first statistically derived estimate of the total
number of protein recoding A-I editing sites in mammals. This suggested that
recoding sites are relatively rare, and that only a few more sites remain undiscovered.
However, there are a number of caveats to this calculation, which have been
discussed in Chapter 3. Several of the known edited sites were not picked up by this
protocol, as there were no A-G mismatches in the publicly available expressed
sequences at these sites. In addition, this protocol was only able to identify edited
sites within Ensembl exons. Since this work was published, it has become clear that
there is a link between A-I editing and Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis187. The fifth
best candidate in this screen was called tALS 2 Chromosome Region Candidate 9\
which suggests that editing of this gene may be involved the aetiology of this
disease. This link is currently under investigation.
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7.3 Conserved ECD Screen in Vertebrates
One component of the protocol in Chapter 3 was the identification of putative ECDs.
This preliminary method appeared to be the first published method for rapidly
identifying putative RNA duplexes. A number ofmore complex programs are
available, but these are all very slow when dealing with large sequences175. The
protocol in Chapter 4 built on this preliminary method, primarily by changing it from
a search for ECDs within a single species, to a search for ECDs conserved between
two species. As this method does not require A-G mismatches, it can be applied to
any pair of species for which orthologous sequences are available. Although this
work has not yet been published, it would represent the first method for identifying
ECDs. A statistical method was designed, such that ECD predictions for all the exons
in the mouse genome could be scored and ranked, based on the conservation of their
sequences and structures with five other species. These species were rat, human,
chicken, zebrafish and pufferfish. This method was able to identify the correct ECDs
for 9 of the 10 known recoding edited sites with published ECDs, demonstrating that
it is sensitive. A convincing ECD structure was also predicted for the GluR-61/V
site, which has not been previously reported.
This method was applied to all mouse exons with orthologous exon predictions in
any of the other species listed above, which incorporated over 200,000 exons. The 6
top scoring exons included 4 known edited sites, demonstrating that this method can
also be highly specific. Applying a suitable threshold (combined LOD score > 17.5)
resulted in a sensitivity of 60% and a specificity of almost 100%. Interestingly, the
exons that ranked 2nd, 3rd, 7th and 8th were a homologous group of exons from AMPA
receptors. The location of the predicted ECD suggests that it would overlap these
exons' branch sites and could be involved in the regulation of alternative splicing.
Alternative splicing of this exon, termed the 'flip' exon, has been shown to have a
major effect on the gating properties of the resultant AMPA receptors33. In addition
to these sites, there were many more candidates, some ofwhich are being
experimentally tested. Nineteen of these candidates had more than one exon per gene
in the top 100. This observation is in agreement with the fact that many of the known
edited genes contain more than one edited exon, and suggests that these candidates
are more likely to be genuine. Some of these candidates are being experimentally
tested. There are a number of caveats associated with this protocol, which are
discussed in Chapter 4.
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In retrospect, there are several improvements that could be made to this protocol. The
secondary structure prediction certainly has room for improvement, although it is not
clear how this could be done rapidly. Given the observation of an exonic ECD for the
KCNA1 site80, it would be interesting to extend this method to identify exonic ECDs
from a range of vertebrate species. This would involve a different method of
randomisation than the one that was previously used. Finally, it could be very
productive to compare the results of this screen with the results of the currently
unpublished results of the Ohman groups ADAR2 antibody pull-down screen. As a
completely independent source of data, this could provide valuable validation for my
ECD predictions.
7.4 Conserved ECD Screen in the Fruit Fly
Based on the success of the previous screen in vertebrates, and the abundance of the
known edited sites in Drosophila, a screen was performed between D. melanogaster
and D. pseudoobscura. Although this work is currently unpublished, it would be the
first bioinformatic analysis ofECDs in this genus. Only two of the 63 known edited
regions had published and experimentally validated ECD predictions. Our protocol
was able to identify both of these as the best ECDs for their respective exons,
although the second site was only found after extending the screen beyond 2kb of
intronic sequence. This demonstrated that this protocol was able to identify genuine
ECDs in Drosophila. ECD predictions were also generated for the other known
edited sites in Drosophila. Thresholds were set that resulted in specificities of 97.7%
and 98.4% for intronic and exonic ECDs, respectively. Thirty-three of the known
edited sites had ECDs below these thresholds that overlapped the edited sequences.
This represents are sensitivity of 52%, although experimental data would be required
to validate each of these ECDs. Some of the possible reasons why almost half of
these edited sites did not have high quality overlapping ECD predictions are
discussed at the end ofChapter 5. Interestingly, many of the known edited sites were
overlapped by more than one ECD below these strict thresholds. It is possible that
each of these putative duplexes can form and interfere with each other to regulate
editing. Unfortunately, extensive experimental data would be required to demonstrate
this.
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In addition to analysing the known edited sites, this protocol was also used to screen
these Drosophila genomes for novel edited sites. The criteria used in these screens
were stricter than those used for the known sites alone. This resulted in a number of
intronic and exonic candidate ECDs that might underlie edited sites. In agreement
with the known edited sites, these candidates include many genes that encode
channels and receptors that are involved in the nervous system. In particular there
appears to be a group of genes involved in axon development and function. Some of
these candidates are being experimentally tested for evidence of editing.
As with the previous chapter, there are several caveats to this method. These are
discussed towards the end ofChapter 5. The most important caveat, however, is that
there is a degree of circularity involved in this protocol, which could have resulted in
inflated estimates of sensitivity. The reason for this is that our protocol relies heavily
on sequence conservation and many of the known edited sites were identified
through the observation of very high sequence conservation140. It is not clear how
this could have been avoided, as high levels of sequence conservation seem integral
to most of the Drosophila sites.
7.5 A Comparison of Vertebrate and Drosophila Recoding
Edited Sites
Table 7.1 (pi 64) shows some of the similarities and differences between the known
vertebrate and Drosophila recoding edited sites. Broadly these two sets of sites are
very similar. There are noticeable differences however. There are many more
Drosophila sites, and a much higher proportion of the edited genes contain more than
one edited exon. The majority of the vertebrate edited sites occur at the 3'end of an
exon. In contrast, the Drosophila sites are predominantly in the middle of the exon.
The ECS locations also differ with most of the vertebrate ECSs in the 3'intron, and
the Drosophila ECS predictions being spread almost equally between the exon, the
5'intron and the 3'intron. Although these differences are quite clear, the reasons
behind them are not apparent.
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Table 7.1. A Comparison of the Known Recoding




The Known Drosophila Recoding
Sites
Quantity 16 sites/clusters 63 sites/clusters
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ECD Lengths Varies between ~29bp
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Imperfect Imperfect (and of similar quality)
ES Locations 9/12 experimentally
validated ECDs
overlap 3' end of
exon.
Of 37 sites with good ECDs, the edited
sites are >25bp from either end in 22
sites. 8 sites are near the 5'end, 7 sites
are near the 3'end.
ECS Locations 1/12 experimentally
validated ECDs in
exon, 2 in 5'intron, 9
in 3'intron.
Of 37 sites with good ECDs, there are
16 exonic ECSs, 12 5prime intronic
ECSs & 13 3prime intronic ECSs.
(Some sites have >1 ECD).
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7.6 Editing and Splicing
A number of arguments were provided in the Introduction that suggest there is a link
between A-I RNA editing and splicing. Several aspects of the data in this thesis also
support this link. For example, the observation of a highly conserved ECD
overlapping the branch site for all four AMPA receptor subunit flip exons suggests
that editing of this site might interfere with splicing. If this duplex does not regulate
splicing in some way, it is unclear what purpose it may have, as it does not overlap
the coding sequence in the exon. Many of the novel candidates in the vertebrate
screen appear to be involved in splicing and one gene involved in splicing,
Kuzbanian, was found in both the intronic and exonic Drosophila ECD screens.
Additionally, there were many novel vertebrate ECDs that overlapped the exon
boundaries, although this number is not statistically significant. Some of the ECD
predictions covered both ends of the exons they were found in. The splicing
mechanism recently described for DsCam'20 demonstrates that editing and splicing
both use conserved duplexes, which raises the possibility that each of these ECD
predictions may be involved in editing, splicing, both or neither.
7.7 The Evolution of Editing
It was hoped that these analyses might help to explain the evolution of edited sites
and their ECDs. However, it was only possible to make very simple observations on
these processes. Generally, the ECD structures that I have been able to identify show
very little change in either sequence or structure between species. Due to the nature
of this protocol, any ECDs that had changed significantly would not have been
detected. This is one possible explanation for why ECDs were not predicted for all of
the known edited sites. Notably, however, where changes do occur, there is often a
compensatory change in the opposite base. An example of this can be seen for BC10
in Figure 3.4 (p66 - first and last mismatches in top halfof alignment).
7.8 Future Directions
Although the sensitivities and specificities of these analyses were all very
respectable, there is always room for improvement. There are a number of existing
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features that could be improved, or new features that could be added to improve
these analyses. The method for finding ECDs could probably be improved, although
it is not clear how this would be achieved. A method that compromised between the
high speed of this approach, and the accuracy ofRNA folding algorithms could be
more suitable, especially as computer processor speeds are continually getting faster.
The information that ensures the ADARs only edit the correct adenosines in the
correct transcript must exist, otherwise every RNA duplex would be edited.
Identifying and accurately characterising the sources of this specificity would be
extremely useful for predicting any remaining unknown sites.
The ECD prediction method used in the mismatch-based screen was relatively very
simple. Using an enhanced ECD prediction method could result in greatly improved
predictions. It would also be possible to include additional features to those described
in Chapter 3. One possibility would be to use the base preferences of the nucleotides
on either side of the known edited sites. For example, the preceding base is most
often a U or an A in ADAR2 edited sites (according to Dawson et al)63. Another
possibility would be to use the predicted ECD structure to determine what base is
opposite the putatively edited base. It has been shown that there is a preference for
the opposite base to be a C92.
To investigate the possibility that there are other features of the edited sequences I
aligned all the protein recoding A-I edited sequences and looked for any useful
patterns. Figure 7.1 (pi 67) shows the relative abundance of each nucleotide in the
50bp flanking either side of the edited adenosine. It appears that there are many
positions that are enriched for cytosine and uracils. These positions are well spread
out, almost appearing periodically throughout the sequence. It is possible that this
represents a preference for these bases on one side of a helical RNA duplex structure.
These observations are preliminary, but could underlie an interesting and useful
result.
It is also possible that there are novel motifs or structures elsewhere in the transcripts
or promoters of these genes. It would be possible to scan these sequences for such a
motif using MEME188, or a similar motif detection algorithm. Based on the
observation that ADAR1 can be found in the cytoplasm181, it is also possible that
some ECDs could occur in mature mRNAs, although there is currently no evidence
for this. This is another possible explanation for the absence ofECD predictions
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from some of the known edited sites as the ECS would not be located in an adjacent
intron.
In addition to improving these analyses, it would also be interesting to apply them to
different pairs and groups of species. Two obvious comparisons would be to compare
pufferfish with zebrafish, and Caenorhabditis elegans with Caenorhabditis briggsae.
Editing sites have been observed in the nematode2,189 and both fish190, and all four
species have genome assemblies and gene annotation publicly available. In theory
these analyses could also be applied to plants and other more distant species,
although it is not clear how successful they would be. In my absence these analyses
could be carried out by anyone, using the application described in Chapter 6.
I have also considered applying these methods to identify C-U RNA edited sites.
Mammalian C-U editing has only been shown to occur in mature mRNAs and only
two targets are known (ApoB & NF1)1. This small number of known sites would
make analysis of the success of this method very difficult.
7.9 Summary
I have successfully identified and validated BC10 as a novel protein recoding edited
gene in mammals79. Evidence has also been provided to support novel candidate
edited sites from both vertebrates and Drosophila. I have also added to the
characterisation of the known edited sites in both vertebrates and Drosophila, by
analysing their sequence conservation and their ECDs (where they could be
identified). This work has also added to our understanding of editing sites and their
ECDs, including the evolution of editing, the specificity of editing and the link
between editing and splicing.
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Appendix 1. Additional Vertebrate ECD Figures
This appendix contains figures for the 30 top-scoring vertebrate ECD predictions.
Each figure provides the Ensembl gene name, gene description, gene function, ECD
LOD score, ECD rank, and a multi-species alignment for the ECD. The species that
contain the illustrated ECDs are indicated in the 'Species Depth' section. Where the
ECD is palindromic this is indicated below the alignment. The location of the ECS is
described in the next section. The possible locations are 'Intronic', 'Exonic' and
'Boundary'. These are described in Chapter 4. The distance between the ES and the
ECS sequences is also included ('ECD Half Separation'). The 'Additional
Information' section describes the related known and candidate ECDs and whether
there are any A-G mismatches to support the ECD. These figures are also available
on the attached CD.
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FigureAl.l.CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000478281 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000001986 DESCRIPTION:Glutamatereceptor3precursor(GluR-3/GluR-C/AMPA3) FUNCTION:Glutamate-gatedpo assiumch nnelinv lvesynaptictransmission. RANK:1stLODSCORE:35.8 SPECIESDEPTH:00011100 COREECDALIGNMENT FuguR.GCAUUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAAUAUAACAAUAUUCUCCAUGUUGUUAUAGUAUUCCACC" DanioR.GCAUUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAAUAUAACAAUAUUGUCCAUGUUGUUAUAGUAUUCCACC Gallus.CAUUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAAUAUAACAAUAUCCGUU UUAU GUAUUCC CCLExonicPart HomoS.GCAUUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAAUAUAACAAUAUCCG GU U AUAG AUUCCA C[(ES) RattusN.GCAUUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAAUAUAACAAUAUCCGU U U AUAUUCCA C Mus.GCAUUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAAUAUAACAAUAUCCGU UU UUAUAGU U CACC-J I Mus.CGUAGUCCCAUCCACCUUAUGAUAUUGUUGUGCCA AACA UA AA AA G G RattUSN.CGUAGUCCCAUCCACCUUAUAAUAUUGUUGUGCCAU A A A UAAGG G HomoS.CGUAGUCCCAUCCACCUUAUGAUAUUGUUGUGCCA AACA UA AA AA G G Gallus.UGUAGUCCCAUCCACCUUAUGAUAUUGUUGUACC-—UAUAACAAUAUAAUAAGGUGG DanioR.UGUAGUCCCAUCCACCUUAUGAUAUUGUUGUACCUGUUAUAACAAUAUAAUAAGGUGG FuguR.UGUAGUCCCAUCCACCUUAUGAUAUUGUUGUAAUA CA UAUA UAAG UGG- NOTE:ThisECDispalindromic.
Intronicr *-2°*Exonic Part(ECS)
ECSLOCATIONType=Boundary:CDHalfSeparatio =4bp:Whcre=3prime/ime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:(4th)GluR-B/Gi e (6th)GluR-DR/GSi e (3rd)GluR-CNovelSit A/GMISMATCHES:No-ismatchesobserv d.
FigureA1.2CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000477286 ENSEMBLGENE:E SMUSG00000033981 DESCRIPTION:Glutamatereceptor2precurs(GluR-2/GIuR-B/GluR-K2/AMPA2) FUNCTION:Glutamate-gatedpo assiumch nn linvolvesynaptictr nsmission. RANK:2ndLODSCORE34.6 SPECIESDEPTH:000000 COREECDALIGNMENT FuguR. Gallus. HomoS. RattusN. Mus. Mus. RattusN. HomoS. Gallus. FuguR.AAAAUAACAUUGAUAAUGUUAUUU-AUGUUAUUUU"^)AAAAUAACAUUGAUAAUGUUAUUU-AUGUUAUUUUp. AAAAUAACAUUGAUAAUGUUAUUU-AUGUUAUUUULxonicPart AAAAUAACAUUGAUAAUGUUAUUU-AUGUUAUUUU[(ES) AAAAUAACAUUGAUAAUGUUAUUU-AUGUUAUUUUJI UUUUAUUGUAUUUAUUGUAAUAGU-UACAAUAAAA"ÛUUUAUUGUAUUUAUUGUAAUAGU-UACAAUAAAAIntronicor UUUUAUUGUAUUUAUUGUAAUAGU-UACAAUAAAAV2ndExonic UUU-AUUGUAAUAGUUACAAUAAAAUACAAUAAGU[pUUU-AUUGUAAUAGUUACAAUAAAAUACAAUAAUAJra"> NOTE:ThisECDispalindromic. ECSLOCATIONype=Inlronic:DHalfScparation=Obp:Where=5prime/Srime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:(l")GluR-B/Gite (5®)GluR-BQ/Site (7a)GluR-ANovelSit (3"1)GluR-CNovelSit (8th)GluR-DNovelSil A/GMISMATCHES:No-ismatchesobserv d.
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FigureA1.3CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000490396 ENSEMBLGENE:SMUSG00000001986 DESCRIPTION:Glutamatereceptor3precursor(GluR-3/GluR-C/AMPA3) FUNCTION:Glutamate-gatcdpotassiumch nnelinv lvedsynap icransmission. RANK:3rdLODSCORE4.6 SPECIESDEPTH:0B0000 COREECDALIGNMENT FuguR.AAAUAACAUAAUAUAAUGUUAU-UUAUGUUAUUU DanioR.AAAUAACAUAAUAUAAUGUUAU-UUAUGUUAUUU Gallus.AAAUAACAUAAUAUAAUGUUAU-UUAUGUUAUUU HomoS.AAAUAACAUAAUAUAAUGUUAU-UUAUGUUAUUU RattusN.AAAUAACAUAAUAUAAUGUUAU-UUAUGUUAUUU Mus.AAAUAACAUAAUAUAAUGUUAU-UUAUGUUAUUU I I Mus.UUUAUUGUAUU-UAUUGUAAUAUAAUACAAUAAA RattusN.UUUAUUGUAUU-UAUUGUAAUAUAAUACAAUAAA HomoS.UUUAUUGUAUU-UAUUGUAAUAUAAUACAAUAAA Gallus.UUUAUUGUAUU-UAUUGUAAUAUAAUACAAUAAA DanioR.UUUAUUGUAUU-UAUUGUAAUAUAAUACAAUAAA FuguR.UUUAUUGUAUU-UAUUGUAAUAUAAUACAAUAAA
.ExonicPart (ES) Intronicr ■2ndExonic Part(ECS)
NOTE:ThisECDispalindromic. ECSLOCATIONype=Intronic:DHalfSe aration=Obp:Whcrc=5prime/rime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:(1st)GluR-C/Gite (7th)GluR-ANovelSit (2n°)GluR-BNovelSit (8th)GluR-DNovelSi A/GMISMATCHES:No-Mismatchesobserv d.
FigureA1.4CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000223221 ENSEMBLGENE:ENSMUSG00000033981 DESCRIPTION:Glutamatereceptor2precurs(GluR-2/GluR-B/GluR-K2/AMPA2) FUNCTION:Glutamatc-gatcdpo assiumchannelinvolvesynaptictr nsmission. RANK:4thLODSCORE32.7 SPECIESDEPTH:000@00 COREECDALIGNMENT FuguR. DanioR. Gallus. HomoS. RattusN. Mus. Mus. RattusN, HomoS. Gallus, DanioR. FuguR.CAUUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAGUAUAACAAUGUGUCCAAUGUUGUUAUAGUAUCCCACC~ CAUUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAGUAUAACAAUGUGUCCAAUGUUGUUAUAGUAUCCCACC CAUUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAGUAUAACAAUAUGCUAAAUGUUGUUAUAGUAUCCCACC CAUUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAGUAUAACAAUAUGCUAAAUGUUGUUAUAGUAUCCCACC CAUUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAGUAUAACAAUGUGCUCAAUGUUGUUAUAGUAUCCCACC CAUUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAGUAUAACAAUAUGCUCAAUGUUGUUAUAGUAUCCCACC_ III GUAGUCCCAUCCACCCUAUGAUAUUGUUGUAACUCGUAUAACAAUAUGAUAAGGUGG~ GUAGUCCCAUCCACCCUAUGAUAUUGUUGUAACUCGUGUAACAAUAUGAUAAGGUGG GUAGUCCCAUCCACCCUAUGAUAUUGUUGUAAAUCGUAUAACAAUAUGAUAAGGUGG GUAGUCCCAUCCACCCUAUGAUAUUGUUGUAAAUCGUAUAACAAUAUGAUAAGGUGG GUAGUCCCAUCCACCCUAUGAUAUUGUUGUAACCUGUGUAACAAUAUGAUAAGGUGG GUAGUCCCAUCCACCCUAUGAUAUUGUUGUAACCUGUGUAACAAUAUGAUAAGGUGG_
ExonicPart (ES) Intronicor 2ndExonic Part(ECS)
NOTE:ThisECDispalindromic. ECSLOCATIONype=Boundary:DHalfSeparation^7bp:Whcrc=3prime/3prime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:(1st)GluR-C/Gite (6th)GluR-DR/GSi e (5th)GluR-BQ/Site (2nd)GluR-BNovelSit A/GMISMATCHES:No-ismatchesobserv d.
FigureA1.5CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000223233 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000033981 DESCRIPTION:Glutamatereceptor2precurs(GluR-2/GluR-B/GluR-K2/AMPA2) FUNCTION:Glutamate-gatedpo assiumch nn linvolvensynaptictransmi sion. RANK:5thLODSCORE25.5 SPECIESDEPTH:000000 COREECDALIGNMENT
ExonicPart(ES)
Gallus.UAUGCAGCAAGGAUGCGAUAUUUCGCCAAGGUUGGUUACUCGCCUUUUUCAACUUUGUGCAUUUU HomoS.UAUGCAGCAAGGAUGCGAUAUUUCGCCAAGGUUGGUUACUCACCUGCUUCAACUUUGUGCAUUUC RattUSN.UAUGCAGCAAGGAUGCGAUAUUUCGCCAAGGUUGGUCACUCACCUGCUUCAACUUUGUGCAUUUU Mus.UAUGCAGCAAGGAUGCGAUAUUUCGCCAAGGUUGGUCACUCACCUGCUUCAACUUUGUGCAUUUU I I Mus.AUACGUCGUUUUUGUGCCAUGGGGAGGUUCGUCCGUACCUUACUAUCC--UUGGAAGACGUAAAA RattUSN.AUACGUCGUUUUUGUGCCAUGGGGAGGUUCGUCCGUACCUUACUAUCC--UUGGAAUACGUAAAA HomoS.AUACGUCGUUUUUGUGCCAUGGGGAGGUUCUUCCGUACCUUACUAUCC--UUGGAAUACGUAAAA Gallus.AUACGUCGUUUUUGUGCCAUGGGGAGGUUCUUCCGUACCUUACUAAAC—UUGGAAUACGUAAAA Intronicor2ndExPa t(ECS)
} }
ECSLOCATIONType=Standard:CDH lfSe aration=280bp:Where=Exon/3prime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:(42nd)GluR-6Q/ite (4th)GluR-BR/GSite (2nd)GluR-BNovelSit A/GMISMATCHES:-ismatchesoverlapthES.
FigureA1.6CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000519849 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000025892 DESCRIPTION:Glutamatereceptor4precurso(GluR-4)/GluR4/GluR-D/AMPA4) FUNCTION:Glutamatc-gatcdpotassiumch nnelinv lvedsynaptictr nsmission. RANK:6thLODSCORE24.4 SPECIESDEPTH: COREECDALIGNMENT FuguR.UUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAGUGUAACAAUAUGUUUUACGUGUUGUUAUGGUAUUCCA DanioR.UUAAGGUGGGUGGAGUAGUAUAACAAUAUGCCACG--UGUUGUUAUGGUAUUCCAI Gallus.UUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAGUAUAACAAUAUAAAAUG--UGUUGUUAUAGUAUUCCA>- HomoS.UUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAGUAUAACAAUAUAACAUG--UGUUGUUAUAGUAUUCCA'' Mus.UUAAGGUGGGUGGAAUAGUAUAACAAUAGAUCAUG--CAUUGUUAUAGUAUUCCA_JillTTTTTT 1111111111 11 111 Mus.AGUCCCUUCCACCUUAUGAUAUUGUUACGUACUA--GAUAACAAUAUGAUAAGGU HomoS.AGUCCCUUCCACCUUAUGAUAUUGUUGUGUACAA--UAUAACAAUAUGAUAAGGUIntronicr2nd Gallus.AGUCCCUUCCACCUUAUGAUAUUGUUGUGUAAAA--UAUAACAAUAUGAUAAGGU>-ExonicPart DanioR.GGUCCCUUCCACCUUAUGGUAUUGUUGUGCACCG--UAUAACAAUAUGAUGAGGU(E S) FuguR.GGUCCCUUCCACCUUAUGGUAUUGUUGUGCAUUUUGUAUAACAAUGUGAUAAGGU ECSLOCATIONype=Boundary:DHalfSeparation=llbp:Where=3prime/3e ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:(4,h)GluR-B/Gite (1st)GluR-CR/GSite (8th)GluR-DNovelSi A/GMISMATCHES:No-ismatchesobserv d.
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FigureA1.7CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000105648 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000020524 DESCRIPTION:Glutamatereceptor1precursor(Gl R-l/GluR-A/GluR-Kl/AMPAl) FUNCTION:Glutamate-gatedpo assiumch nn linv lvedsynaptictransmi sion. RANK:7thLODSCORE20.5 SPECIESDEPTH:
ExonicPart
COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.AAAUAACAUUGGUAAUGUUAUUU-AUGUUAUUU HomoS.AAAUAACAUUGGUAAUGUUAUUU-AUGUUAUUU Mus.AAAUAACAUUGGUAAUGUUAUUU-AUGUUAUUU1(ES) I I Mus.UUUAUUGUAUUUAUUGUAAUGGU-UACAAUAAAIntronicor HomoS.UUUAUUGUAUUUAUUGUAAUGGU-UACAAUAAAL-2ndEx nicGallus.UU-AUUGUAAUGGUUACAAUAAAAUACAAUAAGJpart(£CS) NOTE:ThisECDispalindromic. ECSLOCATIONType=Intronic:CDHalfSepar tion=0bp:Where=5prime/5ime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:(2nd)GluR-BNovelit (3rd)GluR-CNovelSit (8th)GluR-CNovelSi A/GMISMATCHES:No-ismatchesobserv d.
FigureA1.8CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000515006 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000025892 DESCRIPTION:Glutamatereceptor4precurs(GluR-4)/GluR4/GluR-D/AMPA4) FUNCTION:Glutamate-gatedpotassiumch nn linv lvedsynap ictransmi on. RANK:8thLODSCORE:20.5 SPECIESDEPTH: COREECDALIGNMENT tlJVTIAriA71TTfTTTl7 7\/ TTrT
ExonicPart
Gallus.AAAAUAACAUAUAUAAUGUUAUUUAUGUUAUUUU" HomoS.AAAAUAACAUAUAUAAUGUUAUUUAUGUUAUUUU Mus.AAAAUAACAUAUAUAAUGUUAUUUAUGUUAUUUU—'(ES) I Mus.UUUUAUUGUAUUUAUUGUAAUAUAUACAAUAAAA-]TntronicorHomoS.UUUUAUUGUAUUUAUUGUAAUAUAUACAAUAAAAL.d Gallus.UUUUAUUGUAUUUAUUGUAAUAUAUACAAUAAAAJ1bxomc
Part(ECS)
NOTE:ThisECDispalindromic. ECSLOCATIONype=Intronic:DHalfSe aration=0bpWhere=5pr me/p ime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:(6th)GluR-/Gi e (7th)GluR-ANovelSit (2n<1)GluR-BNovelSit (3rd)GluR-CNovelSit A/GMISMATCHES:No-Mismatchesobserv d.
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FigureA1.9CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000479443 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000007850 DESCRIPTION:Heterogeneousnucl arribo ucl opr tein(hnRNP) FUNCTION'.Involvedi pre-mRNAocessing. RANK:9thLODSCORE:20.1 SPECIESDEPTH:000000&00000E
>
COREECDALIGNMENT HomoS.RattusN. Mus. Mus.RattusN. HomoS. SECONDARYXONICCDALIG MENTS DanioR.GGUUAUCUG-UCCUUGGGUUGAAGGGUUGGA-AAUC Gallus.GGUUAUUUG-UCCUUGGGUUGAAGGGUUGGA-AAUCHomoS.GGUUAUUUG-UCCUUGGGUUGAAGGGUUGGA-AAUC RattusN.GGUUAUUUG-UCCUUGGGUUGAAGGGUUGGA-AAUCMus.GGUUAUUUG-UCCUUGGGUUGAAGGGUUGGA-AAUC I III Mus.CUAA-AGGUUGGGAAGUUGGGUUCCUG-UUUAUUGGRattusN.CUAA-AGGUUGGGAAGUUGGGUUCCUG-UUUAUUGG HomoS.CUAA-AGGUUGGGAAGUUGGGUUCCUG-UUUAUUGG allus.CUAA-AGGUUGGGAAGUUGGGUUCCUG-UUUAUUGG DanioR.CUAA-AGGUUGGGAAGUUGGGUUCCUG-UCUAUUGG NOTE:ThisECDispalindromic.
ExonicPart (ES) Intronicr
■2ndExonic Part(ECS) ExonicPart (ES) Intronicr 2ndExonic Part(ECS)
GGGGAGGA—GUACGGGGGAGGCCUUCU CAGUUUGCU
HomoS.RattusN. Mus. Mus.RattusN. HomoS.
TTTIII
CUUCGUUUGACGUGCUUCCGGAGGGGGCAUG- CUUCGUUUGACGUGCUCCGGAGGGGGCAUG- CUUCGUUUGACGUGCUCCGGAGGGGGCAUG-
mo lit DanioR. NOTE:ThisECDispalindromic.
-AGGAGGGG -AGGAGGGG -AGGAGGGG -AGGAGGGG
}
ExonicPart (ES) Intronicr 2ndExonic Part(ECS)
ECSLOCATIONTypc=Boundary:DHalfSc aratio =0bp:Whcrc=5prime/rime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:None. A/GMISMATCHES:-mismatchob ervedn rbyES.




Gallus.AUCAGGCUUUCUGUGUCCCUUUUUUCUAGGCUAGAAAAUAUUAAC HomoS.GAUCAGGCUUUCUGUGUCCCUUUUUUCUAGGCUAGAAAAUAUUAACLEx niCPart RattusN.GAUCAGGCUUUCUGUGUCCCUUUUUUCUAGGCUAGAAAAUAUUAAC Mus.GAUCAGGCUUUCUGUGUCCCUUUUUUCUAGGCUAGAAAAUAUUAAC 1"" T.■ „
Intronicor 2ndExonic Part(ECS)
NOTE:ThisECDispalindromic. Gallus.CUCUGAGGAGAUU CUUGAUGUCAGUCUUAUA CU Ac.D. HomoS.CUCUGAGGAGAUU CUUGAUGUCAGUCUUAUA CUUALfcxonlcPart RattusN.CUCUGAGGAGAUUUCUUG U UCAGUCUUA A CUUAG\rPSlMus.CUCUGAGGAGAUU CUUGAUGUCAGUCUUAUA CUUA _Jv' III Mus.GAGAUUCUAUAUUCUCUGUAG UCU UAGAGG C~*|IntronicOr RattusN.GAGAUUCUAUAUUCUCUG AGUUC U AGAGG C CL1ndcHomoS.GAGAUUCUAUAUUCUCUGUAG UCU UAGAGG C|txonlc Gallus.AGAUUCUAUAUUCUGACUGUAGUUCU AGAGG C_JPart(E S) NOTE:ThisECDispalindromic. ECSLOCATIONypc=Boundary:DHalfSeparation^6bp:Wherc=3p ime/5ime TheECDhalv sfl nktexonclosely,o erlappingb thjun tions. ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:None. A/GMISMATCHES:No-Mismatchesobserv d.
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FigureA1.11CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000228059 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000033569 DESCRIPTION:Brain-specificangiogenesisinhibitor3precur or FUNCTION:G-proteincoupledreceptorinv lvbrain-sp cificangiog nesis regulation. RANK:UthLODSCORE20.0 SPECIESDEPTH:00Kg] COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.AGUAGGUGC-AAAGCCAGCUUUAGUACUUGCU HomoS.AGUAGGUGC-AAAGCCAGCUUUAGUACUUGCU RattusN.AGUAGGUGC-AAAGCCAGCUUUAGUACUUGCU Mus.AGUAGGUGC-AAAGCCAGCUUUAGUACUUGCU I Mus.UCGUUCAUGAUUUCGACCGAAA-CGUGGAUGA RattusN.UCGUUCAUGAUUUCGACCGAAA-CGUGGAUGA HomoS.UCGUUCAUGAUUUCGACCGAAA-CGUGGAUGA Gallus.UCGUUCAUGAUUUCGACCGAAA-CGUGGAUGA
ExonicPart (ES) Intronicr 2ndExonic Part(ECS)
NOTE:ThisECDispalindromic. ECSLO ATIONTypc=Boundary:DHalfSe ar tio =0bp:Whcre=3prime/rime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:None. A/GMISMATCHES:No-mismatchob erved.
FigureA1.12CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000177912 ENSEMBLGENE:ENSMUSG00000028289 DESCRIPTION:phrintype-Areceptor7r cursor(Tyrosine-proteinkinas receptorEHK-3) FUNCTION:Ephrinreceptorwithty os ekinasactivity. RANK:12thLODSCORE20.0 SPECIESDEPTH:0000KK COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.AGCGUGUGAUUG—GUGCAGGUAAGGCU C HomoS.GAGCGUGUGAUUG—GUGCAGGUAAGGCUA U RattusN.GAGCGUGUGAUUG—GUGCAGGUAAGGCU Mus.GAGCGUGUGAUUG—GUGCAGGUAAGGCU III Mus.CUUUCGUACUGACACUAC-UUCGUUUCGUGAAUAACA RattusN.CUUUCGUACUGACACUAC-UUCGUUUCGUGAAUAACA HomoS.CUUUCGUACUGACACUAC-UUCGUUUCGUGAAUAACA Gallus.CUUUCGUACUGACACUAC-UUCGUUUC SECONDARYEALIGNMENT( X NIC)
ExonicPart (ES) Intronicr 2ndExonic Part(ECS)
1}
ExonicPart (ES)
Gallus.--AGUCAUGCUUU-CUUACAUCA-UUACA-GUUAAAUUU HomoS.ACAGUCAUGCUUU-CUUACAUCA-UUACA-GUUAAAUUU RattusN.ACAGUCAUGCUUU-CUUACAUCA-UUACA-GUUAAAUUU Mus.ACAGUCAUGCUUU-CUUACAUCA-UUACA-GUUAAAUUU I III Mus.UGUU-GU-CGGAAUGGACGUGGUUAGUGUGCGAGUUAAA—jintr0nicorRattusN.UGUU-GU-CGGAAUGGACGUGGUUAGUGUGCGAGUUAAAI9ndpYnni„ HomoS.UGUU-AU-CGGAAUGGACGUGGUUAGUGUGCGAGUUAAAfGallus.UGCUGU-CGGAAUGGACGUGGUUAGUGUGCGAGUUAAAJPart(ECS) ECSLOCATIONType=Boundary:DHalfSe aration=122bp:Wherc=3prime/5prime TheECDhalv sfl nktcxonlosely,o erlappingb thexjun tion . ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:None. A/GMISMATCHES:No-mismatchob erved.
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FigureA1.13CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000113867 ENSEMBLGENE:EN MUSG00000061603 DESCRIPTION-.NA FUNCTION:Akinase(PRKA)anchorprotein6.Bi dstypIregulatorysub nitsf proteinkinaseAandnchors/targetsthemucl arm mb nesarcoplasmicr iculu . 13thLODSCORE:20.0 SPECIESDEPTH:000000 COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.UAUUUGCAUUUUUAUUACUGUUUGGGExonicPart HomoS.GUAUUUGCAUUUUUAUUACUGUUUGGGr*(£S)Mus.GUAUUUGCAUUUUUAUUACUGUUUGGG-1 111111IMin.mn;„nrMus.CAUAAAGGUAAGA-UG-UGACAAGUGGAAUCUA~~|ll"roniC0r HomoS.CAUAAAGGUAAGG-UG-UGACAAGUGGAAUCUA2ndExonic Gallus.CAUAAAGGUAAGG-UG-UGACAAGUGGAAUCUA—'Part(ECS) ECSLOCATIONType=Boundary:DHalfScparati n=2,152bp:Wherc=3prime/ri e ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:None. AJGMISMATCHES:No-mismatchobserved.
FigureA1.14CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000186519 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000029169 DESCRIPTION:Putativepre-mRNAsplicingfac orRNAhelicase(DEAHboxprotein15) FUNCTION:Pre-mRNAprocessingfactorinvolv ddisass mblyfsplice so es afterthreleaseofmatu eRNA RANK:14thLODSCORE:20.0 SPECIESDEPTH: COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.AUGGGCGUUUGUGUUGGGCCCA-UACCAAC-CUUGU HomoS.AUGGGCGUUUGUGUUGGGCCCA-UACCAAC-CUUGU RattusN.AUGGGCGUUUGUGUUGGGCCCA-UACCAAC-CUUGU Mus.AUGGGCGUUUGUGUUGGGCCCA-UACCAAC-CUUGU III Mus.UGUUC-CAACCAUA-CCCGGGUUGUGUUUGCGGGUA RattusN.UGUUC-CAACCAUA-CCCGGGUUGUGUUUGCGGGUA HomoS.UGUUC-CAACCAUA-CCCGGGUUGUGUUUGCGGGUA Gallus.UGUUC-CAACCAUA-CCCGGGUUGUGUUUGCGGGUA
ExonicPart (ES) Intronicr 2ndExonic Part(ECS)
ECSLOCATIONType=Standard:DHalfSepar tion^ ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:None. A/GMISMATCHES:No-mismatchob erved.
p:Whcrc=Exon/5rime
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FigureA1.15CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000496440 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000029563 DESCRIPTION:ForkheadboxproteinP2 FUNCTION:Transcriptionalrepressorthatmayploleispecif c ionanddifferen at
oflungepithelium.Mayalsolayroleindeve opingn ural,gastrointestinaldcardiov cular tissues.Involvedi neuralmechanismsed tingthde elopmentfp echanlang ge. RANK:15thLODSCORE:20.0 SPECIESDEPTH:000000 COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.UUUUGUUCGAG-UAG-AAAAUGUUAAAGGAGCAGUAU HomoS.GUUUUGUUCGAG-UAG-AAAAUGUUAAAGGAGCAGUAU RattusN.GUUUUGUUCGAG-UAG-AAAAUGUUAAAGGAGCAGUGU Mus.GUUUUGUUCGAG-UAG-AAAAUGUUAAAGGAGCAGUGU I III Mus.CAGGACGAACUCCAUAAUUUUACGAUUUUUCCGAUGUG RattusN.CAGGACGAACUCCAUAAUUUUACGAUUUUUCCGAUGUC HomoS.CAGGACGAACUCCAUAAUUUUACGAUUUUUCCGAUGUC Gallus.CAGGACGAACUCCAUAAUUUUACGAUUUUUCCGAUGUC
} }
ExonicPart (ES) Intronicr 2ndExonic Part(ECS)
ECSLOCATIONType=Standard:CDHalfSe aration=412bp:Whcre=Exon/5prime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:None. A/GMISMATCHES:No-mismatchob erved.
FigureA1.16CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000375270 ENSEMBLGENE:ENSMUSG00000028546 DESCRIPTION:ELAV-likeprotein4(ParaneoplasticencephalomyelitistigeHuD) FUNCTION:BelongstheRNPelavfamily.M yp aar leinneuron-sp cificA processing.Dros ph laElav-like4(embryonic,lethal,ab ormalvision),neural specific,expressedinbrai ,identifiedusingrafromatientsw haraplas icmultifocal neurologicdisorder,homo goustHD,shuttlingt eERGclasfmRNAytoplasm responsetogulatorysignals,wh retheybecomtabilized,translatedr pidld gr e RANK:16thLODSCORE9.3 SPECIESDEPTH:00001 COREECDALIGNMENT j~1ExonicPart JJlGAGGUGUACCAGGAAAGGAU-UUUAUAAUGCUU-1(ES)INI_IntronicrMus.UUCUA-AUACUUUUUUUUUGUAAAUGUUAUGAAH,RattusN.UUCUA-AUACUUUUUUUUUGUAAAUGUUAUGAAJ2ndExonicHomoS.UUCUA-AUACUUUUUUUUUGUAAAUGUUAUGAA SECONDARYCSALIG MENT HomoS.GACAGAGU-GUUGCAAGUUUCCUUUAAA~~|ExonicPart RattusN.GACAGAGU-GUUGCAAGUUUCCUUUAAAKpcxMus.GACAGAGU-GUUGCAAGUUUCCUUUAAA-1 IIIIntronicor Mus.CUGUUUCAACAGUAAAGGGGAUUU?ndFYnnif. RattusN.CUGUUUCAACAGU AAAGGGGAUUUJtxonic HomoS.CUGUUUCAACAGUUAAAGGGGAUUU-1Part(E S)
Part(ECS)
ECSLOCATIONType=Standard:DHalfSeparation=2,309bpWh rc=Exon/3prime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:(34*h/35th)NovelCDinsamegene. A/GMISMATCHES:-mismatchob ervedne rbyES.
FigureA1.17CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000466378 ENSEMBLGENE:ENS.MUSG00000025255 DESCRIPTION:ZincFingerhomeodomain4 FUNCTION:Homeoboxtranscriptionfact r.Ca didategencongenitalbila ral isolatedptosisdisord r. RANK:17thLODSCORE:9.2 SPECIESDEPTH:000000 COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.AAAGUUGUUCAGAUGAGUCUGACAGUGAGUUGAGCCAGAAG~1ExonicPart
J(ES)
HomoS.AAAGUUGUUCAGAUGAGUCUGACAGUGAGCUGAGCCAGAAG Mus.AAAGUUGUUCAGAUGAGUCUGACAGUGAGCUGAGCCAGAAG• I ,.- Mus.UUUCGAUGACUUAAUGUGGAUUG—AUUUGAUUC—UCUUC"~|intromcor HomoS.UUUCGAUGACUUAAUGUGGAUUG--AUUUGAUUC—UCUUU^-2ndExonic Gallus.UUUCGAUGACUUAAUGUGGAUUG—AUUUGAUUC—UCUUU—1Part(ECS) Gallus.UUUAUAUGCAGAAAGUGCC-AGAUGAUGUUUACUGAUGAAGA~~|ExonicPart HomoS.UUUAUAUGCAGAAAGUGCC-AGAUGAUGUUUACUGAUGAAGAf-(ES)Mus.UUUGUAUGCAGAAAGUGCC-AGAUGAUGUUUACUGACGAAGA—'' I IIIInfmnipMus.AAACGUGUGAUUUGUGUGGAUCUUUUACGAAAGAUUAUUUCU~~|lntromcor HomoS.AAACAUGUGAUUUGUGUGGAUCUUUUACGAAAGAUUAUUUCUp2Exonic Gallus.AAACAUGUGAUUUGUGUGGAUCUUUUCCGAAAGAUUAUUUCU-JP rt(E S) ECSLOCATIONype=Standard:DH lfSc aration=501bp:Where=Exon/3prime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:(40*)NovelCfr msa egene. (18th)Sameexon. A/GMISMATCHES:-mismatchob ervedn rbyES.
FigureA1.18CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000476281 ENSEMBLGENE:E SMUSG00000025255 DESCRIPTION:ZincFingerhomeodomain4 FUNCTION:Homcoboxtranscriptionfactor.Ca didategencongenitalbilat ral isolatedptosisdisord r. RANK:18thLODSCORE:9.2 SPECIESDEPTH.0IES3m9e*°n"Pr6Vi°US' COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.AAAGUUGUUCAGAUGAGUCUGACAGUGAGUUGAGCCAGAAGExonicPart HomoS.AAAGUUGUUCAGAUGAGUCUGACAGUGAGCUGAGCCAGAAGf~(ES)Mus.AAAGUUGUUCAGAUGAGUCUGACAGUGAGCUGAGCCAGAAG-» I Ilnfr■ Mus.UUUCGAUGACUUAAUGUGGAUUG—AUUUGAUUC--UCUUC~")mironicor HomoS.UUUCGAUGACUUAAUGUGGAUUG—AUUUGAUUC--UCUUU^2"Exonic Gallus.UUUCGAUGACUUAAUGUGGAUUG—AUUUGAUUC—UCUUU-1P rt(ECS) Gallus.UUUAUAUGCAGAAAGUGCC-AGAUGAUGUUUACUGAUGAAGA~TExonicPart HomoS.UUUAUAUGCAGAAAGUGCC-AGAUGAUGUUUACUGAUGAAGAf"(ES)Mus.UUUGUAUGCAGAAAGUGCC-AGAUGAUGUUUACUGACGAAGA—' IIIT.orMus.AAACGUGUGAUUUGUGUGGAUCUUUUACGAAAGAUUAUUUCU~~|in"onicor HomoS.AAACAUGUGAUUUGUGUGGAUCUUUUACGAAAGAUUAUUUCUp2Exonic Gallus.AAACAUGUGAUUUGUGUGGAUCUUUUCCGAAAGAUUAUUUCU-JP rt(ECS) ECSLOCATIONypc=Standard:DH lfSc aration=501bp:Whcrc=Exon/3prime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:(40th)NovelECDfr msa egene. (17th)Sameexon. A/GMISMATCHES:-mismatchobservedne rbyES.
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FigureA1.19CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000472446 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000057453 DESCRIPTION:Bladdercancer-associatedprote n(Bl ddcan er10kDp ot in)(Bcl ) FUNCTION:Differentialexpressioninbladderca c .nknowfu ction. RANK:19thLODSCORE8.9 SPECIESDEPTH:00001 COREECDALIGNMENT
ExonicPart(ES)
HomoS.GCCCUGCCCGGCAGAGAUCAUGUAUUGCCUCCAGUGGCUGCUGCCCGUC RattusN.GCCCUGCCCGGCAGAGAUCAUGUAUUGCCUCCAGUGGCUGCUGCCCGUC Mus.GCCCUGCCCGGCAGAGAUCAUGUAUUGCCUCCAGUGGCUGCUGCCCGUC I Mus.CGGGACGGGUCGUCUCUAGUACAUAGCGGAGGACCCCGACGUCGGGCAG RattusN.CGGGACGGGUCGUCUCUAGUACAUAGCGUAGGACCCCGACGUCGGGCAG HomoS.CGGGACGGGUCGUCUCUAGUACAUAGCGGAGGACCCCGACGUCGGGCAG
Intronicor2ndExPa t(ECS)
> >
ECSLOCATIONType=Standard:CDHalfSe aration=450bp:Wh re=Exon/5prime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:None. A/GMISMATCHES:-mismatchesoverlappingtheES.
FigureA1.20CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000165486 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000027018 DESCRIPTION:llistone/Histidineaminotransferase1 Mayplaaroleintelomericsilencing.Acetylat sublebutot nucleosomalH4andhistone2A. RANK:20thLODSCORE18.7 SPECIESDEPTH:00001 COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.CUUGAUGUGGUUUAUUGAAACUGCUA-GCUUUAUUGA—UGUA-GAU"^HomoS.UUUGAUGUGGUUUAUUGAAACUGCUA-GCUUUAUUGACGUGGAUGAUJJExonicPart RattusN.UUUGAUGUGGUUUAUUGAAACUGCUA-GCUUUAUUGACGUGGAUGAUf(ES)Mus.UUUGAUGUGGUUUAUUGAAACUGCUA-GCUUUAUUGACGUGGAUGAUj I III Mus.GGGUUAC-CCAUGUGACGA AAG—ACU-UACAUGUUA"R̂attusN.GGGUUAC-CCAUGUGACGAUAC-AAG—ACU-UACAUGUUAnntronicor HomoS.GGGUUAC-CCAUGUGACGAUAC-AAG—ACU-UACAUGUUAf3ndExonic Gallus.GGUUAC-CCAUGUGACGA G AAG—ACU-UACAUGUUAJpart(E S) ECSLOCATIONype=Standard:DHalfSe aration=408bpWh re=Exon/3prime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:(41st)NovelECfr msa egene. A/GMISMATCHES:-mismatchoverl ppingES.
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FigureA1.21CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000327165 ENSEMBLGENE:E SMUSG00000037369 DESCRIPTION:UbiquitouslytranscribedXchromos meetrat icopepti ere atpr e n FUNCTION:UbiquitouslytranscribedJumonjitra iptionf c r,whichescapeX inactivation.Cont nstetratricopeptiderep ats(TPR) RANK:21stLODSCORE:18.7 SPECIESDEPTH: COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.GUGAGAAGUUGGGUUAUGUUCUGCAGGUGCCCAGCUUAGG lPl HomoS.GUGAGAAGUUGGGUUAUGUUCUGCAGGUGCCCAGCUUUAA Uix nicPart RattusN.GUGAGAAGUUGGGUUAUGUUCUGCAGGUGCCCAGCUUUAA Uf(ES)Mus.GUGAGAAGUUGGGUUAUGUUCUGCAAGUGCCCAGCUUUAAI I Mus.CAUUUUUCG-UUUAA-AUUG—UGUUCGGAUG CUCA UCUCG"R̂attusN.CAUUUUUCG-UUUAA-AUUG—UGUUCGGA AACUCAUUC CGllntronicor HomoS.CAUUUUUCG-UUUAA-AUUG—UGUUCGGA AACUCAUUC CGftndEx nicGallus.CAUUUUUCG-UUUAA-AUUG—UGUUCGGA G AA CAUUCUCGjp ECSLOCATIONType=Boundary:DHalfSeparati n=145bp:Where=3prime/5ri e TheECDhalv sfl nktexonclosely,o erlappingb thxjuncti ns. ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:None. A/GMISMATCHES:No-mismatchob erved.
FigureA1.22CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000195189 ENSEMBLGENE:E SMUSG00000030096 DESCRIPTION:Sodiumandchloride-dependenttaurinbet -ala iner nsport r. FUNCTION:Na/Cl-dcpendenttauri etransporter.Involvedi neurotransmittertranspor RANK:22ndLODSCORE18.5 SPECIESDEPTH:0000! ExonicPart (ES) Intronicor 2ndExonic Part(ECS)COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.GGUGGCAGUGGUGGUGGGCACUGCCGCC HomoS.GGUGGCAGUGGUGGUGGGCACUGCCACC RattusN.GGUGGCAGUGGUGGUGGGCACUGCCACC Mus.GGUGGCAGUGGUGGUGGGCACUGCCACC I I Mus.CCACCGUCACGGGUGGUGGUGACGGUGG RattusN.CCACCGUCACGGGUGGUGGUGACGGUGG HomoS.CCACCGUCACGGGUGGUGGUGACGGUGG Gallus.CCGCCGUCACGGGUGGUGGUGACGGUGG NOTE:ThisECDispalindromic. Gallus.UGUGGCAGAGUCAGGUACGAG U UU — UC U HomoS.UGUGGCUGAGUCAGGUACGGU GU C --GUCA U RattusN.UGUGGCUGAGUCAGGUACGGG U UCG—GUC Mus.UGUGGCUGAGUCAGGUACGGU GU —GUC I I Mus.ACGCUUCGGUCUGUGUUUUGACCAUGGUGACAAGUCCGUAG RattusN.ACGCUUCGGUCUGUGUUUUGACCAUGGUGACAAGUCCGUAG HomoS.ACGCUUCGGUCUGUGUUUUGACCAUGGUGACAAGUCCGUAG Gallus.ACGCUUCGGUCUGUGUUUUGACCAUGGUGACAAGUCCGUAG
}ExonicPart (ES) }Intronicr 2ndExonic Part(ECS)
ECSLOCATIONType=Intronic:DHalfSe aration=ObpWhere=3prime/rime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:None. A/GMISMATCHES:No-mismatchob erved.
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FigureA1.23CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000207263 ENSEMBLGENE:E SMUSG00000006678 DESCRIPTION:NApolymerasea phcatalyticsubunit FUNCTION:InvolvediDNAreplicationfnucl argenome RANK:23rdLODSCORE18.5 SPECIESDEPTH:000000 COREECDALIGNMENT HomoS.AUACUGUAAUUACCUUUGAGUUUA"""I RattusN.AUACUGUAAUUACCUUUGAGUUUA Mus.AUACUGUAAUUACCUUUGAGUUUAI I Mus.UGUGACUUUAAUGGAGGA GU~")RattusN.UGUGACUUUAAUGGAGGA GU HomoS.UGUGACUUUAAUGGAGGA GU-J ECSLOCATIONype=Intronic:DHalfSeparation^,915bp:Whcre=3prime/5prime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:None. A/GMISMATCHES:No-mismatchob erved.ExonicPart (ES) Intronicr 2ndExonic Part(ECS)
FigureA1.24CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000395043 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000031284 DESCRIPTION:Serine/threonine-proteinp21-activa dkinas3(PAK-3/B t -PAK) FUNCTION:Highlyexpressedinpostmitoticneuronsfthdev l pingandpostnatal cerebralortexandhippocampus.Def ctp k3rthc usefno -s ecificx-linked nonsyndromicme talretarda iontype30. RANK:24thLODSCORE:18.3 SPECIESDEPTH:000000 COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.AAGAAGCUUGCAU-C AAGU CUUCU"*)HomoS.AAGAAGCUUGCAU-C AAGU CUUCU1ExonicPart RattusN.AAGAAGCUUGCAU-C AAGU CUUCUfMus.AAGAAGCUUGCAU-CAA GUGCUUCUJ III Mus.UUCUUCGUGAAAC-UACGUUCGA GA~~~|Intronicr RattusN.UUCUUCGUGAAAC-UACGUUGA GAL2ndExonicHomoS.UUCUUCGUGAAAC-UACGUUGA GA|Parf/Fr< Ĝallus.UUCUUCGUGAAAC-UACGUUCGAA A-J'̂ NOTE:ThisECDispalindromic. HomoS.AAGAAGCUUGCAUCAAAGU-GCUUCUU GAExonicPart RattusN.AAGAAGCUUGCAUCAAAGU-GCUUCUU GAfVES)Mus.AAGAAGCUUGCAUCAAAGU-GCUUCUU GA-J I I Mus.UUUUUCG—CGUACUUUUAGUGGAGGUAUAACU~~|Intronicor RattusN.UUUUUCG—UGUACUUUUAGUGGAGGUAUAACUf-2ndExonic HomoS.UUUUUCG—CGUACUUUUAGUGGAGGUAUAACU-1part(ECS) ECSLOCATIONTypc=Intronic:DHalfSe aration=0bpWhere=3prime/rime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:None. A/GMISMATCHES:No-mismatchob erved.
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FigureA1.25CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000463801 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000033565 DESCRIPTION:Fox-1H molog(C.EIegans).Hexaribonucleotidebindinprot2. Fyn-bindingmolecule.RNAbindingotifprotein9. FUNCTION:Transcriptionf ctorwi hposs bler leimRNAspl c ng. RANK:25thLODSCORE:18.2 SPECIESDEPTH:0HH0KK COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.CAG—GGAUUCGGGUUC-GUAACUUUCGAGAAUAG HomoS.CAG—GGAUUCGGGUUC-GUAACUUUCGAGAAUAG1ExonicPart RattusN.CAG—GGAUUCGGGUUC-GUAACUUUCGAGAAUAGf(ES)Mus.CAG—GGAUUCGGGUUC-GUAACUUUCGAGAAUAGJIII1I Mus.GUCGGUUUGACCUCAAGUCAUUGAGA-CUC--AUUintronicrRattusN.GUCGGUUUGACCUCAAGUCAUUGAGA-CUC—AUULondcHomoS.GUCGGUUUGACCUCAAGUCAUUGAGA-CUC—AUUf2kxonic Gallus.UCGGUUUGACCUCAAGUCAUUGAGA-CUC—AUUJPart(E S) ECSLOCATIONTvpe=Boundarv:DHalfSeparati n^.198bpWhere=5prime/3ri e ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:(33rd)NovelECDinsamegene. A/GMISMATCHES:No-mismatchob erved.
FigureA1.26CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000099319 ENSEMBLGENE:E SMUSG00000019947 DESCRIPTION:AT-richinteractivedomain- ontainingpro ein5B(A IDdom in- containingpro e5B)(Mrfl-like) FUNCTION:D A-bindingproteinthatbinds5'-AAUA[CU]-3'c reseque ce. Probablyactsstranscriptionregul t r.Repres esthecytomeg lovirusnhancer. Ovcrexpressionleadtoinductionfsmo thmu clearkergen s,uggestingh tayc asregulatorofsmoothmusclecelldiffer ntiati nndprolifera ion.M ybinvo vedli stores. RANK:26thLODSCORE:18.2 SPECIESDEPTH:000000 COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.GAGGAUAUGAAACAGUAAGUGUUUA""T HomoS.GAGGAUAUGAAACAGUAAGUGUUUAIExonicPart RattusN.GAGGAUAUGAAACAGUAAGUGUUUA[Mus.GAGGAUAUGAAACAGUAAGUGUUUAJ(ES) IntronicrMus.CUCCU—GUUAUUCAUAAAU RattusN.CUCCCU--GUUAUUCAUAAAUI HomoS.CUCC--GUUAUUCAUAAAUf2Exonic Gallus.CUCCU—GUUAUUCAUAAAUJP rt(E S) ECSLOCATIONTypc=Boundary:CDHalfSe arati n=53bpWhere=3prime/5rime TheECDhalvesfl nktexonclosely,o erlappingb thjun tions. ADDITIONALINFORMATI RELATEDSITES:None. A/GMISMATCHES:No-mismatchob erved.
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FigureA1.27CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000153249 ENSEMBLGENE:ENSMUSG00000025789 DESCRIPTION:Alpha-2,8-siaIyltransferase8B FUNCTION:Maytransfersi liccidhroughlpha-2,8-linkagcstalpha-2,3-linked andlpha-2,6-linkcdsi l cciofN-linkedoligosaccharidesgly oproteinitG lg . RANK:27thLODSCORE.18.2 SPECIESDEPTH:0HE30KIKI&0 0! COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.UUGUCUUGCAGGAGUUCUGGAGGCAGA—GGUACAA-"")ExonicPart RattusN.UUGUCUUGCAGGAAUUCUGGAGGCAGA--GGUACAA(ES)Mus.UUGUCUUGCAGGAAUUCUGGAGGCAGA—GGUACAA—' I _Mus.GACGGAAUGUCUUUUUGUUU C UG GUU^Iinyonlcor RattusN.GACGGAAUGUCUUUUUGUUUACUUGUGUU2Exonic Gallus.-ACGGAAUGUCUUUUUGUUUACUUGUGUU-1P rt(E S) SECONDARYEALIGNMENT( X NIC) Gallus.ACAUAGCAAAUCUAAUAGGUUUGUAAAUU HomoS.ACAUAGCAAAUCUAAUAGGUUUGUAAAUUIExonicPart RattusN.ACAUAGCAAAUCUAAUAGGUUUGUAAAUU[(ES)Mus.ACAUAGCAAAUCUAAUAGGUUUGUAAAUUJ I Mus.UGUGU—UUUAGAUUAAA G UUGGIntronicr RattusN.UGUGU—UUUAGAUUAAA G UUGGL2ndExonicHomoS.UGUGU—UUUAGAUUAAAUG UGG[pGallus.UGUAG—UUUACC—GUAUUUA1art(t-t-b) ECSLOCATIONypc=Boundary:DHalfSe arati n=76bpWherc=5prime/3p ime TheECDhalv sfl nktexonclosely,o erlappingb thcjun tions. ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:None. A/GMISMATCHES:No-mismatchob erved.
FigureA1.28CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000469222 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000033981 DESCRIPTION:Glutamatereceptor2precurs(GluR-2/GluR-B/GluR-K2/AMPA2) FUNCTION:Glutamate-gatedpo assiumch nn linvolvesynaptictr nsmission. RANK:28thLODSCORE1 .2 SPECIESDEPTH:0HLEK! COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.UGCUCAC—CC-UGUCUGACAAGUAUGU UU HomoS.UGCUCAC—CC-UGUCUGACAAGUAUGU UU RattusN.UGCUCAC—CC-UGUCUGACAAGUAUGU UU Mus.UGCUCAC—CC-UGUCUGACAAGUAUGU UU I I Mus.AUGAGUGUAGGUGUUGUUUGUUUAUUGUCACAGAA RattusN.AUGAGUGUAGGUGUUGUUUGUUUAUUGUCACAGAA HomoS.AUGAGUGUAGGUGUUGUUUGUUUAUUGUCACAGAA Gallus.AUGAGUGUAGGUGUUGUUUGUUUAUUGUCACAGAA SECONDARYCSALIGNMENT Gallus.AAGGGAGUGCGGCAGCGGGGGA GUGA RattusN.AAGGAGAGUGCGGCA CGGGGGAGGUGA Mus.AAGGGAGUGCGGCA CGGGGGAGGUGA I Mus.UUCCACCAUCUCGCAUUGUC-UUUCUUUUACU RattusN.UUCCACCAUCUCGUAUUGUU-UUUCUUUUACU Gallus.AGGUG-AUUU-U-UUUGUUUGUUGUUUUAUC
} }
ExonicPart (ES) Intronicr 2ndExonic Part(ECS)
} }
ExonicPart (ES) Intronicor 2ndExonic Part(ECS)
ECSLOCATIONType=Standard:DHalfSc aration=392bpWhcre=Exon/5prime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:(29th)ameexondiffere t3'primnd (4th)GluR-BR/GSi e (5th)GluR-BQ/Site (2"°)GluR-BNovelSit A/GMISMATCHES:-mismatchoverlappingtheES.
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FigureA1.29CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000487901 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000033981 DESCRIPTION:Glutamatereceptor2precurso(GluR-2/GluR-B/GluR-K2/AMPA2) FUNCTION:Glutamate-gatedpo assiumch nn linv lvedsynapticransmi sion. RANK:29thLODSCORE18.2 SPECIESDEPTH:000000 COREECDALIGNMENT Gallus.UGCUCAC—CC-UGUCUGACAAGUAUGU UU HomoS.UGCUCAC—CC-UGUCUGACAAGUAUGU UU RattusN.UGCUCAC—CC-UGUCUGACAAGUAUG U Mus.UGCUCAC—CC-UGUCUGACAAGUAUGU UU I I AUGAGUGUAGGUGUUGUUUGUUUAUUGUCACAGAA AUGAGUGUAGGUGUUGUUUGUUUAUUGUCACAGAA AUGAGUGUAGGUGUUGUUUGUUUAUUGUCACAGAA AUGAGUGUAGGUGUUGUUUGUUUAUUGUCACAGAAMus. RattusN HomoS. Gallus SECONDARYE SALIGNMENT Gallus.AAGGGAGUGCGGCA CGGGGGAGGUGA RattusN.AAGGAGAGUGCGGCAGCGGGG AGGUGA Mus.AAGGGAGUGCGGCAGCGGGGGAGGUGA I Mus.UUCCACCAUCUCGCAUUGUC-UUUCUUUUACU RattusN.UUCCACCAUCUCGUAUUGUU-UUUCUUUUACU Gallus.AGGUG-AUUU-U-UUUGUUUGUUGUUUUAUC
} }
ExonicPart (ES) Intronicr 2ndExonic Part(ECS)
} }
ExonicPart (ES) Intronicor 2ndExonic Part(ECS)
ECSLOCATIONType=Standard:CDHalfSe aration=392bpWhcrc=Exon/5prime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:(28111)ameexondiffere t3'primend (4th)GluR-BR/GSi e (5th)GluR-BQ/Site (2nd)GluR-BNovelSit A/GMISMATCHES:-mismatchoverl ppingtheES.
FigureA1.30CandidateReportfoENSMUSE00000178321 ENSEMBLGENE:NSMUSG00000061455 DESCRIPTION:Syntaxinvariant Synapticactivity.Implicatedi vesicletr ffickingolysos m s RANK:30thLODSCORE:18.1 SPECIESDEPTH:000000 COREECDALIGNMENT DanioR.GUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUExonicPart RattusN.GUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUP" Mus.GUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGU—' I TnttvinifMus.UGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUG~~]™ RattusN.UGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUG?-2Exonic DanioR.UGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUGUU->P rt(ECS) NOTE:ThisECDisbothpalindromicdcompo edfi plrepeats. PUTAUIVEGUGUGUGUGUGUGU6 RNADUPLEXMil STRUCTURE ECSLOCATIONypc=Intronic:DHalfSc aration=0bpWhere=3pr me/rime ADDITIONALINFORMATION RELATEDSITES:None. A/GMISMATCHES:No-mismatchob erved.
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Appendix 2-Daniel Clutterbuck - 31/10/05
Appendix 2. POCUS: Mining Genomic Sequence
Annotation to Predict Disease Genes
Prior to this PhD I did two bioinformatic projects for my Masters degree, both of
which were supervised by Semple lab. One of these projects was a pilot study for the
prioritisation of disease genes using genomic sequence annotation. During the early
stages of this PhD I collaborated with another student, Frances Turner, to develop
this pilot study into a statistically rigorous algorithm that has now been published in
Genome Biology. I was joint first author on this paper.
The basic concept ofPOCUS, the realisation of this protocol, is that the genes
underlying any given disease are likely to have some similarities. These may be
similar protein domains, similar functions or other shared features. Many complex
and multigenic diseases have two or more regions of the human genome associated
with them, but the underlying genes are not known. By observing the annotation of
the genes in these regions, we could identify any over-represented InterPro domains
or GO terms, which represent protein domains and gene functions, respectively. A
complex statistical method was derived to score these shared terms.
POCUS provides high enrichment of real disease genes in the candidate gene
shortlists it produces compared with the original large sets of positional candidates
(up to 81-fold enrichment). In contrast to other existing methods, POCUS is able to
suggest counterintuitive candidates.
The manuscript for this work is freely available on the Genome Biology website
(http://genomebiology.eom/2003/4/l 1/R75I or on the attached CD. The other
authors' permissions have been obtained to include this.
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Appendix 3: FANTOM3 Collaboration
Based on my experience with sequence analysis, I applied and was selected to join
the FANTOM3 consortium. This is a group of collaborators who, in conjunction with
the Riken Institute in Japan, have recently published a series of papers on the
generation and analysis of large amounts of novel expressed sequence data and
CAGE data73.
My primary role in this large collaboration was to annotate a portion of these
sequences based on a range of bioinformatic analyses. These included sequence
conservation, repeat masking, CAGE alignments, existing EST/cDNA alignments,
alignments to genomic sequences, and many others. Although this was nothing to do
with RNA editing, this was a very interesting and valuable experience.
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Appendix 4: Contents of Supplementary CD
The attached CD contains a variety of files that are relevant to this thesis. These
include:
Online ECD Prediction Tool files
The Perl script and associated HTML, PHP, and CGI files are contained in a
directory called 'Standalone'. These files would need minor modifications for
use on any other system than the one it is currently installed on. This resource
is described in Chapter 6.
POCUS Manuscript PDF
The PDF for the POCUS manuscript is attached with full permission from the
authors (see Appendix 2).
Top 1000 Vertebrate ECD Predictions
This is a Microsoft Excel table containing details of the 1,000 top-scoring
ECD predictions from the vertebrate screen in Chapter 4.
ECD Predictions in HTML Format
The 'html_ecss' folder contains dynamic HTML formatted ECD prediction
alignments. The file 'ecs_results.html' links to a list of all the ECD
predictions for the known edited sites and the top candidates from each
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